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I. INTRODUCTION

An intense debate over federal public land management policy is
currently underway throughout the western United States. As might
be expected, the heart of this debate focuses on the question of preser-
vation versus development-the central issue dominating public land
policy controversies during much of this century.' National parks,
wilderness areas, and wildlife refuges are managed under a preserva-
tionist philosophy as enclaves where natural processes prevail and
man's presence is minimized.2 Other public lands, however, are man-
aged under a quite different multiple-use philosophy, which means
they are open to such consumptive activities as timber harvesting,
grazing, and mineral exploration.' In fact, public land management
policy in the West, until recently, has been dominated by a commit-

1. S. UDALL, THE QUIET CRISIS 109-25 (1963); S. DANA & S. FAIRFAX, FOREST AND RANGE

POLICY 108-11, 207-09 (2d ed. 1980). See also R. NASH, WILDERNESS AND THE AMERICAN MIND 133-
40 (3d ed. 1982) (comparing the philosophies of Gifford Pinchot, chief architect of the Forest Service,
who advocated the "conservative" use and development of the nation's public natural resources, and
John Muir, founder of the Sierra Club and an early national parks advocate, who argued that natural
areas should be preserved from development for their aesthetic and wilderness values). See generally G.
PINCHOT, BREAKING NEW GROUND (1947); J. MUIR, OUR NATIONAL PARKS (1901).

2. These "preserved" lands are managed by different federal agencies-principally the National
Park Service, the Forest Service, and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service-under separate mandates, but
the statutes generally reflect a common theme of retaining the lands in their original pristine state. See
16 U.S.C. § 1 (1982) (National Park Service Organic Act); 16 U.S.C. § 1131(c) (1982) (Wilderness
Act); 16 U.S.C. § 668dd (1982) (National Wildlife Refuge System Administration Act). See also infra
section IV.A.

3. 16 U.S.C. §§ 528-531 (1982) (providing that the Secretary of Agriculture shall administer the
national forests for multiple use-sustained yield purposes to provide for outdoor recreation, range, tim-
ber, watershed, wildlife, and fish); 43 U.S.C. § 1712(c)(1) (1982) (providing that the Bureau of Land
Management shall manage its public lands under a multiple-use principle that includes recreation,
range, timber, minerals, watershed, wildlife, and fish purposes); 30 U.S.C. § 22 (1982) (providing that
the public lands are open for mineral exploration and development). See infra section IV.C. Private
lands, often intermingled with the public lands, are generally not subject to federal regulation, and they
too are usually open to development. The often thorny question of private land use and regulation
adjacent to national parks and other "preserved" lands is a subject beyond the scope of this article. See
generally Sax, Helpless Giants: National Parks and the Regulation of Private Lands, 75 MICH. L. REV.
239 (1976).

[Vol. 60
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LAW AND ECOLOGY IN YELLOWSTONE

ment to the exploitation and extraction of natural resources. But that
tradition is now being eroded. 4 Amenity values such as aesthetics, rec-
reation, and wildlife preservation have become solidly entrenched as
important dimensions of public land policy.5 Moreover, new environ-
mental protection laws have imposed significant constraints on his-
toric multiple-use activities.6

It has become increasingly evident that national park and wilder-
ness lands, once buffered by undisturbed landscapes, do not exist in
isolation. Sharing common watersheds, mountain ranges, and wildlife
species, these lands are interconnected with the surrounding public
and private lands; what occurs on adjacent lands can and often does
dramatically impact them. The boundary lines defining political juris-
dictional authority on the public domain simply do not reflect ecologi-
cal realities.' This problem has received prominent attention under
the rubric of the national parks' external threats dilemma.8 Yet the
same problem confronts many wilderness complexes and wildlife sanc-
tuaries, which also are threatened by or experiencing environmental
harm from adjacent activities.9

4. G. ROBINSON, THE FOREST SERVICE 257-59 (1975); P. CULHANE, PUBLIC LANDS POLITICS:
INTEREST GROUP INFLUENCE ON THE FOREST SERVICE AND THE BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT
81-97 (1981). See also S. DANA & S. FAIRFAX, supra note 1, at 179-206; Wilkinson & Anderson, Land

and Resource Planning in the National Forests, 64 OR. L. REV. 1, 69-70 (1985).
5. See, e.g., 42 U.S.C. § 4331(b)(2) (1982); 43 U.S.C § 1702(c) (1982). See generally S. DANA &

S. FAIRFAX, supra note 1, at 179-265; S. HAYS, BEAUTY, HEALTH AND PERMANENCE: ENVIRONMEN-
TAL POLITICS IN THE UNITED STATES, 1955-1985, at 1-39 (1987).

6. See, e.g., Endangered Species Act of 1973, 16 U.S.C. §§ 1531-1543 (1982); National Environ-
mental Policy Act of 1969, 42 U.S.C. §§ 4321-4347 (1982); Surface Mining Control and Reclamation
Act of 1977, 30 U.S.C. §§ 1201-1328 (1982).

7. When Congress has created national parks or wilderness areas, the boundaries of these enclaves

invariably have reflected multiple political compromises; therefore, these areas rarely represent com-
plete ecological units. A. RUNTE, NATIONAL PARKS: THE AMERICAN EXPERIENCE 138-54 (2d ed.

1987); R. NASH, supra note 1, at 321. See generally Newmark, Legal and Biotic Boundaries of Western
North American National Parks: A Problem of Congruence, 33 BIOLOGICAL CONSERVATION 197-208
(1985); L. HARRIS, THE FRAGMENTED FOREST: ISLAND BIOGEOGRAPHY THEORY AND THE PRESER-

VATION OF BIOTIC DIVERSITY (1984).

8. See OFFICE OF SCIENCE & TECHNOLOGY & NAT'L PARK SERVICE, U.S. DEP'T OF THE INTE-

RIOR, STATE OF THE PARKS 1980: A REPORT TO THE CONGRESS (1980); U.S. GENERAL ACCOUNT-

ING OFFICE, PUBL. No. GAO/RCED-87-36, PARKS AND RECREATION: LIMITED PROGRESS MADE IN

DOCUMENTING AND MITIGATING THREATS TO THE PARKS (1987) (report to the Chairman, Sub-

comm. on National Parks and Recreation, House Comm. on Interior and Insular Affairs). See gener-

ally THE CONSERVATION FOUND., NATIONAL PARKS FOR A NEW GENERATION: VISIONS,

REALITIES, PROSPECTS 126-29, 141-55 (1985); OUR COMMON LANDS: DEFENDING THE NATIONAL
PARKS (D. Simon ed. 1988) [hereinafter OUR COMMON LANDS].

9. For example, the Bob Marshall wilderness complex in Montana faces extensive oil and gas
exploration on its perimeter, which will bring roads and heavy equipment up to the wilderness bounda-
ries, potentially impacting water and air quality, as well as wildlife habitat. See Conner v. Burford, 848

F.2d 1441 (9th Cir.), cert. denied sub nom. Sun Exploration & Prod. Co. v. Lujan, 109 S. Ct. 1121
(1989); Bob Marshall Alliance v. Hodel, 852 F.2d 1223 (9th Cir. 1988), cert. denied sub nom. Kohlman
v. Alliance, 109 S. Ct. 1340 (1989). Park and wilderness lands in the North Cascades region are

1989]
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926 UNIVERSITY OF COLORADO LAW REVIEW

In an oft-cited 1943 essay accurately foreseeing just this problem,
the eminent conservationist Aldo Leopold sets forth a powerful argu-
ment for a land management policy based upon a "land ethic"
grounded in fundamental ecological principles.' ° Echoing Leopold's
concerns, the recent President's Commission on Americans Outdoors
concluded that regional ecosystem planning was necessary to protect
the integrity of the natural resource base on the public lands." More-
over, Congress has regularly-but thus far unsuccessfully-taken up
national park protection legislation, 2 while also undertaking piece-
meal revision of outdated natural resource development laws, now
hopelessly in conflict with contemporary environmental imperatives.' 3

The region surrounding Yellowstone National Park is in the fore-
front of the public land policy debate-a debate that is now being
framed in terms of ecology and ecosystem dynamics. Yellowstone Na-
tional Park lies at the heart of a complex network of public, state, and
private lands located in three states (Wyoming, Montana, and Idaho),

threatened by multiple impacts to water quality and wildlife habitat from clearcutting in the adjacent
national forests. Friedman, Ecosystem on the Edge: Present Management of the GNCE, in FOREVER
WILD: CONSERVING THE GREATER NORTH CASCADES ECOSYSTEM 27-31 (M. Friedman ed. 1988).
The plight of the Kesterson National Wildlife Refuge in California, which suffers from water pollution

traced to nearby agricultural activities, has received broad national attention. Comment, Crisis at Kest-
erson: A Review of San Joaquin Valley Agricultural Drainage Problems and Possible Solutions, 5 UCLA
J. ENVTL. LAW & POL'Y 187 (1986). See also U.S. GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE, WILDLIFE MAN-
AGEMENT: NATIONAL REFUGE CONTAMINATION Is DIFFICULT TO CONFIRM AND CLEAN Up, GAO/

RCED-87-128 (1987) (report to the Chairman, Subcomm. on Oversight and Investigations of the

House Comm. on Energy and Commerce).

10. A. LEOPOLD, A SAND COUNTY ALMANAC 237-64 (Ballantine ed. 1966). See also Wilkinson,

Aldo Leopold and Western Water Law: Thinking Perpendicular to the Prior Appropriation Doctrine, 24
LAND & WATER L. REV. 1 (1988).

11. THE REPORT OF THE PRESIDENT'S COMMISSION, AMERICANS OUTDOORS: THE LEGACY,
THE CHALLENGE 168-69 (1987) [hereinafter AMERICANS OUTDOORS REPORT]. In 1985, President
Reagan created an advisory commission to review outdoor recreation in the United States, generally
charging the Commission to examine public and private outdoor recreation opportunities, policies, and
programs, including the land and resource base necessary to provide future outdoor recreation opportu-

nities, and to make recommendations to ensure the future availability of outdoor recreation. Exec.

Order No. 12,503, 3 C.F.R. 333 (1986).

12. H.R. 2379, 98th Cong., 1st Sess. (1983); S. 978, 98th Cong., 1st Sess., 130 CONG. REC. S2919-
21 (daily ed. Mar. 20, 1984) (Chaffee Amendment No. 2807); H.R. 5162, 97th Cong., 2d Sess. (1982).
See also Public Land Management Policy: Hearings on H.R. 999, H.R. 2379, H.R. 2014, H.R. 2107
Before the Subcomm. on Public Lands and the Subcomm. on National Parks of the House Comm. on
Interior and Insular Affairs, 98th Cong., Ist & 2d Sess. § 10 (1983-84); Public Land Management Pol-
icy., Hearings on H.R. 5162, H.R. 5552, H.R. 5973, and H.R. 5976 Before the Subcomm. on Public
Lands and the Subcomm. on National Parks of the House Comm. on Interior and Insular Affairs, 97th
Cong., 2d Sess. § 3 (1982). See generally Keiter, On Protecting the National Parks From the External
Threats Dilemma, 20 LAND & WATER L. REV. 355 (1985); Coggins, Protecting the Wildlife Resources
of National Parks From External Threats, 22 LAND & WATER L. REV. 1 (1987).

13. See Federal Onshore Oil and Gas Leasing Reform Act of 1987, Pub. L. No. 100-203, 101 Stat.
1330-256 (amending §§ 187a, 187b, 188, 191, 226 and 16 U.S.C. § 3148; adding 30 U.S.C. §§ 195, 226-

3); Geothermal Steam Leasing Reform Act Amendments of 1988, 30 U.S.C.S. § 1005 (1988 Supp.).

[Vol. 60
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LAW AND ECOLOGY IN YELLOWSTONE

and sharing common species and interlocked natural features.' 4 With
ninety percent of the region under federal ownership and nearly half of
this officially preserved as park, wilderness, or wildlife refuge lands,
the natural landscape remains remarkably undisturbed. Knowledgea-
ble observers believe that the Yellowstone area constitutes the largest
remaining intact natural ecosystem in the Earth's temperate zones.' 5

But man's presence and development pressure increasingly are being
felt throughout the region and are taking a toll on the ecosystem, as
evidenced by the plight of the grizzly bear.' 6 As Congress and others
have recognized, the region's enormous ecological complexity is
rivaled only by the extraordinary legal complexities governing land
ownership patterns, planning systems, and management
responsibilities. 7

Bitter conflicts are now commonplace throughout the Yellow-
stone region. In many respects these controversies mirror the situa-
tion prevailing elsewhere on the public domain across the West; they
are part of the long-standing struggle between competing preservation-
ist and utilitarian factions, each interested in establishing its position
as the dominant management philosophy. The basic issue today is
whether traditional consumptive-use activities, such as oil and gas
drilling, timber harvesting, and road building, are compatible with wil-
derness values and wildlife conservation goals.' 8 In the Yellowstone
region, such questions have divided communities, 9 and often find the

14. See CONGRESSIONAL RESEARCH SERVICE, LIBRARY OF CONGRESS, GREATER YELLOW-

STONE ECOSYSTEM: AN ANALYSIS OF DATA SUBMITTED BY FEDERAL AND STATE AGENCIES, 99th
Cong., 2d Sess. 4-7 (Comm. Print No. 6, Dec. 1986) (hereinafter CRS ECOSYSTEM REPORT] (prepared

for the Subcomm. on Public Lands and the Subcomm. on National Parks and Recreation of the House
Comm. on Interior and Insular Affairs), and U.S. NAT'L PARK SERV., DEP'T OF THE INTERIOR & U.S.
FOREST SERV., DEP'T OF AGRIC., AN AGGREGATION OF NATIONAL PARK AND NATIONAL FOREST

MANAGEMENT PLANS 2-5 to -9 (1987) [hereinafter AGGREGATION REPORT] (prepared for Greater
Yellowstone Coordinating Committee), for somewhat different descriptions of the Greater Yellowstone
region. See also text at note 59, infra, for suggested definitions of the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem.

15. Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem: Oversight Hearing Before the Subcomm. on Public Lands and
the Subcomm. on National Parks and Recreation of the House Comm. on Interior and Insular Affairs,

99th Cong., Ist Sess. 434 (1985) [hereinafter Oversight Hearing] (written statement of Bob Anderson,
Executive Director, Greater Yellowstone Coalition, quoting R. Reese (1984)); R. REESE, GREATER

YELLOWSTONE: THE NATIONAL PARK AND ADJACENT WILDLANDS 13 (1984).
16. CRS ECOSYSTEM REPORT, supra note 14, at 19; U.S. FISH & WILDLIFE SERV., GRIZZLY

BEAR RECOVERY PLAN 1-6 (1982) [hereinafter GRIZZLY BEAR RECOVERY PLAN]. See generally T.
MCNAMEE, THE GRIZZLY BEAR (1984).

17. Oversight Hearing, supra note 15, at 28-31; CRS ECOSYSTEM REPORT, supra note 14, at 4,
161. See also AMERICANS OUTDOORS REPORT, supra note 11, at 168-85.

18. See Oversight Hearing, supra note 15; CRS ECOSYSTEM REPORT, supra note 14, at 67-135.
See generally R. REESE, supra note 15; Symposium, The Yellowstone Ecosystem, WESTERN WILD-
LANDS: A NATURAL RESOURCE J., Fall 1986, at 1-26.

19. See Oversight Hearing, supra note 15, at 125-40. See also infra sections III.B. and IV.C.

1989]
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land management agencies themselves in disagreement. 20  Local gov-
erning bodies, environmentalists, and industry groups have each ex-
erted extreme pressure on local federal land managers, seeking to heel
them to their particular vision of public land management policy. 2

When this has failed, they have turned to the courts in one lawsuit
after another, requesting judicial endorsement of their position.22 And
at the same time, they have sought legislative assistance from
Congress.23

It is the thesis of this article that the law represents a promi-
nent-if yet somewhat overlooked-factor in the significant changes
occurring in public land management today. Current law not only
emphasizes environmental protection as a primary responsibility of
the federal land management agencies, it also obligates land managers
to view their responsibilities regionally, taking account of trans-
boundary environmental impacts. This sets the stage for a new vision
of public land management-a vision that bases management on
ecosystem principles rather than on traditional boundary lines. 24  In-

20. See, e.g., 2 U.S. FOREST SERV., DEP'T OF AGRIC., FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATE-
MENT OF THE GALLATIN NATIONAL FOREST PLAN, VI-32 to -40 (1987) [hereinafter GALLATIN FOR-

EST PLAN FEIS] (Yellowstone National Park comments); id. at VI-83, -84 (U.S. Fish & Wildlife

Service biological opinion). Cf. Sax & Keiter, Glacier National Park and Its Neighbors" A Study of
Federal Interagency Relations, 14 ECOLOGY L.Q. 207 (1987).

21. See, e.g., SIERRA CLUB, YELLOWSTONE UNDER SIEGE: OIL AND GAS LEASING IN THE
GREATER YELLOWSTONE REGION (July 1986); THE WILDERNESS SOCIETY, MANAGEMENT DIREC-
TIONS FOR THE NATIONAL FORESTS OF THE GREATER YELLOWSTONE ECOSYSTEM (Jan. 1987) [here-
inafter MANAGEMENT DIRECTIONS]; WYOMING HERITAGE FOUND., WHITE PAPER: WYOMING'S

FEDERAL LANDS (May 1987) [hereinafter WYOMING'S FEDERAL LANDS].
22. See, e.g., Intermountain Forest Indus. Ass'n v. Lyng, 683 F. Supp. 1330 (D. Wyo. 1988); Park

County Resource Council v. United States Dep't of Agric., 613 F. Supp. 1182 (D. Wyo. 1985), aff'd,
817 F.2d 609 (10th Cir. 1987); Conner v. Burford, 848 F.2d 1441 (9th Cir. 1988), cert. denied sub nom.

Sun Exploration & Prod. Co. v. Lujan, 109 S. Ct. 1121 (1989); Mountain States Legal Found. v. Hodel,
668 F. Supp. 144 (D. Wyo. 1987). See generally infra section IV.C.

23. CongreSs has held an oversight hearing on federal land management policy and practices in

the Yellowstone region. Oversight Hearing, supra note 15; CRS ECOSYSTEM REPORT, supra note 14.
See text at notes 307-10, infra, for a detailed description of this oversight hearing and the ensuing
Congressional Research Service report. Congress recently passed legislation that will directly affect
land management policies in the Yellowstone Region. See, e.g., 30 U.S.C.S. § 1005 (1988 Supp.) (limit-

ing geothermal development near national parks); 30 U.S.C. § 226(h) (Supp. V 1987) (revising onshore
oil and gas leasing). In recent years, Congress also has reviewed a plethora of legislative proposals that
would permanently alter policies throughout the region. See, e.g., H.R. 1960, 99th Cong., Ist Sess.

(1985) (Oil and Gas Leasing Reform Act); S. 1006 & H.R. 2794, 100th Cong., ist Sess. (1987) (Geo-
thermal Leasing Reform Act); H.R. 3378, 100th Cong., 1st Sess. (1987) (wolf reintroduction into Yel-

lowstone National Park).

24. See ECOSYSTEM MANAGEMENT FOR PARKS AND WILDERNESS (J. Agee & D. Johnson eds.
1988); Clark & Zaunbrecher, The Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem: The Ecosystem Concept in Natural

Resource Policy and Management, RENEWABLE RESOURCES J., Summer 1987, at 8-16; NATIONAL
PARKS & CONSERVATION ASS'N, NATIONAL PARKS: FROM VIGNET-rES TO A GLOBAL VIEW (1989)
(a report from the Commission on Research and Resource Management Policy in the National Park

System). See also THE ECOSYSTEM CONCEPT IN NATURAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT (G. Van Dyne
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LAW AND ECOLOGY IN YELLOWSTONE

deed, this vision is emerging in the Greater Yellowstone region where
federal land management agencies already acknowledge regional re-
sponsibilities in the area now frequently referred to as the Greater Yel-
lowstone Ecosystem.2" Constituting an immense national treasure and
a wildland system of international significance, Greater Yellowstone
presents federal land managers with a paradigmatic setting for testing
and implementing an ecosystem-based management philosophy. This
article will review the role of the law in these developments and ven-
ture some tentative observations about the evolving concept of ecosys-
tem management.

II. ECOLOGY AND THE PUBLIC LANDS

The term "ecosystem" has been defined as a "unit made up of all
the living and nonliving components of a particular area that interact
and exchange materials with each other." '26 As a scientific concept,
the ecosystem provides a comprehensive model for understanding and
describing the complex relationships between the physical environ-
ment and biological species. Influenced by multiple environmental fac-
tors, ecosystems are constantly changing as they evolve from one
successional stage to another.27 Historically, this process usually has
involved gradual, incremental change produced by natural phenom-

ed. 1969); Caldwell, The Ecosystem as a Criterion for Public Land Policy, 10 NAT. RESOURCES J. 203
(1970).

25. AGGREGATION REPORT, supra note 14, at vii-viii, l-I to -2. Environmentalists, wishing to
emphasize the area's natural qualities and linkages, refer to the region as the "Greater Yellowstone
Ecosystem." The federal land management agencies, however, have resisted adopting this term, prefer-
ring instead the term "Greater Yellowstone Area." Id. at 1-1. Industry groups, some local governing
bodies, and other opponents have resisted any attempt to acknowledge the region as an entity. See G.
REYNOLDS, PROMISE OR THREAT? A STUDY OF "GREATER YELLOWSTONE ECOSYSTEM" MANAGE-
MENT 123-24 (1987); WYOMING'S FEDERAL LANDS, supra note 21. Given the rhetorical power and
metaphorical allure of the ecosystem concept, these differences are not unimportant or surprising. See
infra text accompanying and following notes 41-42.

26. THE FACTS ON FILE DICTIONARY OF BIOLOGY 97 (1988). See also R. RICKLEFS, THE ECON-
OMY OF NATURE 15 (2d ed. 1983). The nonliving or inorganic components of an ecosystem consist of
such materials as air, water, and soil. These resources are each protected under existing laws. See, e.g.,
Clean Air Act, 42 U.S.C.A. §§ 7401-7642 (1983 & West Supp. 1989); Federal Water Pollution Control
Act, 33 U.S.C. §§ 1251-1387 (1982 & Supp. V 1987); National Forest Management Act, 16 U.S.C.
§ 1604(g)(3)(E)(i) (1982) (insuring soil stability in the national forests). Moreover, in an area like
Greater Yellowstone, which contains large expanses of park and wilderness lands, air and water re-
sources generally receive a high level of legal protection under existing law. See Keiter, supra note 12,
at 355, 378-81. It is beyond the scope of this article, however, to develop these legal principles in detail.
See generally OUR COMMON LANDS, supra note 8; ECOSYSTEM MANAGEMENT FOR PARKS AND WIL-
DERNESS, supra note 24.

27. Ecosystems evolve naturally toward a climax state or community, which is usually the most
complex community that can be supported in a given location and the most stable, i.e., capable of
maintaining and replacing itself over time. See R. DASMANN, ENVIRONMENTAL CONSERVATION 72-
73 (5th ed. 1984).
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ena.28 In the modem world, however, man has greatly accelerated the
rate of environmental change and upset longstanding evolutionary
patterns-a fact illustrated by the increased rate at which species are
now being lost to extinction.2 9 Ecosystem preservation, therefore, is a
vitally important dimension of species conservation.3" And biological
diversity-itself an important stabilizing influence in nature-is a crit-
ical manifestation of the health of the ecosystem.3'

Changes in the structure of even large, mature ecosystems can
have severe, destabilizing environmental effects, destroying or frag-
menting habitat, and thus isolating species in "habitat islands" inade-
quate to sustain viable populations.3 2 The initial impact will most
likely be felt by sensitive, top-of-the-food-chain species-carnivores,
such as wolves, bears, and bald eagles-which also are the species with
the greatest natural impact on the ecosystem. 33 While no single factor

28. These phenomena include climatic change, forest fires, floods, and avalanches, which have
gradually reshaped the appearance of the earth's surface and its species. Displaced species usually have

adapted to these periodic phenomena; rather than becoming extinct, they have occupied new niches in

the ecosystem. 0. FRANKEL & M. SOULE, CONSERVATION AND EVOLUTION 22-30 (1981).

29. Id at 25 (asserting that "[n]o other agent of environmental change is so devastating as man,

or so thorough"); P. EHRLICH, A. EHRLICH & J. HOLDREN, ECOSCIENCE: POPULATION, RESOURCES,
ENVIRONMENT 623 (1977). Because fire was so much a part of original evolutionary processes in the

forests and grasslands, modem fire suppression efforts are widely regarded as one of man's most

profound ecological impacts on the natural landscape. Leopold, Cain, Cottam, Garielson & Kimball,

Wildlife Management in the National Parks, in 28 TRANSACTIONS OF THE N. AM. WILDLIFE & NAT.

RESOURCES CONF. 29, 29-44 (1963) [hereinafter Leopold Report) (report of the Advisory Board on
Wildlife Management appointed by Secretary of the Interior Udall); A. CHASE, PLAYING GOD IN
YELLOWSTONE: THE DESTRUCTION OF AMERICA'S FIRST NATIONAL PARK 63 (1986); T. CLARK,
ECOLOGY OF JACKSON HOLE, WYOMING: A PRIMER 64-70 (1981).

30. As Professor Frankel puts it: "[Llong-term conservation is conceivable only within the con-
fines of the ecosystem, which becomes the real target of conservation." Frankel, The Place of Manage-
ment in Conservation, in GENETICS AND CONSERVATION: A REFERENCE FOR MANAGING WILD

ANIMAL AND PLANT POPULATIONS 2 (C. Schonewald-Cox, S. Chambers, B. MacBryde & L. Thomas

eds. 1983). See also May, The Evolution of Ecological Systems, SCI. AM., Sept. 1978, at 168 ("If a
mature ecosystem is seriously disturbed, the distribution of relative abundances tends to revert to the
level characteristic of early succession, dominated by a comparatively few species.").

31. K. WATT, PRINCIPLES OF ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE 140 (1973); THE WILDERNESS SOCI-
ETY, CONSERVING BIOLOGICAL DIVERSITY IN OUR NATIONAL FORESTS 6-11 (1986). The term "bio-
logical diversity" is usually used to refer to the number of species-wildlife, plants, etc.-present in a
given area. Biological diversity also refers to the ability of a species to perpetuate itself. In theory,

species found in diverse locations with differing genetic characteristics are more likely to survive than
species lacking genetic diversification. See infra note 50. See also Smith, The Endangered Species Act
and Biological Conservation, 57 S. CAL. L. REV. 361, 369-82 (1984) (arguing that biological diversity is
instrumentally and intrinsically important to man); 6 ENCYCLOPEDIA BRITANNICA 281, 284 (15th ed.

1974).
32. According to conservation biologists, when members of one species are isolated from other

members, there is no opportunity for genetic interchange within the species. Increased inbreeding inev-
itably results, and species tend to be less fit as a population and have less capacity to adapt to environ-
mental changes. See generally R. DASMANN, WILDLIFE BIOLOGY 169-74 (2d ed. 1981); 0. FRANKEL
& M. SOULE, supra note 28, at 69-71, 132. See also infra note 34.

33. Frankel, supra note 30, at 4, 10; 0. FRANKEL & M. SOULE, supra note 28, at 111-14. Signifi-
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LAW AND ECOLOGY IN YELLOWSTONE

alone will ordinarily destabilize a large ecosystem, the aggregate im-
pact of multiple human intrusions has markedly altered the earth's
environment and influenced evolutionary patterns.

Framing public land policy in terms of ecosystem dynamics has
profound implications for the relationship between the preserved and
multiple-use lands. Even in the largest parks and wilderness areas,
species have been lost and others, like the grizzly bear and bald eagle,
face an uncertain future despite heroic efforts to promote their recov-
ery. 4 There is general agreement that these preserved lands--origi-
nally set aside for their scenic splendor without regard to ecological
considerations-simply do not represent complete ecosystems capable
independently of sustaining native wildlife populations." According
to a recent study, most of the western North American national parks
have lost wildlife species through extinction during this century be-
cause their legal boundaries do not embrace sufficient habitat to main-
tain viable populations. 36

The preserved lands cannot be viewed in isolation; they represent
only part of a larger ecosystem that includes adjacent multiple-use
public lands, as well as other nearby landholdings. Although these
lands sometimes complement each other as ecological entities, 37

human activities such as mineral exploration, timber harvesting, and

cantly, biologists have documented that there is usually a time lag before the impact of environmental
change is manifested in structural genetic changes within existing species. Frankel, supra note 30, at
11.

34. Conservation biologists have demonstrated that larger, more mature and structurally complex
ecosystems generally support a wide diversity of species and can thus absorb otherwise destabilizing
environmental changes. Ripley & Lovejoy, Threatened and Endangered Species, in WILDLIFE IN
AMERICA 365 (H. Brokaw ed. 1978) (published by Council on Environmental Quality); P. EHRLICH &
A. EHRLICH, EXTINCTION: THE CAUSES AND CONSEQUENCES OF THE DISAPPEARANCE OF SPECIES

220-26 (1981); R. DASMANN, supra note 32, at 169-74; L. HARRIS, supra note 7, at 155. On the other
hand, smaller ecosystems sustaining fewer species are more susceptible to such changes and usually
experience a faster rate of extinction than their larger counterparts. L. HARRIS, supra note 7, at 82;
May, supra note 30, at 168; Soule, Thresholds for Survival" Maintaining Fitness and Evolutionary Poten-
tial, in CONSERVATION BIOLOGY: AN EVOLUTIONARY-ECOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE 163-64 (M. Soule
& B. Wilcox eds. 1980); Frankel, supra note 30, at 4. Species in a larger ecosystem are therefore less
likely to be impacted by human activities; population levels tend to be healthy and self regulating, set by
genetic determinants and indigenous environmental factors. Frankel, supra note 30, at 6 (asserting that
self regulation is "the most essential feature of nature conservation").

35. Soule, supra note 34, at 163; Frankel, Genetic Diversity, Ecosystem Conservation and Evolu-
tionary Responsibility, in ECOLOGY IN PRACTICE 422-23 (F. di Castri, F. Baker & M. Hadley eds.
1984); Salwasser, Schonewald-Cox & Baker, The Role of Inter-Agency Cooperation in Managing for
Viable Populations, in VIABLE POPULATIONS FOR CONSERVATION 160 (M. Soule ed. 1987) [hereinafter
Viable Populations].

36. Newmark, supra note 7. See also L. HARRIS, supra note 7, at 72 (noting species losses at Mt.
Rainier National Park).

37. Park and wilderness lands generally represent mature ecosystems and provide habitat for
many man-sensitive species, while forest lands that have been logged or grazed represent early to mid-
successional ecosystems and support different species. Viable Populations, supra note 35, at 159.
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grazing, as well as new road construction projects, often cause adverse
environmental repercussions within the preserved lands and on migra-
tory wildlife species.3

' Given the dynamic nature of the ecosystem,
there is no general scientific formula for defining the relationship be-
tween the preserved and multiple-use lands. It varies site-by-site and
species-by-species, and it changes over time. Scientists are just begin-
ning to understand how the component parts of an ecosystem interact
and how sensitive they are to human disturbances. With such scien-
tific uncertainty, it is not surprising that the public land management
agencies--often encumbered with a history of interagency rivalry and
an insular, boundary-based management tradition-find it difficult to
agree on appropriate ecosystem management policies or strategies.
Scientific complexity is not easily absorbed into an already compli-
cated jurisdictional scheme, just as it is not easily accounted for in the
law.

Yet there is an even more fundamental problem associated with
using ecology as the guiding principle for managing the public do-
main. Public lands policy simply can not be defined solely in scientific
terms. Man is now a dominant force in nature, and human interests-
economic, social, and political-must be accommodated.39 It is fine,
perhaps even noble, to speak of the public lands as ecological entities
where natural processes should be protected. But public lands also
have played an important role in the social and economic development

38. CRS ECOSYSTEM REPORT, supra note 14, at 19,48-53, 77-82. According to ecologists, perim-
eter disturbances such as these create an "edge effect" that drives species away from the disturbed lands

and into the interior, causing a reduction in available habitat. Wilcox, Insular Ecology and Conserva-

tion, in CONSERVATION BIOLOGY: AN EVOLUTIONARY-ECOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE 95-117 (M. Soule
& B. Wilcox eds. 1980); Lewin, ParkL" How Big Is Big Enough?, 225 Sci. 611, 612 (1984). This can be
disastrous for species with specific habitat needs available only on the adjacent multiple-use lands, and
for species with diverse habitat needs that depend on these lands as migration corridors to seasonal use
areas. CRS ECOSYSTEM REPORT, supra note 14, at 46 (describing the impact of habitat fragmentation
on the grizzly bear). Moreover, perimeter human disturbances can also prevent recolonization of park

and wilderness areas by previously extirpated species. Even though the wolf has migrated into the
Glacier National Park region from Canada, biologists do not expect it to naturally recolonize the Yel-
lowstone area. For the wolf, the extensive development surrounding Yellowstone National Park has

created a virtually impenetrable manmade barrier. Newmark, A Land-Bridge Island Perspective on
Mammalian Extinctions in Western North American Parks, 325 NATURE, Jan. 1987, at 430, 432; New-
mark, supra note 7, at 203; U.S. FISH & WILDLIFE SERVICE IN COOPERATION WITH THE NORTHERN
ROCKY MOUNTAIN WOLF RECOVERY TEAM, NORTHERN ROCKY MOUNTAIN WOLF RECOVERY
PLAN 10-11 (1987) [hereinafter WOLF RECOVERY PLAN].

39. R. DASMANN, supra note 27, at 354-58 (1984); Burch, Human Ecology and Environmental
Management, in ECOSYSTEM MANAGEMENT FOR PARKS AND WILDERNESS, supra note 24, at 145;
Miller, Biosphere Reserves in Concept and Practice, in TOWARDS THE BIOSPHERE RESERVE: EXPLOR-
ING RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN PARKS AND ADJACENT LANDS 7-21 (Proceedings of an International

Symposium, R. Scase & C. Martinka eds. 1982); Wilkinson, Law and the American West: The Search

for an Ethicof Place, 59 U. COLO. L. REV. 401, 404-10 (1988). See generally W. FIREY, MAN, MIND

AND LAND (1960).
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LAW AND ECOLOGY IN YELLOWSTONE

of the nation and will certainly continue as a prominent influence on
domestic affairs throughout the West." Too often, though, human
interests have dictated management policy on the public lands without
regard for the underlying ecological systems sustaining the natural re-
source base.

A new accommodation between man and the natural environ-
ment is required. This issue is now being addressed openly in the land
management agencies and the political arena, where it ultimately may
have to be resolved. With national values respecting the public lands
and their role in the nation's culture continuing to evolve, the ecosys-
tem concept may have its greatest impact at this social-political level.4'
Already under current law, the land management agencies are begin-
ning to acknowledge a responsibility to take account of the regional
impact of their decisions, and they are cautiously undertaking some
regional management initiatives. There is mounting evidence that the
ecosystem concept, drawn upon scientific principles yet imbued with a
powerful metaphorical allure, is reshaping the contemporary societal
vision of the public lands. As we shall see, the concept has broadened
the public land management policy dialogue to address the connection
between the preserved and multiple-use lands-a subtle shift that is
altering the balance of power among the competing factions. All of
these forces are at work in the Yellowstone region, which is being cited
as a model elsewhere on the public domain.

III. YELLOWSTONE AS AN ECOSYSTEM

A. The Natural Environment

The Yellowstone country occupies a high plateau covered by
dense stands of pine and fir trees. It is crisscrossed by several moun-
tain ranges and interlaced by three major river systems-the Green,
Yellowstone, and Snake-which headwater within the ecosystem. Ge-
ologically, the region was shaped by recent extensive volcanic activity,
which accounts for its unique geothermal features as well as its dra-
matic mountain scenery. The idea of preserving such geothermal
landmarks as Old Faithful Geyser and Mammoth Hot Springs
prompted Congress in 1872 to establish Yellowstone as the world's
first national park,42 while the grandeur of the rugged Teton mountain

40. P. LIMERICK, THE LEGACY OF CONQUEST: THE UNBROKEN PAST OF THE AMERICAN WEST

304 (1987); S. DANA & S. FAIRFAX, supra note 1, at 110.
41. See S. HAYS, supra note 5, at 99-136; J. SAX, MOUNTAINS WITHOUT HANDRAILS: REFLEC-

TIONS ON THE NATIONAL PARKS 103-05 (1980); P. LIMERICK, supra note 40, at 304. See also Sax, The
Legitimacy of Collective Values: The Case of the Public Lands, 56 COLO. L. REV. 537 (1985); S. DANA

& S. FAIRFAX, supra note 1. at 321-46.
42. R. BARTLETT, YELLOWSTONE: A WILDERNESS BESIEGED 1-7 (1985). The area's geology
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range inspired it to create neighboring Grand Teton National Park
some sixty years later.4 3 Both inside and outside the parks, the re-
gion's natural features retain much of their original pristine character,
and this scenic splendor annually attracts millions of visitors, giving
rise to a tourism and recreation-based economy of singular importance
to the area."

These same natural resources are also otherwise commercially
valuable. Geologists recently have concluded that the Overthrust Belt,
another product of primeval volcanic rumblings, extends into the re-
gion and, judging from discoveries in southern Wyoming, may hold
significant reservoirs of oil and natural gas.45 Along with the recent
energy crises has come renewed interest in tapping into the geothermal
aquifers, a move that could affect the park's geysers.' A small log-
ging industry traditionally has relied upon area forests for timber, and
communities like Dubois and Afton, Wyoming, have grown dependent
upon the timber industry for otherwise scarce jobs in an often de-
pressed rural economy. Moreover, since the area was first settled, ag-
ricultural interests have looked to the lake and river systems as a

partially accounts for the park's ecologically unsound rectangular shape. Congress, intent on protect-
ing these thermal curiosities, established the Park's boundaries simply by drawing straight lines around
the prominent geothermal features, virtually ignoring other natural features and biological resources.
A. RUNTE, supra note 7, at 46, 54.

43. Id. at 118-27, 139-40. See generally R. RIGHTER, CRUCIBLE FOR CONSERVATION: THE CRE-
ATION OF GRAND TETON NATIONAL PARK (1982).

44. CRS ECOSYSTEM REPORT, supra note 14, at 111-35 (concluding that recreation supports
more employment than any other activity in the Yellowstone region national forests); CASCADE HOLls-
TIC ECONOMIC CONSULTANTS, ECONOMIC DATABASE FOR THE GREATER YELLOWSTONE FORESTS
15-21 (1987) [hereinafter ECONOMIC DATABASE] (noting that all Yellowstone region forest plans esti-
mate that recreation is "worth far more than any other forest resource"). See also AGGREGATION
REPORT, supra note 14, at 2-5 (chart 1).

45. See Mountain States Legal Foundation v. Andrus, 499 F. Supp. 383, 386-87 (D. Wyo 1980),
for a brief description of the oil and gas potential of the Overthrust Belt area. Mineral exploration is
generally forbidden by law in national parks as well as wilderness areas, unless the claim predated 1983.
16 U.S.C. § I 133(d)(3) (1982). The BLM and the Forest Service effectively share jurisdictional author-
ity over mineral activity on the nonwilderness forest lands. See infra note 253.

46. See A. CHASE, supra note 29, at 285-86 (describing the late 1970s controversy over drilling for
geothermal resources in the Island Park region of the Targhee National Forest, just west of Yellow-
stone Park); High Country News, June 22, 1987, at 12 (describing the recent controversy over proposed
drilling by the Church Universal and Triumphant on the Royal Teton Ranch, just north of Gardiner,
Montana, and Yellowstone's northern border and within nine miles of the famous Mammoth Hot
Springs). See also MONTANA DEP'T OF HEALTH & ENVTL. SCIENCES, CHURCH UNIVERSAL AND
TRIUMPHANT FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT (March 1989). On federal lands, juris-
diction over geothermal leasing and drilling is vested in the Secretary of the Interior under the Geother-
mal Steam Act of 1970, 30 U.S.C. §§ 1001-1025 (1982 & Supp. V 1987). But the federal government
has no jurisdictional authority over such resources on private lands, which explains why the Church
Universal's proposal was reviewed by a Montana agency for compliance with state water quality
standards.
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primary water source, and have advocated numerous water develop-
ment proposals."'

Today wildlife shares top billing with the geyser system and the
spectacular scenery as a primary resource and principal attraction in
the Yellowstone region. All the major species present before white
settlement, except the wolf, are still evident, including the grizzly bear,
elk, bison, moose, bald eagle, peregrine falcon, and trumpeter swan.48

Most of the major species regularly range across park, forest, and pri-
vate lands to meet their widely disparate seasonal habitat needs. But
despite an extensive network of wild and near-wild lands, several spe-
cies have not thrived-notably the grizzly bear, bald eagle, and pere-
grine falcon, which are listed on the endangered species registry.49

And despite the biological richness of the ecosystem,5" there is persis-
tent debate over current population figures and distribution informa-
tion for practically all the major species, as well as many of the less
prominent ones.5 Moreover, the Park Service and environmental or-
ganizations are promoting wolf reintroduction as a means of reestab-
lishing a natural predator-prey balance within Yellowstone National
Park.52

The "threatened" grizzly bear-a member of the so-called "char-
ismatic megafauna"--occupies a unique position in the ecosystem. As

47. Numerous dams dot the Yellowstone landscape, including a prominent one at the foot of
Jackson Lake in Grand Teton National Park. Other water development projects have been proposed
regularly over the years and are renewed periodically, including proposals to construct dams inside
park boundaries. R. BARTLETT, supra note 42, at 347-58.

48. Other less prominent species are also important components of the biological system, both as
a food base for the larger species and as indicators of environmental changes. For example, the cut-
throat trout, which is found throughout the region's lakes and streams, provides a critically important
food supply for the grizzly bear, bald eagle, and other species, and serves as an index to water quality.
See CRS ECOSYSTEM REPORT, supra note 14, at 66. The pine marten, a little-known woods dweller, is
dependent upon undisturbed old-growth forest, so its population numbers afford a measure of assurance
that such habitat remains. U.S. FOREST SERV., DEP'T OF AGRIC., SHOSHONE NATIONAL FOREST

LAND AND RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLAN 11-47 (1986) [hereinafter SHOSHONE FOREST PLAN]. See

also text at notes 186-204, infra, discussing biological diversity legal requirements. See generally L.
HARRIS, supra note 7.

49. 16 U.S.C. § 1533 (1982); 50 C.F.R. § 17.11 at 74 (grizzly bear), 84 (bald eagle and peregrine
falcon) (1986). See also CRS ECOSYSTEM REPORT, supra note 14, at 47-56, 59-64.

50. Biological richness refers to the total number of species present in the ecosystem, regardless of
population numbers or the prospects for long-term survival. In contrast, biological diversity takes ac-
count of population locations and genetic characteristics, as well as population numbers. L. HARRIS,
supra note 7, at 64. Thus, in a system like Yellowstone, the presence of a small number of grizzly bears
assures biological richness, but the grizzly population may not be large enough to guarantee biological
diversity sufficient to assure the species's survival.

51. A. CHASE, supra note 29, at 80-81; D. HOUSTON, THE NORTHERN YELLOWSTONE ELK 23-6

(1982); Oversight Hearing, supra note 15, at 580-92 (statement of Dr. Tony Povilitis); F. CRAIGHEAD,
TRACK OF THE GRIZZLY 221-23 (1979).

52. High Country News, Nov. 23, 1987, at 10-15. See text at notes 174-82, infra, for a discussion
of the wolf reintroduction question.
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a top-of-the-food-chain carnivore, it is heavily dependent upon other
species; and given its diverse habitat needs and shy, man-sensitive na-
ture, it requires large undisturbed areas for its survival.5 3  Conse-
quently, agency officials generally acknowledge that bear population
figures provide a telling measure of the overall condition of the ecosys-
tem. Moreover, because the bear's status as a "threatened" species
under the Endangered Species Act54 gives the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service (FWS) a potential veto over any project involving federal
lands, 5 the grizzly emerges repeatedly as the focal point in disputes
over controversial development proposals. Indeed, critics complain
that the grizzly bear's legal clout and enormous notoriety dominate
land use priorities throughout the region.56

The geophysical and biological complexity of the Yellowstone
ecosystem makes establishing widely accepted ecological boundaries a
nearly impossible task. In recent years, several ecosystem boundary
definitions based upon such natural features as watershed contours,
geological formations, vegetation characteristics, or grizzly bear range
have been suggested.57 Although these natural and biological features
are ecologically interconnected and represent important components
of the ecosystem, the boundaries they define do not necessarily coin-
cide. Nor, for that matter, is there widespread agreement on how to
draw accurate boundaries around these resources-a fact highlighted
by the continuing disagreement over grizzly bear habitat delineation,
notwithstanding the intensive scrutiny the bear has received over the
years.58 In short, the multidimensional nature of the ecosystem pre-
cludes any meaningful single-dimension definition, and its dynamic,
evolutionary character makes it difficult to draw definitive ecological
boundaries of any lasting significance.59

53. GRIZZLY BEAR RECOVERY PLAN, supra note 16, at 1-30; CRS ECOSYSTEM REPORT, supra

note 14, at 47-56.
54. 16 U.S.C. §§ 1531-1543 (1982).
55. 16 U.S.C. § 1536(aX2). See notes 155 and 159-66 infra-and accompanying text for a more

detailed discussion of the "no jeopardy" provision of the Endangered Species Act and the Act's rele-
vance to controversies in the Greater Yellowstone region.

56. See infra text at notes 155-66, 183-84.
57. R. REESE, supra note 15, at 38-45 (1984); CRS ECOSYSTEM REPORT, supra note 14, at 29-33.

See also Clark & Zaunbrecher, supra note 24, at 8-16.
58. See D. Amato & D. Whittemore, Status Report on Yellowstone Grizzly Bear 115-18 (Nov.

1988) (draft report prepared by Greater Yellowstone Coalition); Reid & Gehman, A Common Sense
Approach to Grizzly Bear Habitat Evaluation, FOREST WATCH, Oct. 1987, at 9-15; T. MCNAMEE, supra
note 16, at 89-90.

59. The recent Congressional Research Service report on the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem
adopts an avowedly arbitrary boundary definition, acknowledging the difficulty of setting precise, scien-
tifically agreed-upon ecosystem boundaries. The CRS report relies upon climatic, vegetative, and topo-
graphical similarities, as well as legal jurisdictional boundaries, in setting its boundary. CRS
ECOSYSTEM REPORT, supra note 14, at 4-5. Similarly, the recent Aggregation Report prepared by the
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B. Interjurisdictional Conflict: Economics and the Environment

Another obstacle to establishing concrete ecosystem boundaries
in the Yellowstone region is the fragmented land ownership and man-
agement scheme. (See Map 1) Yellowstone and Grand Teton Na-
tional Parks, encompassing more than 2.5 million acres (an area larger
than Rhode Island and Delaware combined) and lying within three
different states, form the core of the ecosystem. The parks are sur-
rounded by seven national forests," most containing large segments of
designated wilderness.6' (See Map 2) Three wildlife refuges are also
located in the ecosystem.62 Although the park and wilderness lands
are managed to preserve their natural conditions, major controversies
are occurring over the appropriate level of human activity and inter-
vention in this preserved environment.63 How these controversies are

Greater Yellowstone Coordinating Committee makes no attempt to define the area in natural terms;
instead it relies upon existing jurisdictional boundaries. AGGREGATION REPORT, supra note 14, at v, 1-
I to -3. It is not surprising, given these different approaches, that the CRS Report concludes that the
Greater Yellowstone region encompasses approximately 14 million acres, while the Aggregation Report
includes approximately 20 million acres in its definition of the region, The largest discrepancy between

the two reports is the private lands acreage; the CRS Report includes approximately one million acres
of private lands in its regional definition while the Aggregation Report includes five million acres.

60. These forests are: Bridger-Teton National Forest and Shoshone National Forest in Wyoming;
Gallatin National Forest, Custer National Forest, and Beaverhead National Forest (which is located
near, but not immediately adjacent to, Yellowstone National Park) in Montana; and the Caribou Na-
tional Forest and Targhee National Forest in Idaho. These seven national forests are administratively
accountable to three different regional Forest Service offices, located in Denver, Colorado, Missoula,
Montana, and Ogden, Utah. 36 C.F.R. § 200.2 (1988). See Map 1, infra page 939, for an illustration of
national park, national forest, and national wildlife refuge lands located in the Yellowstone region.

61. Over half of the national forest land surrounding the parks is designated as wilderness (ap-
proximately 3.7 million acres) or has been recommended for wilderness designation (approximately
2.45 million acres). CRS ECOSYSTEM REPORT, supra note 14, at 41; AGGREGATION REPORT, supra

note 14, at 3-48 to -54. Several of these wilderness areas abut park borders, creating an expansive,
unbroken network of undisturbed park and forest lands. Other wilderness areas, however, are sepa-
rated from this core area by multiple-use forest lands and private landholdings. See AGGREGATION
REPORT, supra note 14, at 3-18 (map 9). See also text at notes 296-300, infra, for a discussion of the
wilderness designation controversy over roadless forest lands located in the southern Gallatin Range.

62. The Fish and Wildlife Service is responsible for managing three wildlife refuges in the Greater
Yellowstone region: the National Elk Refuge located just north of Jackson, Wyoming, which was
created to provide critical winter habitat for the parks' elk, 16 U.S.C. § 1673 (1982); the Red Rock
Lakes Refuge, which is located west of Yellowstone Park in Montana and provides winter habitat for
the once-endangered trumpeter swan, 16 U.S.C. § 1132 (1982); and the Gray's Lake Refuge, located in
Idaho southwest of Grand Teton National Park, which provides important habitat for the endangered
whooping crane and other waterfowl, see L. RILEY & W. RILEY, GUIDE TO THE NATIONAL WILDLIFE

REFUGES 471 (1979). See also 16 U.S.C. § 668dd(a) (1982) (charging the Secretary of the Interior with
the responsibility of maintaining the wildlife refuge system "for the protection and conservation of fish
and wildlife that are threatened with extinction"). The National Wildlife Refuge Administration Act
generally prohibits most activities that would disturb the natural character of the refuges, but it specifi-
cally sanctions mining and mineral leasing unless the lands are withdrawn, and it authorizes hunting
within the refuges, subject to state game and fish laws. Id. § 668dd(c).

63. See infra note 87 (describing the Fishing Bridge campground controversy in Yellowstone Na-
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resolved could have significant ramifications for the substantive stan-
dards eventually attached to an ecosystem management scheme.

The region also encompasses more than five million acres of
nonwilderness forest lands managed by the Forest Service under the
multiple-use principle. Whether or not to open these lands--espe-
cially roadless lands located near the parks or wilderness areas and
those that provide important wildlife habitat-to intensive develop-
ment activities like logging and mineral exploration has been the focal
point in recent clashes over land management policy. The Forest Ser-
vice has found itself caught between opposing environmental and in-
dustry groups, each seeking to assert its own dominant use agenda for
the forests, and each willing to turn to the courts as well as Congress
for relief. Moreover, the Forest Service's policies have generated no-
ticeable interagency discord; the Park Service and U.S. Fish and Wild-
life Service are concerned that current timber harvesting programs
and mineral development plans could adversely impact wildlife re-
sources and habitat, as well as water quality." Further complicating
resolution of these issues, Congress has not yet completed its wilder-
ness designation process for Idaho and Montana, leaving the manage-
ment status of the roadless, multiple-use forest lands in these states in
limbo.65 (See Map 2)

State and private lands also are scattered throughout the forests
bordering the national parks." Representing less than ten percent of
the acreage in the region, these nonfederal lands are settled and devel-

tional Park) and text at notes 89-94 (describing the current controversy over fire management policy).
See generally A. CHASE, supra note 29.

64. See, e.g., GALLATIN FOREST PLAN FEIS, supra note 20, at VI-83, -84 (U.S. Fish & Wildlife
Service biological opinion); Letter to Brian Stout, Bridger-Teton National Forest Supervisor, from Rob-
ert Stewart, Dep't of the Interior Office of Environmental Project Review (Feb. 25, 1987) (commenting
on the Bridger-Teton Draft Forest Plan). See also CRS ECOSYSTEM REPORT, supra note 14, at 78-79.

65. See text at notes 291-301, infra, for a description of the wilderness classification debates. See
Map 2, infra page 940, for an illustration of existing wilderness areas and wilderness study areas in the
Greater Yellowstone region, as well as the roadless federal lands inventoried by the Forest Service or
the BLM for possible inclusion in the national wilderness system. The map also illustrates those public
lands that conservation groups have proposed for wilderness designation and those areas regarded as
critical ecological linkage lands.

66. While this article does not address the legal questions associated with private land use adja-
cent to the national parks and other federal lands, it is worth noting, to illustrate the jurisdictional
fragmentation in the Yellowstone region, that these nonfederal lands are subject to the jurisdiction of
three states (Idaho, Montana, and Wyoming) and numerous county and local governmental bodies,
each with different zoning, land use, and environmental control laws. Reliable sources estimate that
lands within the Greater Yellowstone region are under the jurisdictional authority of more than 30
different governmental or administrative bodies. Oversight Hearing, supra note 15, at 95. Moreover,
Montana, Wyoming, and Idaho each faces serious economic problems, and state officials are vigorously
promoting economic development programs while reviewing environmental standards to assure they do
not discourage industrial growth. See, e.g., Wyoming Session Laws, 1987, ch. 82 § 2, ch. 175 § I (revis-
ing the Wyoming Industrial Development and Siting Act, Wyo. Stat. Ann. §§ 35-12-101 to -119). See
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Map 1. Federal Lands of the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem
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Map 2. Wild Lands of the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem
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LAW AND ECOLOGY IN YELLOWSTONE

oped more intensively than are the public lands.67 Communities such
as Jackson, West Yellowstone, Gardiner, Dubois, Cooke City, and
Cody depend upon the surrounding federal lands for their economic
sustenance, but there are striking differences among these towns and
real conflicts over appropriate natural resource management strate-
gies. While park gateway communities such as Jackson and West Yel-
lowstone have embraced tourism as their dominant economic base,
others like Dubois have been dependent upon the logging industry for
jobs and economic growth.6" The states of Wyoming, Montana, and
Idaho, which derive substantial tax revenues from natural resource de-
velopment activity,6 9 also have economies that depend heavily upon
tourism revenues;70 thus, state officials generally have avoided taking
one side or another.7' There has been no consensus answer to the
question of whether'intensive, consumptive-use activities can coexist
with the tourism-recreation industry that depends upon the natural
scenic splendor of the area as its primary attraction.72 Indeed, finding
common ground in this setting has not proven an easy task.

generally Sax, supra note 3; Comment, State Participation in Federal Policy Making for the Yellowstone
Ecosystem: A Meaningful Solution or Business as Usual?, 21 LAND & WATER L. REV. 397 (1986).

67. CRS ECOSYSTEM REPORT, supra note 14, at 31-34. Notably, these nonfederal lands account
for a disproportionate number of unexplained grizzly bear mortalities. Id. at 50. And the Yellowstone
geyser system presently faces its most serious threat from a proposed geothermal development project
on private ranch lands north of the park. See supra note 46.

68. See Oversight Hearing, supra note 15, at 12-35; U.S. FOREST SERV., DEP'T OF AGRIC.,
BRIDGER-TETON NATIONAL FOREST LAND AND RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLAN DRAFT ENVIRON-
MENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT 11-96 to -97 (1987) [hereinafter BRIDGER-TETON DEIS]; GALLATIN
FOREST PLAN FEIS, supra note 20, at 111-5 to -12. See also U.S. FOREST SERV., DEP'T OF AGRIC.,
STATUS OF FOREST PLANNING FOR BRIDGER-TETON NATIONAL FOREST 2 (rev. draft Dec. 15, 1987)
(noting that among communities in the Bridger-Teton area, Pinedale and Jackson rely upon recreation
and tourism, Dubois and Afton rely upon timber harvesting, and Big Piney and Kemmerer look to oil,
gas, and ranching to support their local economies).

69. See, e.g., 30 U.S.C. § 191 (1982) (granting the states 50% of the revenues from oil and gas
leases on the public lands); 16 U.S.C. § 500 (1982) (granting local counties 25% of the stumpage sales
from timber harvesting on the national forests). See also Payment in Lieu of Taxes Act, 31 U.S.C.
§§ 6901-6906 (1982) (providing for a minimum payment of 75 cents per acre of federal land to local
governments, regardless of development revenues).

70. AGGREGATION REPORT, supra note 14, at 2-6 to -7. Significantly, in Wyoming and Montana,
tourism is now firmly ensconced as a major revenue-producing activity in each state's economy. See
CRS ECOSYSTEM REPORT, supra note 14, at 68-69; Oversight Hearing, supra note 15, at 441-42. See
also Tourism Promotion, WESTERN WILDLANDS, Summer 1987, at 2-21; N.Y. Times, Apr. 16, 1989,
§ 6 (Magazine), at 64; Tourism Outlook Upbeat, Billings (Montana) Gazette, Apr. 20, 1986, at F3.

71. But see Casper Star Trib., Feb. 10, 1989, at BI, and Feb. 25, 1989, at AI (Wyoming, Mon-
tana, and Idaho governors join other Western governors in urging Supreme Court to overturn the
ruling in Conner v. Burford, 848 F.2d 1441 (9th Cir. 1988), cert. denied sub nom. Sun Exploration &
Prod. Co. v. Lujan, 109 S. Ct. 112 (1989)).

72. Notably, the controversies not only pit the traditional extractive industries against a coalition
of environmentalists and tourism-recreation proponents, but environmental groups have found them-
selves at odds with both of the other factions. For example, in the case of the proposed Ski Yellowstone
project near West Yellowstone, environmental groups have clashed with the recreational development
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C. The Cumulative Impact Problem

The ecological impact of intensive consumptive use activities on
largely undisturbed forest lands can be significant, with repercussions
also directly affecting adjacent preserved lands."' Logging and min-
eral exploration projects bring people, roads, and heavy equipment
into previously inaccessible areas, even if only temporarily."4 Such
disturbances inevitably impact wildlife habitat by eliminating cover
and driving man-sensitive species, including grizzly bears and elk,
from the surrounding forest. They can affect water quality by increas-
ing stream sedimentation, thus impairing traditional trout spawning
locations. Clearcutting, drilling rigs, and new roads also dramatically
alter the aesthetic appearance of the landscape. Moreover, there is
now real concern that exploratory drilling on the perimeter of Yellow-
stone National Park could directly affect the Park's geyser system."
But according to the Congressional Research Service, road construc-
tion represents the major, single threat to the Yellowstone region. 6

By opening the forests to increased human access, more roads result in
more human-wildlife contact and increased poaching opportunities.
Roads can also fragment important wildlife habitat.

The real threat to the ecological integrity of the Yellowstone re-
gion, however, arises from the cumulative impact of development on
the multiple-use forest lands and private property outside the park and
wilderness boundaries. The Yellowstone ecosystem is neither large
enough nor resilient enough to absorb the combined impact of multi-
ple development projects. In the West Yellowstone area, for example,
numerous timber sales, the proposed Ski Yellowstone complex, and
accompanying subdivision construction collectively could create a
"wall of development," separating the Park from surrounding wilder-

promoters. See infra note 165. And the Fishing Bridge controversy pits Cody tourism business inter-
ests squarely against environmentalists. See infra note 87. Similar schisms are evident over the ques-
tion of an appropriate park and wilderness fire management policy for the region. See infra text at

notes 89-94.

73. See supra notes 32-38 and accompanying text.

74. Impacts from oil and gas drilling operations may be temporary (assuming a dry hole); other
impacts, for instance, from logging, might be regulated by contractual stipulations. But the roads that
invariably are constructed to the project sites provide permanent access into the forest long after the
initial development ceases. Road closures, when employed, sometimes limit further motorized access,
but closures have not always proven effective, and they do not deter foot and nonvehicle access to the
area. CRS ECOSYSTEM REPORT, supra note 14, at 70; SIERRA CLUB, supra note 21, at 11.

75. Oversight Hearing, supra note 15, at 61; GALLATIN FOREST PLAN FEIS, supra note 20, at VI-
39, -40 (Yellowstone National Park comments); Memorandum to Lorraine Mintzmyer, Regional NPS
Director, from Irving Friedman, U.S. Geological Survey Research Geochemist (Jan. 13, 1986) (avail-
able from author).

76. CRS ECOSYSTEM REPORT, supra note 14, at 9.
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ness lands and cutting off important wildlife migration corridors. 77

While elk and grizzly bears may successfully navigate isolated
clearcuts and roads, they are not likely to cross lands honeycombed
with roads and vacation homes. Similarly, in the Mt. Leidy Highlands
region of the Bridger-Teton National Forest, scheduled timber har-
vests, oil and gas exploration activities, and road construction could
drive wildlife from these lands and further disrupt traditional migra-
tion patterns."8 When these impacts are aggregated throughout the
region, there is a very real prospect of significant habitat loss, isolation
of wildlife populations, and ultimately a reduction in species diversity.
Plainly, the problem of cumulative impacts can be resolved only by
interagency coordination efforts and a substantive commitment to in-
tegrate ecological principles into management policies.

IV. LAW AND ECOLOGY: MANAGEMENT UNDER CONFLICTING

PHILOSOPHIES

Public land law traditionally has accorded federal land manage-
ment agencies virtually unlimited discretion in administering their
lands, and it has treated the boundary line as sacrosanct in defining the
realm of agency authority. Neither of these legal principles, however,
takes account of the ecosystem as an integrated entity subject to its
own natural order. Nevertheless, using existing statutory mandates
and as-yet uninterpreted or unenforced Statutory provisions, it is possi-
ble to construct legal arguments that support the concept of ecosystem
management on the public lands. Indeed, the courts, invoking laws
such as the Endangered Species Act (ESA) 79 and the National Envi-
ronmental Policy Act (NEPA),8 ° have made species preservation a
high priority concern among the land management agencies and have
saddled them with significant procedural obligations for environmen-
tal protection. In several important respects, then, unbridled discre-
tion is no longer the rule on the public domain, the boundary line has
been breached, and the ecosystem legitimized as a relevant manage-
ment concern.

77. CRS ECOSYSTEM REPORT, supra note 14, at 155-58.
78. See U.S. FOREST SERV., DEP'T OF AGRIC., DRAFT FINAL BRIDGER-TETON LAND AND RE-

SOURCE MANAGEMENT PLAN 70-71, A-16 (1989) [hereinafter DRAFT FINAL BRIDGER-TETON FOR-
EST PLAN]; U.S. FOREST SERV. DEP'T OF AGRIC., DRAFT FINAL BRIDGER-TETON LAND AND

RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLAN ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT 3-145, -146 (1989) [hereinaf-
ter DRAFT FINAL BRIDGER-TETON FOREST PLAN EIS]. These publications are described as "Draft
Final" because the references are to advance copies of the final documents, which are still subject to
minor editorial changes before being released tothe public. See also MANAGEMENT DIRECTIONS,
supra note 21, at 6-7.

79. 16 U.S.C. §§ 1531-1543 (1982).
80. 42 U.S.C. §§ 4321-4370 (1982).
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A. The Preserved Lands: Restraint Beyond the Border?

The concept of a Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem is built around
the core park and wilderness lands, which Congress has mandated are
to be preserved in their natural state. As the theory goes, if these lands
are inviolate, then the Forest Service and others responsible for adja-
cent lands must adjust their management philosophy accordingly.
The strength of this strategy is that it capitalizes upon Yellowstone
National Park's high national visibility and Congress's enduring polit-
ical commitment to the park as a sgmbol of the nation's wilderness
heritage. But this strategy raises two important legal questions, both
fundamental to the notion of ecosystem management. First, do the
organic park and wilderness laws insure that natural values will al-
ways prevail on these "preserved" lands in case of conflict with other
human interests? Second, does the organic preservation legislation
have any extraterritorial application and thus provide meaningful pro-
tection for park and wilderness lands against environmentally threat-
ening activities occurring on adjacent lands?

1. The National Parks

Yellowstone and Grand Teton parks are managed by the Na-
tional Park Service under the National Parks Organic Act to conserve
scenery, natural and historic objects, and wildlife, and to provide for
public enjoyment, while insuring they are left "unimpaired for the en-
joyment of future generations."'" In recent years the Park Service has
sought to reconcile the conflict between its preservation and public-use
responsibilities by emphasizing resource protection over visitor access,
a position that squares neatly with the agency's obligation to future
generations.82 Relying upon its expansive regulatory authority over its
own lands, 3 the Park Service has adopted a resource management

81. 16 U.S.C. § 1 (1982). See generally Lemons & Stout, A Reinterpretation of National Park

Legislation, 15 ENVTL. L. 41 (1984).

82. See, e.g., NAT'L PARK SERV., DEP'T OF THE INTERIOR, TWELVE POINT MANAGEMENT
PLAN (1986); YELLOWSTONE NAT'L PARK, NATURAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT PLAN AND ENVI-
RONMENTAL ASSESSMENT 7 (1982) [hereinafter YELLOWSTONE MANAGEMENT PLAN]. See also Lem-
ons & Stout, supra note 81, at 65; Lockhart, External Park Threats and Interior's Limits: The Need for

an Independent National Park Service, in OUR COMMON LANDS, supra note 8, at 30-34. For example,
Yellowstone park officials recently have rejected requests to open park rivers to recreational boating,

fearing that it would disturb wildlife and fragile riverbank vegetation. YELLOWSTONE NAT'L PARK,
DEP'T OF THE INTERIOR, BOATING ON YELLOWSTONE'S RIVERS: AN ANALYSIS AND ASSESSMENT
(Nov. 1986) (draft report). But see NAT'L PARK SERV., U.S. DEP'T OF THE INTERIOR, FINAL ENVI-
RONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT DEVELOPMENT CONCEPT PLAN, FISHING BRIDGE DEVELOPED
AREA: YELLOWSTONE (1988) [hereinafter FISHING BRIDGE FEIS] (authorizing retention of a camp-
ground in the face of evidence that its location is harmful to Yellowstone's grizzly population).

83. 16 U.S.C. § 3 (1982). The courts consistently have upheld Park Service regulations limiting
public access or safeguarding important resources. See, e.g., National Rifle Ass'n v. Potter, 628 F.
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philosophy based upon the 1963 Leopold Report, which recom-
mended that "a national park should represent a vignette of primitive
America," or a place where natural biological processes prevail with-
out human intervention.84 In Yellowstone and elsewhere, Park Ser-
vice officials essentially are adhering to a "laissez faire" management
regime predicated upon ecological principles.85

Critics charge, however, that natural process management is im-
possible within the limited and arbitrary confines of the parks, citing
as evidence the precipitous decline in the grizzly bear population when
Yellowstone closed its garbage dumps and elk overpopulation on the
Yellowstone northern range.86 They also note that encroachment on
adjacent lands necessarily constrains the Park Service's wildlife man-
agement options. Indeed, the Park Service has not consistently fol-
lowed a strict natural process management approach. Nor, as the
recent Fishing Bridge campground controversy proved,87 is it clear

Supp. 903 (D.D.C. 1986); Organized Fishermen v. Watt, 590 F. Supp. 805 (S.D. Fla. 1984), aff'd, 775
F. 2d 1544 (5th Cir. 1985); Free Enterprise Canoe Renters Ass'n. v. Watt, 711 F.2d 852 (8th Cir. 1983);
Eiseman v Andrus, 433 F. Supp. 1103 (D. Ariz. 1977), aff'd, 608 F.2d 1250 (9th Cir. 1979), cert.

denied, 446 U.S. 982 (1980); United States v. Brown, 552 F.2d 817 (8th Cir.), cert. denied, 431 U.S. 949
(1977); see also 36 C.F.R. § 1.5 (1988).

84. Leopold Report, supra note 29, at 31-32. See A. RUNTE, supra note 7, at 197-98, for a descrip-
tion of what prompted the Leopold Report.

85. YELLOWSTONE MANAGEMENT PLAN, supra note 82, at 60-62, 81-97. Although the Park
Service previously suppressed natural fires, sanctioned wildlife feeding, and culled big game herds, they

no longer do any of these things. For example, the Park Service recently decided not to intervene when
Yellowstone's northern bighorn sheep population contracted the pink eye disease, causing many to fall
to their deaths from the steep cliffs that are their homes. Though medication might have arrested the

disease, park officials concluded that such intervention was inconsistent with their natural management
policy. See A. CHASE, supra note 29, at 81-82.

86. F. CRAIGHEAD, supra note 51, at 207-08 (alleging Park Service mismanagement of the grizzly
bear by suddenly closing garbage dumps where the bears traditionally had fed); A. CHASE, supra note
29, at 77-81 (charging the Park Service with permitting the elk population to proliferate far beyond the

northern range's historic carrying capacity). But see D. HOUSTON, supra note 51, at 23-25 (asserting
that current elk population numbers are consistent with their historic levels).

87. The Fishing Bridge campground controversy, which has spawned one lawsuit and active

political intervention by the Wyoming congressional delegation, has been widely regarded as a symbolic

test case of the Park Service's commitment to its "nature first" philosophy. The dispute concerns
whether the 65-year old campground complex, which is located in prime grizzly bear habitat on Yel-
lowstone Lake, should be removed to restore the area to its original condition. Although the Park

Service once planned to dismantle the facility, it has since decided upon a modified plan retaining part
of the campground. See generally FISHING BRIDGE FEIS, supra note 82. This "compromise" appar-

ently was conceived to placate local political interests concerned that closing the campground might

deter tourists from entering the Park via the gateway community of Cody, Wyoming. In National
Wildlife Federation v. National Park Service, 669 F. Supp. 384 (D. Wyo. 1987), the Park Service suc-

cessfully defended its decision against charges that opening the campground violated its Organic Act
preservation responsibilities as well as Endangered Species Act strictures. Plainly, the court was reluc-
tant to second-guess the Park Service's internal management decisions; its ruling effectively gave the
agency sufficient discretion to accommodate visitor use, even at some expense to the natural environ-
ment. See also infra notes 166-67 and accompanying text.
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that Yellowstone officials can implement fully a management philoso-
phy dominated by an exclusive concern for nature. 88

The Park Service's natural process management policy has been
put to a stern test in the aftermath of the massive summer 1988 fires.
In 1972, following the Leopold Report recommendations,89 the Park
Service adopted a "natural burn" policy, fighting only those naturally
caused fires that threatened lives or property. 9° The policy worked
without notable incident until the summer of 1988 when drought con-
ditions and high winds caused wildfires throughout Yellowstone Park
and surrounding wilderness areas to burn out of control-a phenome-
non that graphically illustrated the ecological interconnectedness of
the Greater Yellowstone region.91 Park officials, scientists, and envi-
ronmentalists contend that the beneficial ecological effects of the
fires-improved wildlife habitat, forest regeneration, and the like-
outweigh the adverse aesthetic impacts and will significantly improve
the ecosystem in the long term. Many local citizens, however, smart-
ing from fire-related losses, charge the Park Service with negligence
and have aadvocated a change in policy. 92 Congress has held hear-

88. The Organic Act specifically sanctions some intervention by the Park Service against nature;

it provides that park officials may remove wildlife, plants, and timber, and control insects. 16 U.S.C. § 3
(1982). Not only may such intervention help conserve park scenery and enhance visitor use, it also is
sometimes necessary to avoid legal liability for harm to visitors or property. See Mandel v. United

States, 793 F.2d 964 (8th Cir. 1986). Cf Rayonier, Inc. v. United States, 352 U.S. 315 (1957); Coe v.
United States, 502 F. Supp. 881 (D. Ore. 1980). See also 16 U.S.C. § 673(c) (1982) (sanctioning an

annual elk hunt in Grand Teton National Park); A. RUNTE, supra note 7, at 205-07 (describing the

Park Service's natural and controlled fire burning program).
89. Leopold Report, supra note 29.
90. YELLOWSTONE MANAGEMENT PLAN, supra note 82, at 60-62. Previously the agency had

adhered to a strict fire suppression policy, extinguishing every fire within the park regardless of whether

it was caused by natural elements or was manmade. See A. RUNTE, supra note 7, at 197-208. Similar

policy changes were made by the Forest Service in its handling of fire within designated wilderness
areas. BRIDGER-TETON DEIS, supra note 68, at IV-22. See also AGGREGATION REPORT, supra note

14, at 3-88 to -93.
91. Despite a midsummer decision authorizing aggressive firefighting on all fronts, the fires ulti-

mately affected nearly 50% of the Park's acreage and considerable acreage in the surrounding national

forests. Approximately 1.1 million acres of the 2.2-million acre Park were affected by the fires, but only
20% of the affected acreage was severely burned; the remaining acreage was only slightly affected by
the fires or was unburned but located within the fire perimeter. The Denver Post, Oct. 11, 1988, at IA.
Fire also touched more than 0.5 million acres of forest land outside the Park. Casper Star Trib., Sept.
25, 1988, at BI. For more specific information, see GREATER YELLOWSTONE POST-FIRE RESOURCE

ASSESSMENT COMM., BURNED AREA SURVEY TEAM, PRELIMINARY BURNED AREA SURVEY OF
YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK AND ADJOINING NATIONAL FORESTS (Dec. 1988). See generally G.
WUERTHNER, YELLOWSTONE AND THE FIRES OF CHANGE (1988); YELLOWSTONE NAT'L PARK,

NAT'L PARK SERV., THE YELLOWSTONE FIRES: A PRIMER ON THE 1988 FIRE SEASON (Oct. 1, 1988).
92. Casper Star Trib., Aug. 29, 1988, at BI; id., Sept. 1, 1988, at Al; id., Sept. 6, 1988, at BI.

Local businesses and government officials have sought federal economic assistance and also threatened

legal action to recoup lost revenues. Moreover, with the widespread publicity that accompanied the

fires, they are concerned that tourists will stay away from the Park in the future. Federal and state
government officials, however, are promoting tourism for the 1989 summer season and beyond.
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ings reviewing the policy, 93 and the Department of the Interior has
conducted its own administrative review, which recommended retain-
ing the basic policy with some modifications. 94 Congress now appears
unlikely to adopt legislation revising the policy. The Park Service's
apparent success in defending its "natural burn" policy reflects a
profound evolution in public attitudes about natural resources man-
agement and the role of ecological processes. Moreover, it suggests
that the public has the ability to understand the scientific complexities
and administrative strategies necessary to implement ecosystem-based
management policies.

Internal park management controversies, such as those involving
the fire policy and Fishing Bridge, also offer a significant lesson about
the institutional constraints that the Park Service faces under current
law, and the implications of these constraints for developing an ecosys-
tem management strategy focused on the national parks. Despite its
preservationist mandate and its commitment to a natural process pol-
icy, the Park Service has the legal authority under its Organic Act95 to
deviate from these goals to accommodate other human interests, so
long as it does not impair park resources or run afoul of laws such as
the Endangered Species Act. Not surprisingly, the Park Service has
seldom been able or willing to ignore its neighbors and other human
concerns. Indeed, laws such as NEPA virtually require the Park Ser-
vice to address the social and economic, as well as environmental,
ramifications that its decisions will have within the parks and beyond
their borders. With winter use rapidly escalating in Yellowstone and
Grand Teton National Parks, Park Service officials again are con-
fronting the same dilemma as they develop a winter-use management
plan: What level of development and type of recreational experience is
appropriate in the park winter environment, given the level of visitor
interest, the need to protect wildlife, and the growing winter tourism

93. Current Fire Management Policies: Joint Hearing Before the Subcomm. on Public Lands Na-
tional Parks, and Forests of the Senate Comm. on Energy and Natural Resources and the Subcomm. on
Conservation and Forestry of the Senate Comm. on Agriculture, Nutrition, and Forestry, 100th Cong., 2d
Sess. (1988); The Economic Impact of Fires in Yellowstone National Park and Western Montana on

Small Business. Hearing Before the Subcomm. on Rural Economy and Family Farming of the Senate
Comm. on Small Business, 100th Cong., 2d Sess. (1988).

94. An interagency Fire Management Policy Review Team, which included Park Service and

Forest Service representatives, has endorsed continuation of the current "natural burn" policy, with
some modifications in management standards and greater public involvement opportunities. FIRE
MANAGEMENT POLICY REVIEW TEAM, DEP'T OF THE INTERIOR & DEP'T OF AGRIC., REPORT ON
FIRE MANAGEMENT POLICY (Dec. 14, 1988). Both agencies have temporarily suspended the policy
until these modifications can be implemented. The Denver Post, June 2, 1989, at I B; Casper Star Trib.,
June 2, 1989, at lB.

95. 16 U.S.C. §§ I, 3 (1982). See supra note 88.
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market in surrounding communities?96 In effect, each of these cases
reaffirms the inherent tension between ecologically based management
standards and potentially conflicting economic interests and aesthetic
predilections-a tension rooted in fundamental value differences over
the appropriate relationship between man and nature that ultimately
may have to be resolved in a political forum.

The ecosystem concept teaches that the natural integrity of the
parks also depends upon what occurs on adjacent lands. But does the
Park Service enjoy any authority under the Organic Act over adjoin-
ing lands when park resources are threatened by activities occurring
on these lands? The 1978 Organic Act amendments 97 impose a clear
legal duty on the Secretary of the Interior to protect park resources
against threatening activities arising on adjacent lands-a requirement
that effectively endorses a regional management perspective. This so-
called Redwood Park amendment provides that "the protection, man-
agement and administration of [national parks] shall be conducted in
light of the high public value and integrity of the National Park Sys-
tem and shall not be exercised in derogation of the values and pur-
poses for which these various areas have been established." 98 While
the amendment is not a model of drafting clarity,99 the courts have

96. Statistics show Yellowstone National Park winter visitation growing steadily at a five percent

annual rate during recent years, and now exceeding 100,000 visitors per season. Statement for Manage-
ment, Yellowstone National Park 36 (Aug. 1986); NAT'L PARK SERV., U.S. DEP'T OF INTERIOR,
NEWSLETrER-JOINT WINTER USE PLAN ISSUES, YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK, GRAND TETON
NATIONAL PARK, JOHN D. ROCKEFELLER, JR. MEMORIAL PARKWAY (Mar. 1989) [hereinafter
NEWSLETTER-JOINT WINTER USE PLAN]. The economic importance of park winter tourism oppor-

tunities to surrounding communities is illustrated in West Yellowstone, Montana, where 85-90% of the
town's winter economy is now attributed to snowmobile activity, principally occurring in Yellowstone

National Park. Casper Star Trib., Feb. 22, 1988, at BI. Recognizing the regional implications of park
winter use, the Park Service is developing a joint plan for all of its lands in the Yellowstone area. Major

issues to be addressed include: the level and location of snowmobile use, including snowmobile access

to Grand Teton National Park to accommodate a proposed transmountain snowmobile trail; whether
additional lodging facilities should be opened in Yellowstone or whether current facilities should be

expanded; and whether to plow park roads to facilitate visitor access. See NEWSLETTER-JOINT WIN-
TER USE PLAN, supra. See also infra text at notes 391-92.

97. Pub. L. No. 95-250, 92 Stat. 166 (1978) (codified at 16 U.S.C. §§ la-I, 79b-79q (1982)).
98. 16 U.S.C. § la-I (1982) (emphasis added). The amendment was triggered by the Redwood

National Park controversy, an affair that dramatically demonstrated the ecological relationship be-

tween the Park and adjacent upstream lands. See Hudson, Sierra Club v. Department of Interior: The
Fight to Preserve the Redwood National Park, 7 ECOLOGY L.Q. 781 (1979).

99. Specifically, the § la-I amendment contains an "exceptions" clause, relieving the Park Service

of any obligation to protect park resources when Congress has "directly or specifically" authorized the
adjacent activity. The question is whether this "exceptions" clause should be read broadly (in which

case it would relieve the Park Service of any obligation to protect park resources Whenever the threaten-
ing activity arose on multiple-use lands) or narrowly (in which case the Park Service's protection duty

would apply unless Congress had specifically sanctioned the particular project). The language and

legislative history of the provision, as well as judicial precedent, support a narrow construction of the

clause. See Keiter, supra note 12, at 355, 369-75; Lockhart, supra note 82, at 30-36. The author of the
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interpreted it as imposing an absolute legal duty on the Secretary of
the Interior to protect park resources from environmental degrada-
tion. °00 Moreover, the courts have consistently sustained the Secre-
tary's authority under the Organic Act to promulgate regulations
limiting incompatible activities on nonfederal lands adjacent to the
parks. 1 ' It is not clear, however, that the Secretary enjoys the same
regulatory authority over activities on adjacent lands managed by
other federal agencies.

Because Congress only rarely has granted the Park Service any
express power over adjacent lands,' 2 the courts have been reluctant to
read the amendment as imposing any affirmative legal obligations on
the Secretary in his dealings with park neighbors. In essence, the
courts have concluded that judicial intervention under an abuse of dis-
cretion standard is appropriate only under exceptional circum-
stances. 0 3 In Sierra Club v. Andrus,"° for example, the court ruled
that the Secretary of the Interior did not act unreasonably when he
refused to litigate federal reserved water rights claims in waters flow-
ing through Grand Canyon National Park.' °5 In Clark v. Community
for Creative Non Violence,"° the Supreme Court confirmed this posi-

provision certainly intended it to create a public trust obligation on the Park Service (and on the Secre-
tary of the Interior), thus reaffirming the Redwood holding. Letter from James D. Webb to Professor
Robert B. Keiter (Sept. 17, 1986) (available from author) (Mr. Webb served as Associate Solicitor for
Conservation and Wildlife in the Department of the Interior during the drafting of this legislation). But
see U.S. GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE, LIMITED PROGRESS MADE IN DOCUMENTING AND MITI-
GATING THREATS TO THE PARKS 51-57 (1987) (report to the Chairman, Subcomm. on National Parks
and Recreation of the House Comm. on Interior and Insular Affairs).

100. Sierra Club v. Andrus, 487 F. Supp. 443 (D.D.C. 1980) (holding that the § la-I amendment
imposes an absolute legal duty on the Secretary of the Interior to protect park resources). See also
National Rifle Ass'n v. Potter, 628 F. Supp. 903 (D.D.C. 1985); Keiter, supra note 12, at 375.

101. Cf. Free Enterprise Canoe Renters Ass'n v. Watt, 711 F.2d 852 (8th Cir. 1983); United
States v. Brown 552 F.2d 817 (8th Cir.) (sustaining Park Service regulations limiting activities on state
and private land located within park boundaries), cert. denied, 431 U.S. 949 (1977); North Dakota v.
United States, 460 U.S. 300 (1983) (sustaining the authority of the Secretary of the Interior to regulate
private land on the basis of an easement to the federal government protecting wildlife habitat). See also
Comment, Protecting National Parks from Developments Beyond Their Borders, 132 U. PA. L. REV.
1189 (1984).

102. See, e.g., 16 U.S.C. § 460ff-I to -3 (1982) (mandating consultation with local governing bod-
ies); 16 U.S.C. § 459b-3(b)(2) (establishing minimum federal zoning standards, but leaving implementa-
tion to local governing bodies subject to federal intervention if the ordinances do not conform).

103. Sierra Club v. Department of the Interior, 376 F. Supp. 90, 96 (N.D. Cal. 1974) (Redwood 1);
Sierra Club v. Department of the Interior, 398 F.Supp. 284 (N.D. Cal. 1975) (Redwood 11); Sierra Club
v. Department of the Interior, 424 F.Supp. 172 (N.D. Cal. 1976) (Redwood 111). Even in the Redwood
litigation, in which the court initially imposed an affirmative protection responsibility on the Secretary,
Redwood I at 95-96, the court eventually concluded that the Secretary had met his legal obligations
when he submitted the matter to Congress, though this had not yet resolved the Park's problems.
Redwood III at 175-76.

104. 487 F. Supp. 443 (D.D.C. 1980).
105. Id. at 450. See also the Redwood litigation, discussed supra note 103.
106. 468 U.S. 228 (1984).
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tion when it admonished that the judiciary does not have "the author-
ity to replace the Park Service as the manager of the Nation's parks or
... the competence to judge how much protection of park lands is wise
and how that level of conservation is to be attained."' 7

Not surprisingly, federal land management agencies traditionally
have not pursued confrontational tactics in dealing with each other,' °8

and there is no evidence that the Park Service regards such tactics as a
viable option for dealing with its neighbors in the Yellowstone region.
Although the Park Service regards issues like oil and gas exploration
adjacent to the parks as a serious threat to park resources, it has lim-
ited its direct involvement in these matters to commenting on Forest
Service proposals through the National Forest Management Act
(NFMA) 1°9 and NEPA processes."' ° Absent clear legal constraints,
however, the Forest Service and other neighbors are free to proceed
despite Park Service protests-as occurred when Shoshone forest offi-
cials recently permitted an oil well near Yellowstone's eastern bor-
der,"' and when Bridger-Teton forest officials dropped a proposed oil
and gas no-leasing buffer zone from the final forest plan." 2 As we
-shall see, it is the Endangered Species Act-not the Park Service Or-
ganic Act-that has figured prominently in Forest Service decisions
limiting development activity in the proximity of the parks, just as it is
the ESA that has prompted several of the regional interagency cooper-
ation initiatives. Therefore, while the amended Organic Act legiti-
mizes Park Service involvement in its neighbors' affairs, the statute has

107. Id. at 299.
108. See Sax & Keiter, supra note 20, at 221; REPORT OF THE SUBGROUP OF THE PARK PROTEC-

TION WORKING GROUP (June 12, 1985) (report submitted to the Under Secretary of the Dep't of the
Interior); Lockhart, supra note 82, at 7-24. See also 52 Fed. Reg. 35,238 (1987) ("The NPS emphasizes
that these regulations apply only to those lands and waters under the legislative jurisdiction of the
United States that are located within the exterior boundaries of a park area, not to land or waters that
might lie adjacent to such boundaries"; emphasis in original).

109. 16 U.S.C. §§ 1600-1614 (1982).
110.. 42 U.S.C. §§ 4321-4370 (1982). See supra note 20 and-accompanying text. See also Sax &

Keiter, supra note 20, at 231-33. But see infra text at notes 312, 317 (explaining that the Greater
Yellowstone Coordinating Committee is addressing issues such as mineral lease stipulations).

I 11. Park County Resource Council v. United States Dep't of Agric., 613 F. Supp. 1182 (D. Wyo.
1985), aff'd, 817 F.2d 609 (10th Cir. 1987). Similarly, the Targhee National Forest has continued to
clearcut insect-damaged timber located immediately adjacent to Yellowstone's western border, despite
protests from Park officials. U.S. FOREST SERV., DEP'T OF AGRIC., TARGHEE NATIONAL FOREST
LAND MANAGEMENT PLAN 326 (1985) [hereinafter TARGHEE FOREST PLAN].

112. Bridger-Teton officials originally planned to restrict mineral leasing within a one-half mile
zone bordering Grand Teton National Park, but they have dropped this proposal from the Final Forest
Plan. Compare U.S. FOREST SERV., DEP'T OF AGRIC., BRIDGER-TETON NATIONAL FOREST LAND
AND RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLAN-PROPOSED FOREST PLAN IV-45 (1987) [hereinafter BRIDGER-
TETON DRAFT FOREST PLAN] with DRAFT FINAL BRIDGER-TETON FOREST PLAN EIS, supra note 78,
at 4-453 to -54, -479 to -80. See also notes 173, 283 & 285 (describing the Sohare Creek oil well
exploration project near Grand Teton National Park).
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thus far not been treated as a substantive constraint on adjacent
activities.

2. Wilderness

The Forest Service administers its wilderness areas under the
1964 Wilderness Act," 3 which generally contemplates the same
"hands off" management philosophy that prevails in the parks. The
Act authorizes Congress to set aside roadless public lands to "be ad-
ministered for the use and enjoyment of the American people in such
manner as will leave them unimpaired for future use and enjoyment as
wilderness.,"" 4 Although the Act does not write man out of the wil-
derness entirely," 5 it imposes a general legal duty on the responsible
agencies to protect and manage wilderness "so as to preserve its natu-
ral conditions,"'" 6 much like the Redwood Park amendment requires

113. 16 U.S.C. §§ 1131-1136 (1982). See generally Rohlf & Honnold, Managing the Balance of
Nature: The Legal Framework of Wilderness Management, 15 ECOLOGY L.Q. 249 (1988).

114. 16 U.S.C. § 1131(a) (1982). The Act defines wilderness in some detail:

A wilderness, in contrast with those areas where man and his own works dominate the
landscape, is hereby recognized as an area where the earth and its community of life are
untrammeled by man, where man himself is a visitor who does not remain .... An area of
wilderness is... an area of undeveloped Federal land retaining its primeval character and
influence, without permanent improvements or human habituation, which is protected and
managed so as to preserve its natural conditions ....

16 U.S.C. § 1131(c). The Forest Service's implementing regulations provide that wilderness manage-
ment is based upon the principle of "natural ecological succession"-a management standard closely
parallelling the Park Service's "natural process" philosophy. See 36 C.F.R. § 293.2 (1988).

115. The Act provides that preexisting multiple-use activities, such as grazing and mining, may
continue after an area is designated wilderness, and it authorizes fire, insect, and disease control pro-
grams. 16 U.S.C. § 1133(d) (1982). Moreover, individual wilderness enabling statutes sometimes au-
thorize activities or specific projects incompatible with the basic concept of wilderness. See, e.g.,
Wyoming Wilderness Act of 1984, § 201(c), 98 Stat. 2807, 2809 (1984) (excepting a transbasin water
construction project from the organic Wilderness Act strictures).

116. 16 U.S.C. §§ 1131(a), (c), 1133(b) (providing that "each agency administering any [wilder-
ness] area . . . shall be responsible for preserving the wilderness character of the area and shall so
administer such area for such other purposes for which it may have been established as also to preserve
its wilderness character"). See Sierra Club v. Block, 622 F. Supp. 842 (D. Colo. 1985), discussed in the
text at notes 125-29 infra. These provisions provided Bridger-Teton National Forest officials with am-
ple legal authority for their recent decision not to open the Teton Wilderness Area to salvage logging in
the aftermath of a freak, high-elevation tornado that downed more than 15,000 acres of timber. See
Casper Star Trib., July 30, 1987, at Al, Aug. 20, 1987, at Bl, for descriptions of the "blowdown"
controversy. One year later, however, the Forest Service faced renewed criticism for its decision deny-
ing salvage access when the downed timber burned during a particularly bad fire season, helping create
the largest fire on the Bridger-Teton National Forest in recent history. U.S. NAT'L PARK SERV., U.S.
FOREST SERV. & GREATER YELLOWSTONE COORDINATING COMM., HUCK-MINK FIRE REVIEW
DRAFT 11 (1988); Casper Star Trib., Sept. 29, 1988, at BI. See also text at notes 89-94, supra, for a
description of the fire policy controversy. Although the timber might have eased a local timber
shortage, the Forest Service decision went unchallenged. See text at notes 240-48, infra, for a descrip-
tion of the timber harvesting controversies involving the Bridger-Teton National Forest.
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park officials to protect national park resources from degradation.' 17

Other laws-such as NEPA and the ESA-impose significant addi-
tional constraints on wilderness management decisions and have been
invoked by the courts to protect wilderness lands from alteration.""

Since its inception the Forest Service has enjoyed broad regula-
tory authority over its own lands." 9 The courts generally have de-
ferred to the agency's discretion in wilderness management and other
matters. 120  Moreover, the courts have sustained regulations control-
ling activities on nonfederal lands within the national forests. 12' In
theory, then, the Forest Service might invoke its regulatory authority
to limit development on adjacent property bordering its wilderness
lands to protect important wilderness ecosystem components such as
wildlife or water quality. 22 But the Forest Service-like the Park Ser-
vice-is decidedly reluctant to test the scope of its extraterritorial reg-
ulatory authority and thus not likely to utilize this power aggressively.

The critical legal question, therefore, in the Yellowstone region
and beyond, is whether the Wilderness Act imposes any responsibility
on the Forest Service to regulate or limit multiple-use activities on its
nonwilderness forest lands to insure the ecological integrity of adja-
cent wilderness areas. Answering this question is a complex matter,
further complicated because the state wilderness designation process is
not yet completed for Idaho or Montana. In these states, the Forest
Service is under a statutory obligation to preserve the wilderness char-
acter of its roadless lands until the wilderness question is resolved. 123

117. Compare 16 U.S.C. §§ 1131(c), 1133(b) with 16 U.S.C. § la-i. See supra notes 97-101 and

accompanying text.
118. See. e.g., Sierra Club v. Lyng, 694 F. Supp. 1255 (E.D. Tex. 1988) (enjoining the Forest

Service from logging in wilderness areas in violation of the Endangered Species Act); Sierra Club v.
Block, 614 F. Supp. 488 (D.D.C. 1985) (enjoining the Forest Service from cutting pine beetle-infested

trees in several southern wilderness areas because it had not complied with NEPA). But see Sierra Club

v. Block, 614 F. Supp. 134 (E.D. Tex. 1985) (finding no NEPA violation when the Forest Service

scheduled timber harvesting in wilderness areas to cut pine beetle-infested trees); Cabinet Mountains
Wilderness/Scotchman's Peak Grizzly Bears v. Peterson, 685 F.2d 678 (D.C. Cir. 1982) (rejecting

NEPA and ESA challenges to a Forest Service decision permitting a mining project in a wilderness

area).

119. 16 U.S.C. § 551 (1982); United States v. Grimaud, 220 U.S. 506 (1911).
120. See, e.g., McMichael v. United States, 355 F.2d 283 (9th Cir. 1965) (sustaining a Forest

Service regulation prohibiting motorized vehicles within a primitive area); Sierra Club v. Lyng, 663 F.

Supp. 556 (D.D.C. 1987) (reviewing and sustaining, under an abuse of discretion standard, a Forest
Service decision authorizing tree cutting in wilderness areas to control insect infestations).

121. See United States v. Arbo, 691 F.2d 863 (9th Cir. 1982); United States v. Linsey, 595 F.2d 5
(9th Cir. 1979).

122. As a practical matter, most wilderness areas in the Yellowstone region and elsewhere are
bordered by either the Forest Service's own lands or other federal lands, not by state or private lands.
Forest Service regulation of other federal lands presents political problems quite different from those
that arise when a federal agency seeks to regulate state or private property.

123. 16 U.S.C. § 1604(e)(1); California v. Block, 690 F.2d 753 (9th Cir. 1982). Under its NFMA
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But in Wyoming, where the wilderness designation process has been
completed, Forest Service management of nonwilderness lands is not
constrained by this statutory preservation responsibility, and multiple-
use management is specifically sanctioned.' 24

Although the Wilderness Act imposes no express limitations on
the use or management of public lands adjacent to designated wilder-
ness areas, it clearly does require Forest Service officials to protect
designated wilderness areas. In Sierra Club v. Block, 2 ' a Colorado
federal district court held that the Act imposes a general legal duty on
the Forest Service to protect wilderness resources. Addressing the
question of whether the Forest Service is obligated to claim federal
reserved water rights for Colorado wilderness areas, the court con-
cluded that "these [Wilderness Act] mandates evince Congress' intent
to impose a duty on the administering agencies to protect and preserve
all wilderness resources, including water."' 26 Although the decision
effectively compels the Forest Service to look beyond wilderness
boundaries to headwater sources as part of its management responsi-
bilities, the court concluded that it could not order the agency to take
such action, thus leaving compliance a matter for agency discretion. 1 27

Just as the courts have been loath to impose explicit, enforceable ex-
traterritorial obligations on the Park Service, 2 ' this court was reluc-
tant to do so with the Forest Service under the Wilderness Act.
Nevertheless, the court's interpretation of the Act plainly endorses the
proposition that wilderness lands do not exist in isolation, but are part
of a larger regional ecosystem-one that includes entire watersheds.' 29

regulations, the Forest Service must evaluate the wilderness potential of all qualifying roadless areas

contiguous to existing wilderness or other undeveloped areas, considering such characteristics as their
proximity to other wilderness lands and plant and animal diversity. 36 C.F.R. § 219.17(a)(1), (a)(2)(i)-
(v) (1988).

124. Wyoming Wilderness Act of 1984, Pub. L. No. 98-550 § 401, 98 Stat. 2807, 2811-13 (1984).

125. 622 F. Supp. 842 (D. Colo. 1985).

126. Id. at 864. The decision provides significant legal protection for wilderness water flows, an
important ecological component of all natural areas. But see Memorandum to Secretary of the Interior

from the Solicitor, M-36914 (Supp. III) (July 26, 1988) (concluding that the Wilderness Act does not
provide a legal basis for recognizing federal reserved water rights in designated wilderness areas).

127. Id. at 864-65. The court relied upon the absence of a specific statutory provision obligating

the Forest Service to assert its reserved water rights. The court also cited Sierra Club v. Department of
the Interior, 424 F. Supp. 172 (N.D. Cal. 1976), the Redwood National Park case, to support its con-
clusion not to compel Forest Service officials to take any particular action to comply with their legal

duty. Id. at 864. See supra text at note 103. But see Abrams, Water in the Western Wilderness: The
Duty to Assert Reserved Water Rights, 1986 U. ILL. L. REV. 387 (arguing that the Forest Service has a

nondiscretionary duty to assert federal reserved water rights to protect wilderness lands).

128. See supra text at notes 102-07.

129. Sierra Club v. Block, 622 F. Supp. 842, 859 (D. Colo. 1985) ("Congress was aware of the
need to protect the watersheds in these mostly high alpine areas and, clearly, it intended to carry over
and maintain this important purpose in the Wilderness Act").
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This same conclusion is reflected in other judicial decisions ad-
dressing controversies involving roadless lands, in the Yellowstone re-
gion and elsewhere, that qualify for wilderness classification.' 3 °

Relying primarily upon NEPA, the courts have ruled that, before au-
thorizing development proposals on roadless lands and foreclosing the
wilderness designation option, the Forest Service must analyze the
site-specific environmental consequences of nonwilderness manage-
ment and consider shifting proposed development activities from un-
developed to already-developed portions of the forest.' In Conner v.
Burford,3 ' for example, a Montana federal district court enjoined the
Forest Service from issuing oil and gas leases on Gallatin National
Forest lands (including lands qualifying for wilderness designation)
without first undertaking a full NEPA review of the consequences of
leasing.' 33 In sum, the decisions suggest that the courts, sensitive to
the ecological implications of development on currently roadless
lands, are intent on protecting such lands at least during the pendency
of the wilderness debate. 34

In Wyoming and other states where the wilderness classification
debate has been completed, however, the state wilderness bills contain
provisions "releasing" undesignated lands for multiple use pur-
poses,' 35 and expressly precluding the use of "buffer zones" adjacent
to wilderness areas.' 36 These provisions raise the question whether the

130. See, e.g., Parker v. United States, 448 F.2d 793 (10th Cir. 1971); Getty Oil Co. v. Clark, 614

F. Supp. 904, 919 (D. Wyo. 1985); Northwest Indian Protective Ass'n v. Peterson, 565 F. Supp. 586,
603 (N.D. Cal. 1983), aff'd on other grounds, 795 F.2d 688 (9th Cir. 1986), rev'd in part on other
grounds, 108 S. Ct. 1319 (1988).

131. See California v. Block, 690 F.2d 753, 764-65 (9th Cir. 1982); Earth First! v. Block, 569 F.

Supp. 415 (D. Or. 1983).
132. 605 F. Supp. 107 (D. Mont. 1985), aff'd in part & rev'd in part, 836 F.2d 1521 (9th Cir.),

superseded by 848 F.2d 1441 (1988), cert. denied sub nom. Sun Exploration & Prod. Co. v. Lujan, 109 S.
Ct. 112 (1989). See text at notes 266-68, infro, for a description of the case. See also Getty Oil Co. v.

Clark, 614 F. Supp. 904 (D. Wyo. 1985), aff'd, 840 F.2d 776 (10th Cir. 1988) (sustaining an IBLA

decision requiring additional environmental analysis before an exploratory drilling permit could issue

on Bridger-Teton National Forest lands under consideration for wilderness classification).
133. According to the district court, neither the Forest Service's use of leasing stipulations nor its

plan to prepare future site-specific environmental analyses complies with NEPA; thus, the agency had

undermined "the objective of protecting the area for possible wilderness designation." 605 F. Supp. at
109.

134. This has led knowledgeable commentators to observe that the judiciary effectively has cre-
ated a de facto wilderness system. Wilkinson & Anderson, supra note 4, at 334-35.

135. See, e.g., Wyoming Wilderness Act of 1984, § 401(bX3), 98 Stat. 2807, 2812; Utah Wilder-
ness Act of 1984, § 201(bX3), 98 Stat. 1657, 1658. These provisions represent key compromises that
broke the deadlock between conservationists and industry in recent congressional wilderness debates.
See generally Wilkinson & Anderson, supro note 4, at 345-54 for a discussion of the recent wilderness
designation process and the evolution of the "release" concept.

136. See, e.g., Wyoming Wilderness Act of 1984, § 504,98 Stat. 2807, 2813; Utah Wilderness Act
of 1984, § 303, 98 Stat. 1657, 1661. Similarly, general Forest Service policy also precludes the use of

buffer zones adjacent to wilderness areas. Forest Service Manual 2320.3-2 (Amend. 97, Apr. 1986).
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Forest Service is legally obligated to open lands abutting wilderness
areas (or national parks or wildlife refuges) to commodity develop-
ment activities, or whether it may continue managing them as unde-
veloped roadless areas. In Park County Resource Council v. United
States Bureau of Land Management,137 the court specifically relied
upon the 1984 Wyoming Wilderness Act language precluding "buffer
zones" to reject a challenge to a Forest Service decision authorizing
exploratory drilling in a pristine region located within one-half mile of
an established wilderness area.' 38 But the "release" language does not
place the Forest Service under an express mandate to open these
lands, 139 nor does it purport to supersede the general protection lan-
guage in the Wilderness Act itself.'40 In fact, the court did not ex-
amine whether the drilling decision was consistent with the agency's
statutory wilderness protection responsibilities, nor did it attempt to
harmonize the state wilderness act language with that of the organic
Wilderness Act. Thus, notwithstanding this Park County decision, the
Forest Service's management discretion and responsibilities are largely
unaffected by the "release" language in the recent state wilderness
bills. 141

How Congress resolves the state wilderness debate in Idaho and
Montana will have a profound influence on the ecological integrity of
the Yellowstone region. The land classification decisions will deter-
mine which lands are open or closed to commodity development activ-
ities.'42 And the language included in the bills could influence the
Forest Service's management philosophy on adjacent lands. But there

137. 638 F. Supp. 842 (D. Wyo. 1986).
138. The court concluded that the "no buffer zone" provision indicated that Congress did not

intend to preclude commodity development activities on these lands. Id. at 845. The Park County
court also rejected NEPA claims, finding that the Forest Service had undertaken sufficient environmen-

tal analysis.
139. The statute specifically leaves the matter to be resolved either through the NFMA forest

planning process or on a case-by-case basis as specific development proposals surface. Wyoming Wil-

derness Act of 1984, §§ 102(b)(2), 401(b)(3), 98 Stat. 2807. Cf City of Tenakee Springs v. Block, 778
F.2d 1402 (9th Cir. 1985) (finding a NEPA violation by the Forest Service when it failed to consider a
"no action" alternative when reviewing a development proposal for roadless forest lands subject to a
"release" provision). See Comment, The National Forest Management Act of 1976: A Critical Look at
Two Trees in the NFMA Forest, 22 LAND & WATER L. REV. 413 (1987).

140. See supra text at notes 113-16, 125-26.
141. Under the NFMA, initial Forest Service management decisions involving these adjacent

lands will be made in the forest planning process. The NFMA contains significant environmental pro-

tection constraints limiting intensive development, especially if ecologically sensitive areas, such as ripa-
rian zones, are threatened. 16 U.S.C. § 1604(g)(3)(E) (1982). Moreover, under accepted multiple-use
principles, sensitive lands can effectively be preserved by allocating them for recreation, watershed, or

wildlife purposes. 16 U.S.C. § 531(a) (1982). See text at notes 187-91, 212-18, infra, for a discussion of

the NFMA.
142. See text at notes 291-301, infra. for a more detailed discussion of the current wilderness

classification debate in the Greater Yellowstone region.
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is no authority to conclude that specific "release" or "buffer zone"
language supersedes the legal protection obligations imposed in the
1964 Wilderness Act, or that this language diminishes other environ-
mental protection or coordination responsibilities. Indeed, the wilder-
ness legislation, viewed in its entirety, supports the principle of
ecosystem-based management and affords agency officials sufficient
discretionary authority to develop substantive transboundary resource
management policies.

B. Wildlife: The Irrelevance of Conventional Boundaries

Because wild animals do not respect political or administrative
boundaries, species population numbers provide a telling measure of
the health of the ecosystem.' 43 In the Yellowstone region, for exam-
ple, ecological concerns are often translated into the question of
whether the grizzly bear or some other species is likely to suffer if its
habitat is disturbed by human activity. Invariably, this question is
now being addressed under federal rather than state law.'" The En-
dangered Species Act, which effectively "trumps" other governing
mandates and establishes the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service as a key
participant in most land use controversies, plays a dominant role in
land management decisions throughout the region.' 5 The National
Forest Management Act,'" which endorses the principle of biological
diversity as an important factor in forest planning,147 also expands fed-
eral responsibility for species preservation. Each law represents a seri-
ous federal commitment to ecosystem preservation and has influenced
agency behavior in the Yellowstone region.

1. Endangered Species

Not constrained by boundary limitations, the Endangered Species
Act reflects an unambiguous federal commitment to preserve dwin-

143.. See supra notes 29-36 and accompanying text.

144. Although the states traditionally have been responsible for wildlife management on federal,
state, and private lands, federal involvement in wildlife management has expanded dramatically in
recent years. See M. BEAN, THE EVOLUTION OF NATIONAL WILDLIFE LAW 9-47 (1983); Hughes v.

Oklahoma, 441 U.S. 322 (1979) (rejecting the state ownership of wildlife theory). Significantly, the

federal land management agencies are governed by different wildlife management philosophies, with

hunting generally precluded in the national parks but permitted in the national forests subject to state

regulation. Compare 16 U.S.C. § 1 (1982) (mandating that the Park Service conserve wildlife) with 16

U.S.C. § 528 (1982) (vesting the states with jurisdiction over game and fish on national forest lands).

See also 16 U.S.C. § 1 133(d)(7) (1982) (similarly deferring to state jurisdiction on wilderness lands).

145. 16 U.S.C. § 1536(a)(2) (1982). See infra notes 148-85 and accompanying text.

146. 16 U.S.C. §§ 1600-1687,(1982).
147. 16 U.S.C. § 1604(gX3)(B) (1982). See infra text at notes 212-18 (describing the NFMA);

text at notes 187-91 (describing the NFMA biological diversity provision). See also infra note 204

(noting NEPA's biological diversity provision).
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dling species from extinction, regardless of where those species are
found. According to the Supreme Court in Tennessee Valley Authority
v. Hill,4 ' the ESA attaches a clear national priority to species recov-
ery and conservation efforts.' 49 The Act also connects species conser-
vation with habitat preservation, thus linking two basic ecosystem
components.'50 Moreover, it imposes an affirmative legal duty on all
federal agencies to further the statute's conservation purposes,' 5 ' and
it prohibits anyone from unlawfully "taking" a protected species.' 52

The courts have read these provisions strictly, holding that they give
species protection priority over other federal agency responsibilities
and, therefore, limit agency discretion. 15 3  But the courts also have
recognized that federal agencies retain considerable discretion in de-
termining how to implement their statutory conservation
responsibilities. '54

148. 437 U.S. 153 (1978).

149. The TVA case dramatically illustrates this. Faced with a claim that the presence of the last

surviving remnants of the "endangered" snail darter population should not preclude the Tennessee

Valley Authority from completing its nearly finished $100-million Tellico Dam, the Supreme Court

concluded that the Act unambiguously gave priority to the snail darter and it enjoined further construc-

tion. Id. at 172-73. It took an act of Congress to complete the dam. Energy and Water Development

Appropriation Act, 1980, Pub. L. No. 96-69, 93 Stat. 437, 449 (1979). See generally Note, Endangered
Species Act Amendments of 1978. A Congressional Response to Tennessee Valley Authority v. Hill, 5

COLUM. J. ENVTL. L. 283, 290-315 (1979); Comment, Congressional Reaction to TVA v. Hill: The 1978
Amendments to the Endangered Species Act, 13 U. RICH. L. REV. 557, 559-77 (1979).

150. 16 U.S.C. § 1531(b) (1982) (the statute's explicit purpose is "to provide a means whereby the

ecosystems upon which endangered species and threatened species depend may be conserved"); 16
U.S.C. § 1533(c)(1) (1982) (providing for the Secretary of the Interior to designate critical habitat for

designated endangered or threatened species). See also H.R. REP. No. 412, 93d Cong., 1st Sess. (1973)
(report accompanying H.R. 37), reprinted in A LEGISLATIVE HISTORY OF THE E.S.A. OF 1973, As
AMENDED, 97th Cong., 2d Sess. 143-44 (Comm. Print No. 6, 1982).

151. 16 U.S.C. § 1536(a)(1) (1982). See Carson-Truckee Conservancy Dist. v. Clark, 741 F. 2d
257, 261 (9th Cir. 1984). See generally France & Tuholske, Stay the Hand: New Directions for the
Endangered Species Act, 7 PuB. LAND L. REV. 1, 4-14 (1986).

152. 16 U.S.C. § 1538(aXl)(B) (1982); id. § 1532(19) (defining the term "take"). See France &

Tuholske, supra note 151, at 14-18. The "taking" provision makes the ESA applicable on nonfederal

lands, limiting private activity that constitutes a "taking" of any listed species. Because "taking" is

broadly defined to include habitat modification as an unlawful activity, the Act potentially imposes

some restraint on private land development in areas, such as the Yellowstone region, where protected

species are found. But see Friends of Endangered Species, Inc. v. Jantzen, 760 F.2d 976 (9th Cir. 1985).

153. See, e.g., Sierra Club v. Clark, 755 F.2d 608, 612-13 (8th Cir. 1985) (holding that "the extent

of the Secretary's discretion ... is limited by the requirement that [his] regulations.., must provide for

the conservation of threatened species"; emphasis in original); Palila v. Hawaii Dep't of Land & Natural

Resources, 639 F.2d 495 (9th Cir. 1981) (holding that the Act's "taking" prohibition precludes agencies
from modifying critical habitat when a protected species may be adversely affected). See also Carson-

Truckee Water Conservancy Dist. v. Clark, 741 F.2d 257 (9th Cir. 1984). See generally Goldman-

Carter, Federal Conservation of Threatened Species: By Administrative Discretion or By Legislative Stan-
dard?, II B.C. ENVTL. APF. L. REV. 63 (1983).

154. See, e.g., Sierra Club v. Clark, 755 F.2d 608, 619 (8th Cir. 1985); Friends of Endangered

Species, Inc. v. Jantzen, 760 F.2d 976, 981-82 (9th Cir. 1985) (both cases hold that challenges to agency

Endangered Species Act determinations are reviewable under the Administrative Procedure Act's "ar-
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Undoubtedly, the Act's most coercive aspect is the effective veto
that it grants the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service over federal agency
proposals. 5 5 At least theoretically, therefore, the FWS holds the bal-
ance of power in public land development controversies when pro-
tected species are present.' 5 6 Its judgments are rarely disturbed by the
courts, so long as they are based on the "best available" scientific and
commercial evidence.157 However, the courts have insisted upon rig-
orous procedural compliance with the Act's "jeopardy" review
process.1

58

The ESA plainly has influenced agency behavior throughout the
Yellowstone region, and it also has constrained development on those
federal lands where "listed species" are present. 159 The FWS, Park
Service, Forest Service, and other agencies have constituted several in-
teragency committees to address endangered species issues and to de-
velop recovery plans to protect species such as the grizzly bear and
bald eagle from habitat loss in Yellowstone and other designated eco-
systems. 16° The interagency grizzly bear recovery committee has

bitrary or capricious" standard, 5 U.S.C. § 706(2)(A) (1982)). See also Cabinet Mountains Wilderness/
Scotchman's Peak Grizzly Bears v. Peterson, 685 F.2d 678 (D.C. Cir. 1982) (rejecting the argument

that agency ESA determinations are subject to de novo judicial review).
155. The Act grants the Fish and Wildlife Service the authority to review federal agency propos-

als to insure that they do not "jeopardize" any listed species, i.e., risk further loss of population or
habitat. If a proposal might adversely impact a protected species, the FWS will issue a "jeopardy"
opinion, which effectively blocks the project until it is redesigned to minimize its impact on protected
species. If a proposal will not adversely impact a listed species, the FWS issues a "no jeopardy" opin-
ion, and the proposal can go forward. 16 U.S.C. § 1536(aX2). See Thomas v. Peterson, 753 F.2d 754
(9th Cir. 1985), for a description of the Act's procedural requirements.

156. But see S. YAFFEE, PROHIBITIVE POLICY: IMPLEMENTING THE FEDERAL ENDANGERED

SPECIES ACT 87-89 (1982) (suggesting that the Fish and Wildlife Service is subject to political pres-
sures, just like other federal agencies); Sax & Keiter, supra note 20, at 24243.

157. 16 U.S.C. § 1536(aX2). See Conservation Law Found. v. Watt, 560 F. Supp. 561 (D. Mass.),
aff'd, 716 F.2d 946 (1st Cir. 1983); Roosevelt Campobello Int'l Park Comm'n v. United States Envtl.
Protection Agency, 684 F.2d 1041 (Ist Cir. 1982). However, it is clear that the FWS is not required to
base its judgment on irrefutable or "ironclad" data; the courts have recognized that this degree of
scientific certainty is often not possible. North Slope Borough v. Andrus, 642 F.2d 589, 609-10 (D.C.
Cir. 1980).

158. Conner v. Burford, 848 F.2d 1441 (9th Cir. 1988) (requiring the FWS to prepare a compre-
hensive biological opinion examining all aspects of the proposal, not a segmented opinion addressing
only one phase of the proposed project), cert. denied sub noma. Sun Exploration & Prod. Co. v. Lujan,
109 S. Ct. 1121 (1989); Thomas v. Peterson, 753 F.2d 754 (9th Cir. 1985) (enjoining a Forest Service

road construction project because the agency failed to prepare a statutorily required biological assess-
ment). See also supra note 155 (describing "no jeopardy" opinions).

159. Under the ESA, the Secretary of the Interior is required to compile and publish a "list" of
"endangered" and "threatened" species, as determined "solely on the basis of the best scientific and
commercial data available." 16 U.S.C. § 1533(b), (c) (1982). See 16 U.S.C. § 1532(20) (defining "en-

dangered" and "threatened" species). Once a species is "listed," the Act's "jeopardy" review provi-
sions are triggered. See supra note 155.

160. CRS ECOSYSTEM REPORT, supra note 14, at 60; SHOSHONE NAT'L FOREST, U.S. FOREST
SERV., INTERAGENCY GRIZZLY BEAR GUIDELINES 97 (1986) (hereinafter INTERAGENCY GRIZZLY
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adopted a comprehensive land management system for the bear, zon-
ing the federal acreage according to its habitat value.6t and imposing
limits on human activities within areas designated as critically impor-
tant habitat.162 The Custer and Shoshone National Forests have ac-
cordingly withdrawn their prime grizzly bear lands from further oil
and gas leasing '63 Furthermore, the interagency grizzly bear recovery
committee has developed a computerized cumulative effects model
(CEM) to assess quantitatively the impact that particular projects are
likely to have on the bear. t"' Using the model for the first time, the
Gallatin National Forest recently concluded that a controversial ski

BEAR GUIDELINES] (Memorandum of Understanding to Establish Interagency Committee). Signifi-
cantly, the grizzly bear recovery plan relies upon the ecosystem designation, i.e., the Greater Yellow-
stone Grizzly Bear Ecosystem, to define the relevant recovery area. GRIZZLY BEAR RECOVERY PLAN,
supra note 16, at 36.

161. Under the ESA, the Secretary of the Interior is required to designate critical habitat for
endangered species "to the maximum extent prudent and determinable." 16 U.S.C. § 1533(a)(3)
(1982); Enos v. Marsh, 769 F.2d 1363 (9th Cir. 1985). In the Yellowstone region, however, the Secre-
tary has not designated critical grizzly habitat, but instead-responding to intensive political pressure-
has created a management zoning system to promote grizzly bear recovery. See T. MCNAMEE, supra
note 16, at 169-70. The Interagency Grizzly Bear Recovery Committee, therefore, has established
guidelines dividing the region into grizzly bear management zones, with limits imposed on human
activity according to the importance of the area to bear recovery goals. For example, in Grizzly Bear
Management Situation One areas, which cover more than 5.5 million acres in the Yellowstone region,
the bear receives top priority, and incompatible activities are precluded. See GRIZZLY BEAR RECOV-
ERY PLAN, supra note 16, at 31-103, for a complete description of this management scheme.

162. FISHING BRIDGE FEIS, supra note 82, at 133; AGGREGATION REPORT, supra note 14, at 3-
135.

163. SHOSHONE FOREST PLAN, supra note 48, at 11-70, table 11-24 (withdrawing 66,650 acres of
Grizzly Bear Situation One lands from oil and gas leasing, out of 2,433,125 total acres); U.S. FOREST
SERV., DEP'T OF AGRIC., CUSTER NATIONAL FOREST FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT
52, 59 (Oct. 1986) [hereinafter CUSTER FOREST PLAN FEIS] (withdrawing 5507 acres of Grizzly Bear
Situation One lands from leasing, but leaving more than 100,000 acres of Situation Two lands available
for leasing). This decision has not been received favorably by the oil industry, which argues that such a

.withdrawal is appropriate only if leasing is found to "jeopardize" protected species. 2 U.S. FOREST
SERV., DEP'T OF AGRIC., FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT, SHOSHONE NATIONAL FOR-
EST VI-107 (1986) [hereinafter SHOSHONE FOREST PLAN FEIS] (comment no. 43 from Conoco); id. at
VI-151 (comment no. 48 from Texaco). Though the industry fears the precedential impacts of these
decisions, other regional forests have not withdrawn Management Situation One lands from oil and gas
leasing, and the FWS has issued "no jeopardy" opinions sanctioning their forest plans. See, e.g., U.S.
FOREST SERV., DEP'T OF AGRIC., GALLATIN NATIONAL FOREST PLAN at G-35 (1987) [hereinafter
GALLATIN FOREST PLAN] (imposing leasing stipulations on critical grizzly bear habitat); id. at H-5
(Fish & Wildlife Service "no jeopardy" opinion). Compare BRIDGER-TETON DRAFT FOREST PLAN,
supra note 112, at 111-2 (recommending withdrawal from leasing of more than 678,000 acres of Situa-
tion One lands) with DRAFT FINAL BRIDGER-TETON FOREST PLAN FEIS, supra note 78, at 4-322
(dropping this withdrawal recommendation and sanctioning leasing on Situation One lands with pro-
tective stipulations).

164. The CEM model utilizes habitat, displacement, and mortality data to predict through com-
puter analysis the cumulative impact that particular land use decisions are likely to have on the grizzly
bear. See GALLATIN NAT'L FOREST, U.S. FOREST SERV., CUMULATIVE EFFECTS ANALYSIS PROCESS
FOR THE YELLOWSTONE ECOSYSTEM, SKI YELLOWSTONE BIOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT, App. 1 (June
1987) [hereinafter SKI YELLOWSTONE BIOLOGICAL ASSESSMENT].
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resort proposal involving lands outside West Yellowstone, Montana,
may negatively impact the area bear population, and it consequently
reversed an earlier decision granting the requested permit.1 65 These
cooperative efforts are not only breaking down traditional agency
"turf" prerogatives, they have legitimized regional management as a
necessary strategy for implementing the Act.

Perhaps because the federal land management agencies have been
responsive to the ESA's mandates, the courts infrequently have in-
voked the statute to restrain development in the Yellowstone region.
In National Wildlife Federation v. National Park Service,"6 for exam-
ple, a Wyoming federal district court rejected the claim that opening
Yellowstone National Park's Fishing Bridge campground violated the
Act, finding sufficient evidence to sustain the Park Service's interim
management plan. 167  Similarly, in Park County Resource Council v.
United States Department of Agriculture,168 the court refused to enjoin
exploratory oil drilling in the Shoshone National Forest on lands used

165. Id. at 87-89. Developers have proposed a year-round resort to be known as Ski Yellowstone,
which would be located near Hebgen Lake just outside West Yellowstone, a gateway community to the
Park that is heavily dependent upon tourist traffic. If constructed, the resort could provide a boost for
West Yellowstone's seasonally depressed economy. The resort site, however, is located in important.
grizzly bear habitat. Although the Forest Service approved the resort in 1982, it recently reevaluated
the proposal using the CEM, and concluded that the ski complex and the accompanying condominium
construction on adjacent private lands "may affect" the grizzly bear and bald eagle populations, in
violation of the Endangered Species Act. The Forest Service is now unwilling to grant the permit

unless the resort is limited to winter operation, when it would be possible to control the on- and offsite
impacts of the development. Id. at 91. But the Forest Service has not precluded eventual development
of the project. U.S. FOREST SERV., RECORD OF DECISION, LAND & RESOURCE MANAGEMENT PLAN
FOR THE GALLATIN NATIONAL FOREST 8 (1987) [hereinafter GALLATIN FOREST PLAN RECORD OF

DECISION]. Cf Robertson v. Methow Valley Citizens Council, 109 S. Ct. 1835 (1989) (holding that
the Forest Service has no substantive NEPA mitigation obligation, and that Forest Service regulations
do not obligate the agency to implement offisite mitigation measures before issuing a special use permit).

166. 669 F. Supp. 384 (D. Wyo. 1987). The court rejected several ESA arguments, including the
claim that continued operation of the campground violated the Park Service's conservation responsibili-
ties under § 1536(aXI), that it constituted an impermissible "taking" under § 1532(19), and that it was
in violation of an established recovery plan under § 1533(f). See. also supra note 87.

167. The court clearly was swayed by the facts that the Park Service was acting consistent with
the interagency grizzly bear recovery plan and that it planned to use the CEM model to assess the
impact of the campground on the bear. 669 F. Supp. at 387-88. Significantly, however, the court
rejected the plaintiff's procedural argument based on the Park Service's failure to prepare a written
"incidental takings" plan as mandated by 16 U.S.C. § 1536(b)(4). This ruling deviates from well-ac-
cepted ESA precedent holding agencies to rigorous compliance with statutory procedural requirements.
669 F. Supp. at 389-90. See Conner v. Burford, 848 F.2d 1441, 1455 (9th Cir. 1988), cert. denied sub
nom. Sun Exploration & Prod. Co. v. Lujan, 109 S. Ct. 112 (1989); Thomas v. Peterson, 153 F.2d 754,
764 (9th Cir. 1985). Since then, the Park Service has recommended keeping the recreational vehicle
campground open, and the FWS, applying the CEM analysis, has concluded that this decision will not
affect the bear adversely, even though the Park Service eventually may construct another campground

nearby. FISHING BRIDGE FEIS, supra note 82, at 367-72 (Fish & Wildlife Service Biological Opinion,

Oct. 13, 1987).

168. 613 F. Supp. 1182 (D. Wyo. 1985).
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by grizzly bears, finding no basis for reconsidering the FWS's "no
jeopardy" opinion. 169  In Conner v. Burford,"' however, the Ninth
Circuit read rigorous procedural requirements into the statute, hold-
ing that the FWS must prepare a comprehensive-not segmented-
biological assessment of the consequences of oil and gas leasing on
"listed" species based on the best scientific data available.' 7 ' Viewed
together, the decisions reflect a judicial reluctance to involve the
courts in matters of scientific complexity and uncertainty," 72 tempered
by a commitment to insuring that the agencies meet the statute's pro-
cedural requirements.

1 73

Probably the most controversial endangered species issue con-
fronting the federal agencies in the Yellowstone region is reintroduc-
tion of the extirpated gray wolf, a major native predator exterminated
during the early 1900s. As a symbolic matter, the wolf reintroduction
proposal represents a major shift in public land management philoso-
phy in the West, but one that is consistent with the ongoing transition
from a utilitarian-based to an amenity-focused management philoso-
phy. Under the ESA, the Secretary of the Interior is authorized to
introduce experimental species populations, 7  and the FWS has pre-
pared a Wolf Recovery Plan identifying Yellowstone National Park as
an appropriate setting for wolf reintroduction. "75  But the Secretary is
not expressly obligated to reintroduce experimental populations; the

169. See supra note 155 (describing "no jeopardy" opinions). Following precedent, the Park

County court reviewed the ESA claim under an "arbitrary and capricious" standard. 613 F. Supp. at
1186. The court was impressed by the mitigation measures imposed by the FWS, including the require-

ment of site access by helicopter. Id. at 1184, 1188.
170. 848 F.2d 1441 (9th Cir. 1988), cert. denied sub nom. Sun Exploration & Prod. Co. v. Lujan,

109 S. Ct. 112 (1989).

171. Id. at 1453. Although the Forest Service argued that it was obligated under the ESA to
address only the leasing stage in the oil and gas development process, the court ruled that it was also

responsible for anticipating the impact of drilling and development on endangered species.
172. But see Northern Spotted Owl v. Hodel, No. C8-573 (W.D. Wash. Nov. 17, 1988) (WL

.149253) (finding that the FWS arbitrarily declined to "list" the spotted owl under the ESA).
173. But see Sierra Club, 104 IBLA 76, 88 (U.S. Dep't of the Interior, IBLA 88-442) (Sept. 29,

1988) (rejecting environmental groups' ESA argument that use of an elk habitat model, rather than the

CEM model, to evaluate the effect on the grizzly bear of exploratory drilling at Sohare Creek in the Mt.
Leidy Highlands of the Bridger-Teton National Forest violated the Act's "best available scientific data"
provision). See also infra note 285.

174. 16 U.S.C. § 15390); 50 C.F.R. §§ 17.80-.84 (1988). See 1982 U.S. CODE CONG. & ADMIN.
NEWS, 2833-35, 2845-46, 2857, 2870-76. Moreover, the FWS has a statutory duty to "develop and

implement" recovery plans for endangered and threatened species, which also might provide a legal
basis for wolf reintroduction. 16 U.S.C. § 1533(f). Cf Sierra Club v. Clark, 755 F.2d 608 (8th Cir.

1985) (holding that the ESA's "conservation" requirement precluded the Secretary of the Interior from

authorizing a wolf sport hunting season).
175. WOLF RECOVERY PLAN, supra note 38, at 13-14, 22-30. The Plan proposes a comprehen-

sive management zoning scheme involving park and forest lands similar to the one used for the grizzly

bear. Wolf recovery would be promoted and take precedence on lands designated as Zone One-those

areas where conflict between the wolf and other land uses is low. Zone Two lands would serve as a

1989)
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statutory language is discretionary unless it can be shown that rein-
troduction is the only feasible means to insure species preservation.' 17 6

The presence of reintroduced wolves protected as a "listed" species
could have legal repercussions for the multiple-use agencies, placing
them under a mandate to adjust their agendas to accommodate the
wolf. 17"

The Park Service, citing its natural management philosophy, be-
lieves that wolves would help restore a natural ecological balance in
the Yellowstone region. 178 The livestock industry, however, opposes
reintroduction, fearing that wolves would stray outside the Park and
prey upon domestic cattle and sheep. 79 Among the federal agencies,
only the Park Service has publicly endorsed reintroduction; the others
have not taken a position on the question.'" 0 The State of Wyoming
strongly opposes reintroduction and the Wyoming congressional dele-
gation has intervened to thwart a NEPA review initiative, apparently
strong-arming the Park Service into retreating from its position.' 8 '
Thus, despite the ESA's powerful species recovery objectives, local
economic interests have had sufficient political clout to preclude an
open dialogue on this question.' 8 2  In other words, while wolf rein-
troduction may make eminent ecological sense in Yellowstone Na-
tional Park, nonecological concerns focused on human interests
outside the park cannot be ignored.

buffer to Zone Three lands where conflict is likely to be high and where human activities would be

accorded primacy. Id. at v, 31-36.

176. "The Secretary may authorize the release... of any population... of an endangered species

or a threatened species outside the current range of such species if the Secretary determines that such

release will further the conservation of such species." 16 U.S.C. § 15390)(2XA).

177. Under the Act, reintroduced wolves would be treated as "threatened" species, even if they

originated from a pack designated as "endangered." 16 U.S.C. § 1539j)(2)(C). This would permit the

agencies to formulate special rules to control these wolves, including provisions to kill problem animals

(i.e., those preying on livestock) and to transport them back into the park if they strayed onto private

lands. See WOLF RECOVERY PLAN, supra note 38, at 36-38.

178. YELLOWSTONE MANAGEMENT PLAN, supra note 82, at 98-101.

179. The livestock industry's major concern is that ranchers would be powerless to respond to

wolf depredations because the wolf is a protected species under the Act. Sportsmen's organizations

composed of hunters also are concerned about wolf reintroduction; they worry that a growing wolf

population could deplete big game numbers and force hunting closures. Zumbo, Should We Cry Wolf?,

Outdoor Life, Dec. 1987, at 50. But see O'Neill, The Law of Wolves, 18 ENVTL. L. 227 (1988) (summa-

rizing Minnesota's experience with the timber wolf as a protected species under the Endangered Species

Act).

180. See 36 C.F.R. § 219.19(a)(3) (1988) (obligating the Forest Service, in the forest planning

process, to consult other agencies about opportunities to reintroduce species); DRAFT FINAL BRIDGER-

TETON FOREST PLAN EIS, supra note 78, at 3-142.

181. Casper Star Trib., Aug. 8, 1987, at BI; Casper Star Trib., Nov. 11, 1987, at BI. See also

New York Times, June 3, 1986, § 3, at 4, col 6.

182. However, Congress recently has appropriated funds to begin studying the wolf reintroduc-

tion issue, the initial step toward preparation of an EIS. Casper Star Trib., Sept. 9, 1988, at BI.

[Vol. 60
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The dominant legal influence exerted by the Endangered Species
Act on land use decisions in the Yellowstone region largely depends
upon the continued listing of the wide-ranging grizzly bear as a cov-
ered species. Yet Montana and Wyoming are interested in "delisting"
the bear,1 83 and recent reports suggest a favorable upswing in popula-
tion statistics, which eventually might support a delisting effort.' 84 In
the long run, therefore, the greatest impact of the Act in the Yellow-
stone region could be that it has compelled the agencies to disregard
traditional "turf" prerogatives and to work together toward the com-
mon goal of species recovery, thus legitimating an explicit form of
ecosystem-based management. But whether these interagency efforts
are yet making a real difference is subject to dispute. As we shall see, a
recent federal report casts serious doubt on whether the agencies have
implemented meaningful, coordinated efforts on endangered species is-
sues.'8 5 This finding raises the question whether the land management
agencies can successfully address ecological issues other than endan-
gered species concerns through interagency procedural mechanisms
when they are under no legal compulsion similar to that found in the
ESA.

2. Biological Diversity

Because the Endangered Species Act compels government agen-
cies to focus on species facing imminent extinction, "unlisted" spe-
cies--especially those little noticed by the public and not easily valued
economically-have been historically overlooked by land managers,
regardless of their intrinsic ecological importance.'8 6 Reflecting Con-
gress's concern that forest management should be based on sound sci-
entific principles,' 87 the National Forest Management Act's biological

183. See MONTANA DEP'T OF FISH, WILDLIFE & PARKS, FINAL PROGRAMMATIC EIS: THE
GRIZZLY BEAR IN NORTHWESTERN MONTANA, SUMMARY (1986). The states' interest may be prema-
ture, however. The Yellowstone Ecosystem Recovery Plan sets a bear population goal of 301 bears, but
recent population estimates are 183-207 bears, with projections of a 1.7% per year decline in the popu-
lation. FISHING BRIDGE FEIS, supra note 82, at 134; CRS ECOSYSTEM REPORT, Supra note 14, at 48-
49.

184. Laramie Daily Boomerang, July 30, 1988, at 7 (reporting that adult female bears in the
Yellowstone Ecosystem totaled 45 in 1985, whereas there were only 32 adult females in 1983); id., Sept.
30, 1988, at 7 (reporting that an Interagency Grizzly Bear Committee scientific task force reported a
0.07 to 1.5 percent increase in the Yellowstone grizzly bear population for 1987 and a current regional
population estimate of 170-180 bears). See also Casper Star Trib., May 7, 1989, at AI (reporting in-
creased grizzly sightings outside Yellowstone National Park). But see supra note 183.

185. CRS ECOSYSTEM REPORT, supra note 14, at 9 (noting that the agencies failed to maintain
uniformly consistent information on grizzly bear fatalities); id. at 16 (concluding that there have been
an unacceptably high number of grizzly mortalities). See infra text at notes 308-1I.

186. M. BEAN, supra note 144, at 329-30, 410-411.
187. S. REP. No. 893, 94th Cong., 2d Sess. 4, 10, reprinted in 1976 U.S. CODE CONG. & ADMIN.

NEWS 6665, 6671. However, neither the NFMA nor the implementing regulations rely upon scientific

1989]
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diversity provision addresses this problem by giving legal protection to
this important dimension of the ecosystem. It requires the Forest Ser-
vice to "provide for diversity of plant and animal communities based
on the suitability and capability of the specific land area in order to
meet overall multiple-use objectives."'8 8 The implementing regula-
tions provide that biological diversity shall be preserved "so that it is
at least as great as that which would be expected in a natural for-
est."'8 9 After designating representative "management indicator spe-
cies," the Forest Service is required to set habitat preservation goals
and to monitor population fluctuations."9 ° Thus, the biological diver-
sity provision reflects a clear congressional commitment to an ecosys-
tem-based forest managment policy, and it constitutes a substantive
constraint on traditional consumptive-use practices.9'

Since the forest planning process is just reaching completion,
there are few judicial constructions of the NFMA.192 It is too early,

formulas or incorporate any particular conservation biology theory. See Final Report of the Committee
of Scientists, 44 Fed. Reg. 26,599, 26,609 (1979). See also supra notes 31-36 and accompanying text for
a discussion of the role biological diversity plays in the ecosystem.

188. 16 U.S.C. § 1604(g)(3)(B). The provision further states: "[A]nd within the multiple-use
objectives of a land management plan adopted pursuant to this section, provide, where appropriate, to
the degree practicable, for steps to be taken to preserve the diversity of tree species similar to that
existing in the region controlled by the plan." Id. See Wilkinson & Anderson, supra note 4, at 290-96,
for a description of the congressional committee debates over the diversity provision. The implement-
ing regulation apparently injects some flexibility into the diversity requirement: It provides for diver-
sity reductions, but "only where needed to meet overall multiple use objectives." 36 C.F.R. § 219.27(g)
(1988) (emphasis added). Despite this apparent qualifying language, Congress was committed to re-
storing a natural ecological setting in the national forests, something that was rapidly disappearing
from the southern forests as the hardwoods were being harvested and replaced by faster growing pines.
See generally Wilkinson & Anderson, supra note 4, at 170-73. But see Appeal Decision, Flathead Na-
tional Forest Land & Resource Management Plan Appeals, U.S. Forest Service Nos. 1467, 1513, 13-14
(Aug. 31, 1988) [hereinafter Flathead Forest Plan Appeal Decision] (holding that the NFMA diversity
provision requirements are "procedural in nature," and that the Forest Service is not obligated to
maintain "any specified level of abundance or distribution of particular plant or animal communities").

189. 36 C.F.R. § 219.27(g) (1988). This regulation defines biological diversity requirements as a
forest management prescription, a definition intended to set minimum management requirements for
forest planners. The regulations obligate the Forest Service "to maintain viable populations of existing
native and desired species," primarily by preserving adequate habitat, well distributed throughout the
forest, to facilitate species interactions. Id. § 219.19. These goals are implemented by requiring the
Forest Service to designate "management indicator species," defined as species selected because their
population numbers are likely to reflect the effects of forest activities on the ecosystem. 36 C.F.R.
§ 219.12(a)(1) (1988); 36 C.F.R. § 219.19(aXl)-(a)(7) (indicator species selection guidelines). See gen-
erally O'Riordan & Horngren, The Minimum Management Requirements of Forest Planning, 17
ENVTL. L. 643 (1987).

190. 36 C.F.R. § 219.19(a)(7) (1988) (habitat goals); 36 C.F.R. § 219.19(aX6) (monitoring).
191. See Wilkinson & Anderson, supra note 4, at 296 ("It is evident that section 6(g)(3)(B) re-

quires Forest Service planners to treat the wildlife resource as a controlling, co-equal factor in forest
management and, in particular, as a substantive limitation on timber production.").

192. Only one court appears to have reviewed an NFMA claim alleging a violation of substantive
limitations on the Forest Service's discretionary authority. See Big Hole Ranchers Ass'n v. United
States Forest Serv., 686 F. Supp. 256, 264 (D. Mont. 1988) (utilizing an arbitrariness standard to review
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therefore, to know how rigorously the courts will read the statute or
how carefully they will review the Forest Service's planning decisions.
But considering the complexity of the forest planning process, judicial
review of NFMA appeals involving substantive standards, such as the
biological diversity requirement, probably will be based upon the same
"abuse of discretion" standard that the courts have applied in previous
challenges to forest management decisions."' Given the judiciary's
well-documented reluctance to review scientific matters, disputes con-
cerning scientific methodology or data interpretation most likely will
be resolved in the agency's favor, barring a deviation from accepted
practice or clear procedural deficiencies."'

Several diversity issues are already the focus of administrative
forest plan appeals in the Yellowstone region. One of the most contro-
versial issues is whether the Forest Service has selected appropriate
species as indicator species.' Using certain indicator species to mea-
sure the health of the forest could limit traditional commodity devel-
opment activities.' 96 For example, species that depend upon old
growth forests, such as cavity-nesting raptors and pine marten, or that
require undisturbed riparian habitat, such as mink and otter, are likely
to be displaced by extensive timber harvesting and roadbuilding
projects. 97 Other potential issues include whether the forest plan pre-

a claim alleging violation of a NFMA timber harvest restocking regulation). This can be explained by
the fact that the Forest Service has issued final administrative decisions in only a few of the 91 forest
plan appeals that have been filed, although 19 conservationist appeals have been settled and several
forest plans either have been remanded or withdrawn for further planning. Four lawsuits challenging
forest plans have been filed. Status of the National Forest Planning Process, FOREST ISSUES BULL.,
Feb./Mar. 1989, at 8 (published by The Wilderness Society).

193. Perkins v. Bergland, 608 F.2d 803, 806-07 (9th Cir. 1973); Big Hole Ranchers Ass'n v.
United States Forest Serv., 686 F. Supp. 256, 263-64 (D. Mont. 1988); National Wildlife Fed'n v.
United States Forest Serv., 592 F. Supp. 931, 938-39 (D. Ore. 1984); Dorothy Thomas Found., Inc. v.
Hardin, 317 F. Supp. 1072, 1076 (W.D.N.C. 1970). See also W. Burgess, Standards for Judicial Review
of Forest Plans: Will the Courts Not See the Forest for the Trees? (June 8-10, 1987) (paper presented
at: The Public Lands During the Remainder of the 20th Century: Planning, Law, and Policy in the
Federal Land Agencies, Eighth Annual Summer Program, University of Colorado). Cf. Sierra Club v.
Clark, 756 F.2d 686, 690 (9th Cir. 1985) (reviewing a challenge to the BLM's FLPMA planning deci-
sions under an arbitrariness standard).

194. See Sierra Club v. Froehlke, 816 F.2d 205 (5th Cir. 1987); Northern Spotted Owl v. Hodel,
No. C88-573 (W.D. Wash. Nov. 17, 1988) (WL 149253).

195. See, e.g., Gallatin National Forest Plan Appeal, U.S. Forest Service Appeal No. 2134, Natu-
ral Resources Defense Council, et al., Appellants, Statement of Reasons 216-35 (Feb. 1, 1988) [herein-
after Gallatin Forest Plan Appeal]; Custer Forest Plan Appeal, U.S. Forest Service, Greater
Yellowstone Coalition, et al., Appellants, Statement of Reasons 89-98 (Sept. 15, 1987) [hereinafter
Custer Forest Plan Appleal].

196. See infra notes 199-202 and accompanying text for a discussion of the impact of the spotted
owl on timber harvesting in the Pacific Northwest.

197. L. HARRIS, supra note 7, at 141-44; CRS ECOSYSTEM REPORT, supra note 14, at 77-79.
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serves sufficient habitat to insure viable populations, and whether the
plan's viable population projections insure against species depletion. 98

The impact that resolution of these issues is likely to have on for-
est management practices already can be seen in the Pacific Northwest
where a major controversy is raging over use of the spotted owl as an
indicator species. Citing the loss of spotted owl habitat and dwindling
population numbers, environmentalists assert that old growth timber
harvesting must be curtailed to protect the owl's remaining habitat.' 99

The timber industry, on the other hand, views using the spotted owl as
an indicator species as a potential threat to its timber supply.2' Faced
with clear statutory diversity obligations, the Forest Service has se-
lected the spotted owl as an indicator species and plans to curtail old
growth timber harvesting to protect the bird's habitat.20 1 Moreover,
the spotted owl issue has generated intense public interest and involve-
ment in forest management practices throughout the region.2 "2 This
has, in turn, broadened the general public's understanding of the eco-
logical concept of diversity, and the Forest Service has been unable to
ignore this public pressure. The same phenomenon could occur in the
Yellowstone region as the diversity concept becomes better known and
understood.

The NFMA biological diversity provision is a powerful concept
even though it is somewhat qualified by ambiguous statutory refer-

198. See Forest Plan Appeals cited supra note 195. See also Flathead Forest Plan Appeal Deci-

sion, supra note 188, at 11-21.

199. NAT'L AUDUBON Soc'y, AUDUBON CONSERVATION REP. No. 7, REPORT OF THE ADVI-

SORY PANEL ON THE SPOTTED OWL (1986); WILDERNESS SOCIETY, FORESTS OF THE FUTURE? 73
(1987) [hereinafter FORESTS OF THE FUTURE?]. See I U.S. FOREST SERV., DEP'T OF AGRIC., FINAL

SUPPLEMENT TO THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT FOR AN AMENDMENT TO THE PACIFIC

NORTHWEST REGIONAL GUIDE, SPOTTED OWL GUIDELINES (1988) [hereinafter SPOTTED OWL

SEIS]; Lane County Audubon Soc'y, 85 IBLA 185 (1985) (discussing the importance of old-growth

timber habitat to the spotted owl's survival). See also Endangered and Threatened Wildlife and Plants;

Finding on Northern Spotted Owl Petition, 52 Fed. Reg. 48,552 (1987) (Fish and Wildlife Service

refusal to list the spotted owl as endangered at this time); Northern Spotted Owl v. Hodel, No. C88-573
(W.D. Wash. Nov. 17, 1988) (WL 149253) (finding that the FWS acted arbitrarily and capriciously

when it decided not to "list" the spotted owl under the ESA); N.Y. Times, Nov. 18, 1988, at A16, col.

4; High Country News, May 8, 1989, at 3 (reporting that the FWS is recommending the spotted owl be

listed as a "threatened" species).

200. The Forest Service plans to set aside 550 spotted owl habitat areas, each containing 1000 to
2700 acres of old-growth forest that would be off-limits to timber harvesting. SPOTTED OWL SEIS,

supra note 199, at S-18, 1-15; FORESTS OF THE FUTURE?, supra note 199, at 73. Annually, this would

reduce timber harvest levels by 163 million board feet and reportedly eliminate 450 to 900 jobs in the

timber industry. SPOTTED OWL SEIS, supra note 199, at S-40, S-42. See generally Stahl, As the Forest

Falls" The Controversy over Minimum Management Requirements, FOREST WATCH, July 1987, at 9;
N.Y. Times, Aug. 17, 1988, at Al, col. I.

201. SPOTTED OWL SEIS, supra note 199, at 1-8 to -15, S-38 to -43.

202. The Forest Service received more than 40,000 responses to its proposed spotted owl manage-

ment guidelines. SPOTTED OWL SEIS, supra note 199, at 1-13.
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ences to multiple-use principles.203 Biological diversity has become a
part of the working vocabulary of forest managers, injecting hitherto
ignored ecological considerations into the planning process. As re-
flected in the spotted owl controversy, the diversity requirement can
have the same limiting effect on intensive multiple-use practices that
endangered species protection now has. While not yet fully under-
stood by the public-or even by land managers-it nonetheless is
refocusing the debate over forest management practices to include
concern for the ecosystem as a whole, a concern that necessarily tran-
scends existing boundary limitations.2"

C. The Multiple- Use Lands. A Struggle For Dominance

The fundamental question confronting the Forest Service in the
Greater Yellowstone region is the appropriate level of development of
its roadless nonwilderness lands. Stressing the ecological intercon-
nectedness of the region, environmental groups assert that the Forest
Service's consumptive-use plans threaten the integrity of the region,
are not coordinated with adjacent land management policies, and vio-
late laws such as the NFMA, ESA, and Clean Water Act.20 5 On the
other hand, the timber and mineral industries assert that the multiple-
use forest lands should be open to consumptive-use activities, citing
Congress's wilderness designation decisions as evidence that it in-
tended to open nonwilderness forest lands to development.20 6 Similar
concerns about Forest Service policy are evident within other federal
agencies 207 and among the general public.20 8 An examination of these

203. See supra note 188 and accompanying text.

204. NEPA also contains a biological diversity provision, 42 U.S.C. § 4331(b)(4) (1982), but it

has received even less attention than has the NFMA requirement. But see SENATE COMM. ON ENVI-

RONMENT AND PUBLIC WORKS, AUTHORIZING APPROPRIATIONS FOR THE OFFICE OF ENVIRONMEN-

TAL QUALITY FOR FISCAL YEAR 1987, 1988 AND 1989, S. REP. No. 502, 100th Cong., 2d Sss. 6
(1988) (report accompanying S. 1792, concluding that "conservation of biological diversity under

NEPA should be inherent in all facets of the NEPA decision-making process"). See generally Carlson,

NEPA and the Conservation of Biological Diversity, 19 ENVTL. L. 15 (1988).

205. Clean Water Act, 33 U.S.C. §§ 1251-1387 (1982 & Supp. V 1987). See, e.g., Gallatin Forest

Plan Appeal, supra note 195, at 73-101, 141-58, 236 (Statement of Reasons); Custer Forest Plan Ap-
peal, supra note 195, at 49-73, 126 (Statement of Reasons).

206. See, e.g., SHOSHONE FOREST PLAN FEIS supra note 163, at VI-309 (letter from Wendy H.

Frueauf, Petroleum Association of Wyoming, objecting to restrictions on the oil and gas industry); id.
at VI-484 (letter from Amoco Production Co. objecting to mineral leasing restrictions).

207. The Park Service and the FWS have reminded the Forest Service that extensive clear cutting

and unrestrained mineral exploration could harm adjacent lands and resources. See, e.g., GALLATIN
FOREST PLAN FEIS, supra note 20, at VI-32 to -40 (Yellowstone National Park Comments); id. at VI-

83, -84 (U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service Biological Opinion); letter from Robert Stewart, Dep't of the
Interior Office of Environmental Project Review, to Brian Stout, Bridger-Teton National Forest Super-

visor (Feb. 25, 1987) (available from author).

208. The forest planning process has fostered previously unexperienced levels of public involve-
ment in forest management issues, See, e.g., SHOSHONE FOREST PLAN FEIS, supra note 163, at VI-5

1989]
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conflicts reveals how current law is influencing the Forest Service's
multiple-use agenda, the limits of judicial intervention, and Congress's
role as ultimate arbiter of the fate of the public domain.

1. An Overview

The Forest Service manages its lands under the multiple-use prin-
ciple set forth in the 1960 Multiple Use-Sustained Yield Act,2°" which
provides that the national forests "shall be administered for outdoor
recreation, range, timber, watershed, and wildlife and fish pur-
poses."'210  Not surprisingly, the courts consistently have construed
this multiple-use mandate as according the Forest Service broad dis-
cretionary management authority.21' In 1976, however, responding to
the public outcry over Forest Service timber harvesting practices,
Congress adopted the National Forest Management Act,212 establish-
ing a comprehensive, interdisciplinary land management planning pro-
cess for each forest and opening that process to public involvement. 213

Although the NFMA endorses the multiple-use principle, it also im-
poses significant environmental constraints on forest management
practices2t 4 and obligates forest planners to coordinate with adjacent

(185 written comments received); GALLATIN FOREST PLAN FEIS, supra note 20, at 1-4 (over 2000

letters received); U.S. FOREST SERV., DEP'T OF AGRIC., BRIDGER-TETON NATIONAL FOREST PLAN-

NING UPDATE (1987) (hereinafter B-T PLANNING UPDATE] (9052 comments received during the four-

month comment period).

209. 16 U.S.C. §§ 528-531 (1982). Several important forest management principles can be ex-

tracted from the Act's definition of "multiple use": Management is to "best meet the needs of the

American people"; land is to be used for "some or all" of the resources, but "some land will be used for

less than all of the resources"; and management of resources is to be "coordinated" without impairing

the productivity of the land but not necessarily to "give the greatest dollar return." Id § 53 1(a).

210. 16 U.S.C. § 528. The 1960 Multiple Use-Sustained Yield Act substantially broadened the

Forest Service's original organic mandate, which provided that the forests were established for timber

production and watershed protection. 16 U.S.C. § 475 (1982). See United States v. New Mexico, 438

U.S. 696 (1978).
211. See, e.g., McMichael v. United States, 355 F.2d 283, 286 (9th Cir. 1965); National Wildlife

Fed'n v. United States Forest Serv., 592 F. Supp. 931, 938 (D. Or. 1984); Dorothy Thomas Found., Inc.

v. Hardin, 317 F. Supp. 1072, (W.D.N.C. 1970). See also Coggins, Of Succotash Syndromes and Vacu-

ous Platitudes: The Meaning of "Multiple Use, Sustained Yield"for Public Land Management, 53 U.

COLO. L. REV. 229 (1981).
212. 16 U.S.C. §§ 1600-1614 (1982). See generally Wilkinson & Anderson, supra note 4.

213. 16 U.S.C. § 1604. See 16 U.S.C. § 1604(b) (interdisciplinary planning provision); 16 U.S.C.

§ 1604(d) (public involvement provision); 16 U.S.C. § 1604(g)(1) (NEPA procedures incorporated into

forest planning process). See also Methow Valley Citizens Council v. Regional Forester, 16 Evntl. L.

Rep. (Envtl. L. Inst.) 20,641, 20,644 (D. Or. 1986) (WL 8595) (observing that Congress intended

NFMA to "bind the agency to a deliberate, public decision process"), rev'd on other grounds, 833 F. 2d

810 (9th Cir. 1987), rev'd sub noam. Robertson v. Methow Valley Citizens Council, 109 S. Ct. 1835

(1989).
214. 16 U.S.C. § 1604(gX3)(E), (F) (limiting timber harvesting to protect soil stability, water

quality, and riparian lands, and restraining clearcutting as a harvest method). See also text at notes

187-91, supra, discussing the biological diversity provision as a limitation. Moreover, the NFMA re-
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federal, state, and local land managers.21 5  The NFMA's mandate to
appoint an independent committee of scientists to provide "scientific
and technical advice" on the proposed implementing regulations2 6 re-
flects a serious congressional commitment to integrating ecologically
based management principles into the Forest Service's multiple-use
practices.

Because the NFMA forest plans will be the "law" of the forest
once they are completed,2" the forest planning process is regarded by
environmental groups and industry as a critical juncture in the formu-
lation of forest policy. But this perception may be illusory. Recent
Forest Service NFMA administrative appeal decisions emphasize the
discretionary, flexible, and essentially nonbinding nature of forest
planning determinations.218

Forest management is also subject to many other laws, including
statutes governing specific natural resources and myriad environmen-
tal protection laws.2" 9 The National Environmental Policy Act 220 OC-

quires forest planners to take account of aesthetic values when planning timber management programs.

16 U.S.C. § 1604(g)(3)(F)(iii)(iv).

215. 16 U.S.C. § 1604(a). See text at notes 322-31 infra for further discussion of this coordination

provision.

216. 16 U.S.C. § 1604(h). The Committee of Scientists was composed of individuals recom-
mended by the National Academy of Sciences, and it reviewed and critiqued several draft versions of

the Forest Service's proposed NFMA regulations. See 44 Fed. Reg. 26,599 (1979); Wilkinson & Ander-

son, supra note 4, at 43-44.

217. See 16 U.S.C. § 1604(i); 36 C.F.R. § 219.1(b) (1988). Once adopted, the forest plans can be

amended only by complying with the same NEPA requirements governing adoption of the plans in the

first instance. 16 U.S.C. § 1604(f)(4), (g)(l). See Wilkinson & Anderson, supra note 4, at 74.

218. See, e.g., Flathead Forest Plan Appeal Decision, supra note 188, at 4-9:

An LRMP puts in place a dynamic management system for future decisionmaking. It
establishes goals and objectives for forest management, and standards and guidelines for
management activities. It establishes rules for making future decisions about the manage-
ment of the national forest. An LRMP, however, does not make most of these deci-
sions ....

LRMPs must not be regarded as collections of 10 to 15 years worth of project deci-
sions which create irretrievable commitments of natural resources....

The LRMP and FEIS set the stage for project or activity review but do not provide the
last word.

See also Appeal of the Shoshone National Forest Land and Resource Management Plan, U.S. Forest
Service No. 1552, 5-6 (Dec. 6, 1988) ("[N]o project or activity level decisions involving oil and gas

leasing have been made in the LRMP .... [T]his does not mean that oil and gas leasing would no

longer be considered on these [Grizzly Bear Situation One] lands.").

219. See, e.g., Mining Law of 1872, 30 U.S.C. §§ 22-54 (1982); Mineral Leasing Act of 1920, 30

U.S.C. §§ 181-287 (1982 & Supp. V. 1987); Geothermal Steam Act of 1970, 30 U.S.C. §§ 1001-1025
(1982 & Supp. V 1987); Endangered Species Act, §§ 1531-1543 (1982); Clean Water Act of 1977, 33

U.S.C. §§ 1251-1387 (1982 & Supp. V 1987). And beyond these federal laws, the Supreme Court in
California Coastal Commission v. Granite Rock Co., 480 U.S. 572 (1987), upheld the authority of the
states to impose additional environmental permitting requirements on development proposals involving

national forest lands, so long as the state does not effectively "veto" the project. Id. at 586-87.
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cupies a unique position among these laws because it requires forest
managers to review their multiple-use policy options against the back-
drop of their environmental protection responsibilities.22' While the
courts have concluded that NEPA is primarily a procedural statute
and does not obligate agencies to choose the environmentally prefera-
ble alternative, they have utilized the implementing regulations to read
rigorous procedural requirements into the statute.222 According to
these regulations, NEPA obligates federal agencies to examine the im-
pact that proposed activities would have on neighboring lands,223 to
consult with other agencies and involve them in the NEPA review
process,224 to assess the cumulative impacts accompanying specific
proposals, 225 and to consider mitigation measures. 226 Thus, NEPA,
like the ESA and the NFMA, is not boundary-limited, and the judicial
gloss the statute has acquired makes it a powerful tool for assuring
that the Forest Service takes account of its neighbors and other re-
source values when weighing multiple-use development proposals. 227

Most forest plans in the Yellowstone region are under administra-
tive appeal. In general, the Forest Service has taken the position that
consumptive-use activities ordinarily should be permitted on multiple-
use lands so long as irreversible environmental damage can be avoided

220. 42 U.S.C. §§ 4321-4370 (1982).
221. NEPA provides that federal agencies contemplating actions "significantly affecting the qual-

ity of the human environment" are to prepare an environmental impact statement (EIS) evaluating the
environmental effects of the proposal and alternative courses of action. 42 U.S.C. § 4332(2XC).

222. Strycker's Bay Neighborhood Council v. Karlen, 444 U.S. 223 (1980); Kleppe v. Sierra Club,
427 U.S. 390, 410 n.21 (1976); California v. Block, 690 F.2d 753, 761 (9th Cir. 1982).

223. 40 C.F.R. § 1508.27(b)(3) (1988). Glacier-Two Medicine Alliance, 88 IBLA 133, Gower's
Fed. Serv. (0 & G) 108 (1985).

224. 40 C.F.R. § 1501.6 (1986). See Mardis v. Big Nance Creek Water Management Dist., 578
F. Supp. 770, 787 (N.D. Ala. 1983). Moreover, NEPA provides a referral procedure to the Council on
Environmental Quality for resolving interagency disagreements. 40 C.F.R. § 1504 (1982). But the
federal agencies do not ordinarily resort to this procedure. They are reluctant to air their disputes
publicly and to allow decision-making authority to slip from their hands, even if only for a recommen-
dation. But see Sierra Club v. United States Dep't of Transp., 753 F.2d 1209 (D.C. Cir. 1985); National
Wildlife Fed'n v. Goldschmidt, 504 F. Supp. 314 (D. Conn. 1980), aff'd, 677 F.2d 259 (2d Cir. 1982).

225. 40 C.F.R. §§ 1508.25(a)(2), 1508.7. See Kleppe v. Sierra Club, 427 U.S. 390 (1976); Thomas
v. Peterson, 753 F.2d 754 (9th Cir. 1985); Fritiofson v. Alexander, 772 F.2d 1225 (5th Cir. 1985);
National Wildlife Fed'n v. United States Forest Serv., 592 F. Supp. 931, 942-44 (D. Or. 1984).

226. 40 C.F.R. §§ 1502.14 (f), 1502.16(h), 1508.20 (1987). Methow Valley Citizens Council v.
Regional Forester, 833 F.2d 820 (9th Cir. 1987) (holding that an EIS must implement a feasible mitiga-
tion plan), rev'd sub noma. Robertson v. Methow Valley Citizens Council, 109 S. Ct. 1835 (1989) (con-
cluding that NEPA requires only consideration of mitigation measures).

227. However, the environmental analysis underlying the forest plans may minimize agency obli.
gations under laws such as NEPA when they are called upon to evaluate the impact of particular future
projects. Cf Park County Resource Council v. United States Bureau of Land Management, 638 F.
Supp. 842, 845 (D. Wyo 1986) (relying upon the forest plan in conjunction with an environmental
assessment to find no NEPA violation). See S. Mealey, Evaluation of the Use of Forplan in Manage-
ment Planning on the Shoshone National Forest (Nov. 4, 1986).
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through mitigation, restrictive stipulations, or otherwise, and if statu-
tory environmental protection standards can be satisfied. 228  Most of

the forest plans provide for extensive timber harvesting2 29 as well as oil
and gas leasing on nonwilderness forest lands.23 ° Road construction is
expected to increase significantly the road mileage in most of the for-
ests. 23 1 No forest has specifically precluded consumptive-use activities
on lands adjacent to national parks or wilderness areas. The plans for
the Montana and Idaho forests have recommended limited acreage for
wilderness designation, omitting undisturbed lands located near park
and wilderness boundaries, as well as important wildlife habitat.232

While there are predictable similarities among the plans, there are
also striking differences in how individual forests manage sensitive ar-
eas and resources. The recently completed Greater Yellowstone Area
Aggregation Report reveals, for example, that the Targhee National
Forest is doing extensive clearcutting adjacent to Yellowstone Na-
tional Park, while the other forests contemplate only modest logging

228. See, e.g., GALLATIN FOREST PLAN, supra note 163, at lI-I to -7; U.S. FOREST SERV., DEP'T

OF AGRIC., BEAVERHEAD NATIONAL FOREST PLAN RECORD OF DECISION 7 (1986).

229. See, e.g., GALLATIN FOREST PLAN, supra note 163, at II-5, 111-42, -43; GALLATIN FOREST

PLAN FEIS, supra note 20, at B-107 (approximately 21 million board feet (MMBF) will be offered

annually for timber harvest during the first decade, representing a 3-MMBF increase from the past

decade; 14 MMBF will come from current roadless lands); TARGHEE FOREST PLAN, supra note I 1, at

97, 100, 677-87 (projecting timber sales ranging from 110 MMBF to 70 MMBF during the first decade

of the plan, which represent a steady increase from the pre-1980 sales volume); CUSTER FOREST PLAN

FEIS, supra note 163, at 43, 212 (preferred alternative would allow 3.0 MMBF of annual timber har-

vest; present level is 1.5 MMBF annually). In general, the Targhee National Forest's timber sales

volume far exceeds that of any other regional forest, owing largely to the diseased condition of the

forest. See also AGGREGATION REPORT, supra note 14, at 3-79.

230. See, e.g., CUSTER FOREST PLAN FEIS, supra note 163, at 128 (1.77 million acres, or 84% of

the lands administered by the Custer National Forest, excluding the Absaroka-Beartooth Wilderness,

under lease on Apr. 24, 1986); GALLATIN FOREST PLAN, supra note 163, at D-I (noting that 30% of

the forest is currently leased or under lease application); GALLATIN FOREST PLAN FEIS, supra note 20,
at 11-36 ("very little land outside wilderness ... would not be available for leasing and exploration"); I

SHOSHONE FOREST PLAN FEIS, supra note 163, at 111-62 (approximately 934,000 of 1,054,000 acres of

nonwilderness forest lands are available for leasing); DRAFT FINAL BRIDGER-TETON FOREST PLAN

EIS, supra note 78, at Summary-I (reporting that the final Bridger-Teton Forest Plan will make 1.56 of

the 1.84 million acres of nonwilderness lands available for leasing, but will impose a "no surface occu-

pancy" restriction on 1.17 million acres primarily to protect steep slopes). See also AGGREGATION

REPORT, supra note 14, at 3-97, -100, -105 (map 33); SIERRA CLUB, supra note 21, at 6.

231. CUSTER FOREST PLAN FEIS, supra note 163, at 60 (3803 miles of road in 1980; preferred

alternative anticipates 5650 miles of road); GALLATIN FOREST PLAN FEIS, supra note 20, at IV-58

(preferred alternative would increase the total roads from about 800 miles to 2310 miles); DRAFT FI-

NAL BRIDGER-TETON FOREST PLAN EIS, supra note 78, at Summary-2 (approximately 400 miles of

new roads would be constructed in the first five decades under the plan but road closures would reduce

open roads by approximately 600 miles over 50 years). But see SHOSHONE FOREST PLAN FEIS, supra
note 163, at 11-29 (preferred alternative will allow for a net increase of 14 additional miles of roads in

the next 10 years).

232. See text at notes 291-301, infra, for a description of the wilderness designation controversy.
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on lands bordering the Park.2" Two forest plans-the Shoshone and
Custer-have placed critical grizzly bear lands off-limits to mineral
exploration,234 and the Shoshone and Bridger-Teton plans contain re-
duced timber harvest expectations.235 At one level, these inconsisten-
cies reflect the autonomy and discretionary authority individual forest
managers enjoy, as well as the sensitivity of each to local public prefer-
ences. At another level, however, such inconsistencies reveal just how
fragmented management is throughout the region, and call into ques-
tion the seriousness of the Forest Service's commitment to coordinated
management when it threatens the agency's traditional multiple-use
agenda. A closer look at the timber harvesting, oil and gas leasing,
and wilderness controversies illustrates the conflicting pressures con-
fronting the agency, as well as how litigation and legislation have in-
fluenced these matters.

2. Timber: Slipping from Dominance?

Timber harvesting controversies abound on the national forests in
the Yellowstone region. On the one hand, environmentalists complain
that the Forest Service's harvest quotas far surpass reasonable levels,
given the environmental damage that clearcut logging causes, particu-
larly on roadless lands providing important wildlife habitat, and the
negative economic returns from most sales.2 36  On the other hand,
communities such as Dubois, Wyoming, have long depended upon
public timber to sustain local mills and jobs, and the timber companies
believe downward harvest revisions threaten their very survival. 237

Long regarded as an agency committed primarily to timber produc-
tion, the Forest Service has taken the position that logging is appropri-
ate so long as basic NFMA environmental protection requirements

233. AGGREGATION REPORT, supra note 14, at 3-87 (map 29). See also supra notes 111, 229.
234. See supra note 163 and accompanying text. See also supra note 112 (noting the Bridger-

Teton's unique no-leasing buffer zone proposal adjacent to Grand Teton National Park that has been

dropped from the final forest plan).
235. SHOSHONE FOREST PLAN FEIS, supra note 163, at 11-55, A-I to A-12 (reducing timber sales

from 11.8 MMBF to 10.5 MMBF annually); DRAFT FINAL BRIDGER-TETON FOREST PLAN EIS, supra
note 78, at 2-83 (reducing timber harvesting from 17 MMBF to 12 MMBF annually); AGGREGATION
REPORT, supra note 14, at 3-79.

236. See Gallatin Forest Plan Appeal, supra note 195, at 34-101. See also U.S. FOREST SERV.,

DEP'T OF AGRIC., TIMBER SALE PROGRAM ANNUAL REPORT, FISCAL YEAR 1987 TEST, FOREST
LEVEL INFORMATION 4-5, 15, 30-32 (showing net revenue losses for six of the seven Yellowstone area
forests; the Caribou National Forest showed a small positive revenue return); ECONOMIC DATABASE,
supra note 44, at 6 (concluding that net timber receipts for all six Yellowstone area forests are negative);
CRS ECOSYSTEM REPORT, supra note 14, at 74 (noting that for fiscal years 1983-85 the federal govern-
ment spent $11.34 million on timber sales but received only $5.81 million in cash receipts).

237. See Intermountain Forest Indus. Ass'n v. Lyng, 683 F.Supp. 1330 (D. Wyo. 1988); 2 SHO-

SHONE FOREST PLAN FEIS, supra note 163, at VI-14 to -17. See also G. REYNOLDS, supra note 25, at

52-55.
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can be met, and it defends clearcutting as a beneficial forest manage-
ment practice. 23

" The forest plans generally show timber harvesting
continuing at, or exceeding, present levels, 239 and provide that lands
located near the national parks and those providing important wildlife
habitat, such as the Mt. Leidy Highlands and the southern portion of
the Gallatin Range, will be open to logging.

In the Bridger-Teton National Forest, controversy has focused on
timber management policies in the vicinity of Dubois, where the For-
est Service's extensive past timber sales program has severely depleted
the current timber supply. When the Forest Service, to protect dimin-
ishing elk habitat, did not schedule any new timber sales in the area,
local timber interests-principally the Louisiana-Pacific Corpora-
tion---objected that the lack of timber would compel them to shut
down their operations and dismiss their workforce.2"° Seeking access
to additional timber, the Intermountain Forest Industry Association
and Louisiana-Pacific sued the Forest Service alleging that it was le-
gally obligated to make more timber available under its existing timber
management plan.24' Moreover, the industry asserted that the Forest
Service must give precedence to timber resources over other forest re-
sources to maintain local community stability.242 In Intermountain
Forest Industry Association v. Lyng,243 however, a Wyoming federal
district court rejected these arguments, finding that the Forest Ser-
vice's organic mandate does not give timber priority over other re-
sources, and that neither the organic legislation nor the agency timber
plans vested any access rights in the logging company. 2 " The court,
in effect, concluded that timber harvesting decisions rested with the
agency, a ruling that confirmed the Forest Service's discretionary au-

238. Clearcutting, according to the Forest Service, can enhance wildlife habitat, limit insect dam-

age, and help control forest fires. SHOSHONE FOREST PLAN FEIS, supra note 163, at 11-53 to -54. See
also G. COGINS & C. WILKINSON, FEDERAL PUBLIC LAND AND RESOURCES LAW 619-20 (2d ed.
1987).

239. See supra note 229.
240. The Forest Service reduced timber harvest levels to protect other resources, namely to secure

elk habitat that was being lost due to extensive prior logging activity and to protect unstable lands from
erosion. Intermountain Forest Indus. Ass'n v. Lyng, 683 F. Supp. 1330, 1333-35 (D. Wyo. 1988).

241. Id. at 1332.
242. Sustained-Yield Forest Management Act of 1944, 16 U.S.C. §§ 583, 583a-i; 43 U.S.C.

§ 1181(a) (1982). See 36 C.F.R. § 221.3(a)(3) (1988). The timber industry argued that the language of
the statute (§ 583b) and the regulation requires the timber resource to be the primary management goal
of the forest if it is necessary to strengthen and stabilize a local economy. See also Comment, supra note
139, at 411, 429; Schweitzer & Risbrudt, How National Forest Planning Addresses Community Stability,
RENEWABLE RESOURCES J., Spring 1988, at 4-9.

243. 683 F. Supp. 1330 (D. Wyo. 1988).
244. Id. at 1338, 1340. Respecting the 1944 Sustained-Yield Forest Management Act local com-

munity stability argument, the court found the statutory language was discretionary not mandatory.
Id. at 1339.
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thority to curb logging to protect wildlife habitat and other ecological
values.

The same result obtained in earlier litigation involving Louisiana-
Pacific's efforts to keep its Dubois mill afloat. Louisiana-Pacific had
sought access to the still largely unharvested upper Green River drain-
age, which lies across the Continental Divide from Dubois and is read-
ily accessible only by a poorly constructed dirt road known as the
Union Pass Road. Environmentalists, local ranchers, and outfitters
objected that upgrading the road to accommodate logging trucks
would increase traffic, create conflicts with wildlife, and encourage
logging in a portion of the forest valuable for other purposes, namely
wildlife habitat, primitive recreation, and hunting. Three separate
lawsuits were filed challenging the Forest Service's authority over the
Union Pass road, and indirectly raising the question of the propriety of
logging in this area. 4 In all three cases, federal courts sustained the
Forest Service's authority over the road, 2" thus leaving final resolu-
tion of the matter in the agency's hands and, in essence, preserving an
unlogged watershed.24

Elsewhere in the Greater Yellowstone national forests, however,
timber production continues to be a major focus of the Forest Service's
multiple-use agenda. Although the Bridger-Teton is not selling timber
around Dubois, it does contemplate additional logging in the southern
reaches of the forest where Afton and other towns support a sizeable
logging industry, and where conflicts with recreational interests are
less apparent. 248 Timber harvesting in the Targhee National Forest
occurred at high levels during the past decade and will continue run-
ning high. 249  The Gallatin and Custer forests also plan to increase

245. Mountain States Legal Found. v. Robertson, No. C87-0274-B (D. Wyo. Oct. 19, 1987); Wy-
oming Outdoor Council v. Peterson, No. C86-208J (D. Wyo. July 16, 1986), Retel v. Peterson, C86-
216-B (D. Wyo. June 27, 1986).

246. In Mountain States Legal Foundation v. Robertson, the court held that even if the public
acquired an easement over public property through use, this easement does not preclude government
regulation of the property, including restricting motorized use. Slip op. at 12. In Wyoming Outdoor
Council v. Peterson, the court held that issues of harm to the environment were addressed in the biologi-
cal assessment, and the Forest Service has the authority to control multiple-use activities on forest
lands. Slip op. at 11.

247. According to the Forest Service, the decision whether to permanently upgrade the road will
be made in the forest planning process. In the meantime, the town of Dubois has begun efforts to
bolster its image as a year-round resort community, and it has joined with the towns of Jackson and
Pinedale to study the feasibility of maintaining the Union Pass Road to link these towns together
through a scenic traffic loop for tourists. The Forest Service has granted $75,000 to the towns of
Dubois and Cody, Wyoming, to enable town officials to examirie ways to diversify their local econo-
mies. Casper Star Trib., Oct. 10, 1988, at BI.

248. BRIDGER-TETON DRAFT FOREST PLAN, supra note 112, at 11-5. See also note 235, supra,
reflecting a 5-MMBF annual timber sale reduction in the Bridger-Teton National Forest plan.

249. AGGREGATION REPORT, supra note 14, at 3-79; TARGHEE FOREST PLAN, supra note I ll, at
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their timber production.25° Although the Dubois litigation indicates
that the courts are reluctant to displace the Forest Service's authority
over timber management decisions, there most likely will be further
litigation over this issue under the NFMA.25' Environmentalists have
challenged the Forest Service's timber harvesting objectives in each
forest plan, arguing that the agency has violated substantive NFMA
constraints by, for instance, sanctioning logging on physically unsuita-
ble lands and using clearcutting when it is not the optimum harvest
method.252 If the courts are willing to read meaningful, substantive
limits into the yet-uninterpreted NFMA and to constrain the Forest
Service's timber harvesting plans, this could effectively displace timber
as a dominant use of Yellowstone area forests. Of course, the Forest
Service also has the inherent authority under the Intermountain Forest
Industry precedent to reorder its own priorities to enhance and protect
resources other than timber.

3. Oil and Gas: Moving Up on the Agenda?

The most extensively litigated issue in the Yellowstone region is
the question of oil and gas activity on multiple-use forest lands,253 par-
ticularly those that are undisturbed or located in ecologically sensitive
areas. 2 " Nearly half of the forests already are leased, and the forest

97, 100, 677-87. See FORESTS OF THE FUTURE?, supra note 199, at 52 (noting a 29% increase in the
harvest level during the first decade).

250. See supra note 229.
251. While the timber industry remains displeased with the Forest Service's revised timber quo-

tas, it will have difficulty surmounting the adverse precedent established in Intermountain Forest In-
dustry Association v. Lyng, 683 F. Supp. 1330 (D. Wyo. 1988). See Decision, Appeal of the Shoshone
National Forest Land & Resource Management Plan, U.S. Forest Service No. 1553, 2-5 (Oct. 14, 1988)
(rejecting the claim that the forest plan illegally deemphasizes timber production).

252. 16 U.S.C. § 1604(g)(3)(E) (1982); id. § 1604(g)(3)(F). See, e.g., Gallatin Forest Plan Appeal,
supra note 195, at 73-89, 94-101 (Statement of Reasons).

253. Until Congress revised onshore oil and gas leasing procedures in the Federal Onshore Oil
and Gas Leasing Reform Act of 1987, 30 U.S.C. § 226(h) (Supp. V 1987), the Forest Service and the
Bureau of Land Management shared responsibility for mineral exploration on forest lands. The BLM
retained the ultimate authority to authorize or deny lease and permit applications, 43 C.F.R. § 3101.1
(1987), while the Forest Service was responsible for surface resources. 36 C.F.R. § 200.3(2) (1988).
Ordinarily, the Forest Service took the lead in preparing NEPA analyses, and its recommendations on
leasing and exploration were consistently followed by the BLM. See Wilkinson & Anderson, supra note
4, at 262; CUSTER FOREST PLAN FEIS, supra note 163, at 178; Oversight Hearing, supra note 15, at 57.
Therefore, this article will refer to the Forest Service as the agency responsible for oil and gas decisions
on forest lands, though the BLM technically had final authority over these matters. Now, however,
under the Leasing Reform Act of 1987, the Secretary of the Interior may not lease national forest lands
if the Secretary of Agriculture objects.

254. The oil industry perceives very high potential for oil and gas discoveries in the Overthrust
Belt area, which includes most of the Bridger-Teton National Forest and Shoshone National Forest in
Wyoming and extends into the Gallatin, Custer, and Beaverhead forests in Montana. Mountain States
Legal Found. v. Andrus, 499 F. Supp. 383, 386-87 (D. Wyo. 1980); Conner v. Burford, 848 F.2d 1441,
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plans uniformly call for extensive additional leasing.25' Once forest
lands have been leased, the Forest Service never has refused an explor-
atory drilling permit application, taking the position that the lease
conveys a property right insuring leaseholders the opportunity to ex-
plore for oil and gas.2 5 6  Yet according to one Forest Service
document:

The activities associated with minerals and energy resources are
generally in contrast to the "natural" values of the Greater Yel-
lowstone Ecosystem. While mitigation measures can often be ap-
plied at the exploration phase of oil and gas activities, the potential
of a developed field, with pipelines, potential sweetening plants,
associated increased population, as well as resource impacts,
would significantly reduce the values in the "Ecosystem. '" 257

With big money at stake and the specter of environmental catas-
trophe looming, the Forest Service's leasing decisions have caught the
agency in the cross-fire of litigation. In one series of cases, environ-
mentalists have challenged forest leasing programs, arguing that leas-
ing is the critical stage in the oil and gas development process and that
NEPA requires full environmental analysis of the potential impacts
before a decision to lease is made.25 The Forest Service has taken the
position, however, that the NEPA process is appropriately segmented
because there is no assurance any lease will be explored; thus, full-field
development analysis at the leasing stage is meaningless until explora-
tion information is available.259 In another series of cases, the Forest
Service has been forced to defend its policy of delaying processing cer-
tain lease applications for roadless lands against claims by the oil in-
dustry that mineral leasing is entitled to priority under federal laws
promoting mineral exploration on the public lands.2" As we shall see,

1443 (9th Cir. 1988), cert. denied sub nom. Sun Exploration & Prod. Co. v. Lujan, 109 S. Ct. 1121
(1989); CUSTER FOREST PLAN FEIS, supra note 163, at 179.

255. See supra note 230 and accompanying text.

256.. Oversight Hearing, supra note 15, at 67 (testimony of Max Peterson, Forest Service Chief).

See Sierra Club v. Peterson, 717 F.2d 1409, 1411 (D.C. Cir. 1983); Conner v. Burford, 848 F.2d at
1450. See also Union Oil Co. v. Morton, 512 F.2d 743, 748-49 (9th Cir. 1975). See generally Laitos &
Westfall, Government Interference with Private Interests in Public Resources, I I HARv. ENVTL. L. REV.
1 (1987).

257. BRIDGER-TETON DEIS, supra note 68, at IV-107.
258. In general, mineral development is a staged or segmented activity. It begins with oil compa-

nies seeking leases and conducting seismic testing, and proceeds to exploratory drilling on promising
sites, production and full field development in the event of a strike, and finally reclamation after the

field is exhausted. See Sierra Club v. Peterson, 717 F.2d at 1411-12, for a description of the oil and gas

development process.
259. Frequently cited statistics suggest that exploration occurs on only 10% of the leases, and

that oil is discovered and development ensues in less than 10% of the wells drilled. Park County
Resource Council v. United States Dep't of Agric., 817 F.2d 609, 623 (10th Cir. 1987).

260. See Mountain States Legal Found. v. Hodel, 668 F. Supp. 1466 (D. Wyo. 1987); Mountain
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the various holdings in these cases send mixed signals about the prior-
ity of oil and gas activity in the national forests.

Three federal appellate courts have reached quite different results
on the question of what NEPA environmental review procedures the
Forest Service must follow before issuing a mineral lease in the
Greater Yellowstone region. The D.C. Circuit Court of Appeals, in
Sierra Club v. Peterson,2 6 ' held that NEPA required the Forest Service
to prepare an EIS evaluating the environmental impact of exploratory
drilling before leasing roadless forest lands in the Bridger-Teton Na-
tional Forest not protected by a "no surface occupancy" (NSO)
clause.262 In Park County Resource Council v. United States Depart-
ment of Agriculture,263 however, the Tenth Circuit sustained a Forest
Service decision to issue leases on Shoshone National Forest lands
without first preparing an EIS addressing the environmental impacts
that drilling and future development might have on forest re-
sources.264 Noting the speculative likelihood of exploration, the court
described leasing as "a paper transaction" that "does not cause a
change in the physical environment," '265 and thus authorized a seg-
mented environmental review process. In contrast, in Conner v. Bur-
ford,2 66 which involved leasing on the Gallatin National Forest, the
Ninth Circuit ruled that NEPA obligated the Forest Service to pre-
pare an EIS before leasing any forest lands when surface-disturbing
activities were not precluded by lease stipulations. The court viewed
the leasing stage as the critical juncture in the oil and gas development
process, and held that the EIS must address the potential of full-
field development.267 While these cases may be distinguished factu-

States Legal Found. v. Andrus, 499 F. Supp. 383 (D. Wyo. 1980). Both cases are discussed in the text

at notes 269-76 infra.

261. 717 F.2d 1409 (D.C. Cir. 1983).
262. Id. at 1414-15. The decision, therefore, preserved the undisturbed character of these lands

until the Wyoming wilderness bill was acted upon by Congress. A no-surface-occupancy clause on a
lease "precludes surface occupancy unless and until such activity is specifically approved by the Forest
Service." Id. at 1411 (emphasis in original). It conveys a priority right, not a property right.

263. 817 F.2d 609 (10th Cir. 1987). Notably, the Tenth Circuit did not even cite the D.C. Cir-
cuit's Sierra Club v. Peterson ruling in its opinion.

264. Id. at 623. The Forest Service in Park County had merely prepared an environmental assess-
ment, which is a less rigorous review document than an environmental impact statement, and which is
often used as a preliminary basis for deciding if an EIS is warranted. See 40 C.F.R. § 1508.9(1) (1988).

265. 817 F.2d at 621-22.

266. 848 F.2d 1441 (9th Cir. 1988), cert. denied sub nor. Sun Exploration & Prod. Co. v. Lujan,
109 S. Ct. 1121 (1989). Besides addressing the question of leasing in the Gallatin National Forest,
Conner also addressed this question for the Flathead National Forest in northwestern Montana.

267. Id. at 1451. The court also ruled that the Fish and Wildlife Service could not segment its
biological review obligations under the Endangered Species Act; it was legally required to assess the
impact that oil and gas exploration might have on the grizzly bear, even though it did not know exactly
where drilling might occur. Id. at 1452-53. See also supra text at note 171.
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ally,2 6
1 the results of the rulings are strikingly anomalous: The Forest

Service must prepare a comprehensive EIS at the leasing stage for for-
ests in Montana and Idaho, but not before leasing in Wyoming's
Bridger-Teton and Shoshone National Forests.

Recognizing the volatility of the leasing issue, the Forest Service
twice has delayed processing lease applications in the Greater Yellow-
stone region-once to complete its wilderness review process and
again to complete the NFMA forest-planning process. In each in-
stance, however, the agency was sued successfully by the oil and gas
industry and ordered to process pending applications. In Mountain
States Legal Foundation v. Andrus,2 69 the district court held that the
Forest Service violated the Federal Land Policy and Management Act
(FLPMA)27° by effectively "withdrawing" from mineral exploration
portions of its roadless forest lands in Wyoming, Idaho, and Montana,
pending completion of its wilderness review2 In essence, the court
concluded that the mineral development policy expounded in the Min-
eral Leasing Act of 1920272 took precedence over the Forest Service's
wilderness planning obligations. 3  Similarly, when the Forest Service

268. The principal factual distinction is that, in Park County, the Wyoming wilderness review
process was complete and the lands leased had been "released" from inclusion in the wilderness system;
but in the other two cases, the wilderness review process was ongoing and some of the leased lands were
eligible for inclusion in the wilderness system. See Mansfield, Through the Forest of the Onshore Oil and
Gas Leasing Controversy Towards a Paradigm of Meaningful NEPA Compliance, 24 LAND & WATER L.
REV. 85, 110-13 (1989). But see Conner v. Burford, 848 F.2d at 1448 n.17 (rejecting any distinction

between roadless and nonroadless lands for NEPA purposes).
269. 499 F. Supp. 383 (D. Wyo. 1980).
270. 43 U.S.C. §§ 1701-1784 (1982).
271. The court held the lease review suspension was within the definition of a "withdrawal"

under 43 U.S.C. § 17020), which requires the agency to follow the procedures of 43 U.S.C. § 1714(c).
499 F. Supp. at 391. Because these provisions limit the authority of the Secretary of the Interior and
the Secretary of Agriculture to withdraw large tracts of public land, the withdrawal constituted an
abuse of discretion. Id. at 395. However, the court did not order any particular action on the leases; it
merely ordered the agencies to notify Congress of the withdrawal, or to begin processing the lease
applications. Id. at 397. It did not order the agencies to grant leases, nor did it preclude them from
attaching .stipulations to the leases.

272. 30 U.S.C. §§ 181-287 (1982).
273. 499 F. Supp. at 342. Significantly, the court overlooked an important congressional policy

when it did not cite any statutory basis for the Forest Service's wilderness planning authority. It relied
solely upon the Mineral Leasing Act to divine Congress's policy preferences. But Congress plainly
included wilderness evaluation among the Forest Service's NFMA planning responsibilities when it
included "wilderness" as one element of the forest plans, thus legitimating wilderness as a coequal use
among the multiple uses of the forests. 16 U.S.C. § 1604(e)(1). In 1982, two years after this litigation,

the Ninth Circuit put "teeth" in the NFMA wilderness planning provision when it sustained a lower
court decision enjoining further roadless area development pending completion of an adequate EIS
evaluating those lands for wilderness suitability. California v. Block, 690 F.2d 753 (9th Cir. 1982),
aff'g California v. Bergland, 483 F. Supp. 465 (E.D. Cal. 1980). In the recent Federal Onshore Oil and
Gas Leasing Reform Act, Congress endorsed this position by precluding leasing of recommended wil-
derness lands. 30 U.S.C. § 226-3 (Supp. V 1987). See generally Brooks, Multiple Use versus Dominant
Use: Can Federal Land Use Planning Fulfill the Principles of Multiple Use for Mineral Development?,
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ceased reviewing lease applications for the Bridger-Teton National
Forest in order to complete the forest plan, the district court in Moun-
tain States Legal Foundation v. Hodel274 found the suspension violated
the 1980 Energy Security Act,275 as well as the FLPMA "withdrawal"
provisions.276 In both cases, the courts rejected the Forest Service's
argument that it enjoyed discretion to defer leasing until it had deter-
mined whether leasing was consistent with its other management obli-
gations. Instead, the courts derived from FLPMA and the mineral
leasing and energy acts a strong congressional intent to promote min-
eral development, and they concluded that these laws limited the
agency's discretionary powers.

Because these two rulings have the effect of accelerating the lease
review process, the decisions can be understood to give mineral activ-
ity something of a dominant priority-at least in Wyoming-among
the multiple uses sanctioned on the public lands. But the rulings have
no precedential value elsewhere in the Greater Yellowstone region. In
other litigation the Ninth Circuit has rejected the Wyoming courts'
reasoning and sustained the Forest Service's discretionary authority
over mineral leasing on national forest lands.277 Besides, the NEPA
injunctions, though procedural in nature, have the effect of slowing the
leasing process, and they require the agencies to undertake extensive
environmental analysis before any leases are issued. Moreover, the
Wyoming "withdrawal" rulings do not obligate the Forest Service to
issue leases, nor do they preclude it from utilizing restrictive lease stip-
ulations to protect environmentally sensitive lands. Indeed, virtually
all of the Greater Yellowstone forests have placed some restrictions on
oil and gas leases, and two forests have precluded leasing on critical
grizzly bear lands.278

In the aftermath of these decisions, the Forest Service is review-
ing its leasing policy on the Bridger-Teton National Forest, where its
decisions are being closely monitored because they promise to estab-
lish precedent-setting standards. Significantly, rather than relying

33 ROCKY MTN. MIN. L. INST. 1-1, 1-12 to -19 (1988) (arguing that mineral development should be
treated as a priority use on multiple-use lands).

274. 668 F. Supp. 144 (D. Wyo. 1987).

275. 30 U.S.C. §§ 1601-1605 (1982).

276. 43 U.S.C. § 1714 (1982).

277. Bob Marshall Alliance v. Hodel, 852 F.2d 1223, 1230 (9th Cir. 1988) cert. denied sub nor.
Kohlman v. Alliance, 109 S. Ct. 1340 (1989). In rejecting the argument that deferring action on the
leases at issue would have constituted an illegal administrative "withdrawal," the court concluded that
the Secretary of the Interior has discretion whether to issue leases on the public lands. See also Burglin
v. Morton, 527 F.2d 486, 488 (9th Cir. 1975), cert. denied, 425 U.S. 973 (1976).

278. See, e.g.. CUSTER FOREST PLAN, supra note 230, at 169-73. See also supra notes 163, 234
and accompanying text.
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upon a Park County-sanctioned environmental assessment, forest offi-
cials are undertaking a full NEPA analysis of the environmental ef-
fects of mineral leasing.27 9 This move, however, represents merely a
procedural revision of agency policy, and it only delays what ulti-
mately will be a broad-scale leasing program. Already Bridger-Teton
officials have proposed leasing more than ninety-five percent of the
southern portion of the forest,2 80 and they apparently will also open
the northern portion of the forest to leasing while dropping proposed
"no leasing" restrictions on critical grizzly bear lands and on lands
near Grand Teton National Park in the final forest plan. 281 Utilizing
its discretionary leasing authority, the Forest Service seems committed
to allowing oil and gas activity throughout the Yellowstone region for-
ests, restrained only by NEPA procedural requirements and the leas-
ing stipulations it is willing to impose. But these constraints are
actually rather illusory. The NEPA reviews have rarely precluded
leasing, 282 stipulations can be modified,283 and even forest plan leasing

279. In the Bridger-Teton forest plan, forest officials have attempted to predict the impacts of full-

field development in the event of a "strike," thus meeting a continuing objection of the environmental
community to the NEPA review process. See DRAFT FINAL BRIDGER-TETON FOREST PLAN EIS,
supra note 78, at 201-04, 738-40. See also Casper Star Trib., June 26, 1988, at Al. According to the
Forest Service, this approach was prompted by continuing public concern over oil and gas leasing in the
Jackson Hole vicinity, as well as concern over wildlife resources and local economic impacts. Casper
Star Trib., Dec. 24, 1987, at BI; id., May 28, 1988, at AI. However, the Forest Service has taken the
position that it has no authority to cancel an already granted lease when an EIS was not prepared prior
to leasing. U.S. BUR. OF LAND MANAGEMENT, DEP'T OF THE INTERIOR & U.S. FOREST SERV.,
DEP'T OF AGRIC., RECORD OF DECISION AND FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT OF THE

SOHARE CREEK UNIT EXPLORATORY OIL WELL No. 1-35, at 188 (1988) [hereinafter SOHARE FEIS].

280. See U.S. FOREST SERV., DEP'T OF AGRIC. & BUREAU OF LAND MANAGEMENT, U.S. DEP'T
OF THE INTERIOR, ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT, OIL AND GAS LEASING IN THE WEST BRIDGER
AREA OF THE BRIDGER-TETON NATIONAL FOREST 6 (Feb. 12, 1988). Under the proposed alternative,
977,611 acres of forest land would be available for mineral leasing (some with restrictive stipulations),
and 1327 acres would be withdrawn from leasing.

281. DRAFT FINAL BRIDGER-TETON FOREST PLAN EIS, supra note 78, at Summary-I, 743-44.
See supra notes 112, 163. See also U.S. NEWS & WORLD REPORT, Aug. 29/Sept.5, 1988, at 92; Casper

Star Trib. Oct. 27, 1988, at Al. But see supra note 230 (explaining that Bridger-Teton officials will rely
on NSO stipulations to protect steep slope forest lands).

282. See supra note 230 and text accompanying notes 279-81.

283. See 36 C.F.R. § 226.104 (proposed), noted in 54 Fed. Reg. 3325, 3333 (1989); SOHARE
FEIS, supra note 279, at 1, 8-9 (modifying a "no surface occupancy" stipulation to authorize drilling).
The question of what authority the government retains to protect its lands once a lease is issued, even
when the lease contains stipulations to limit or control surface-disturbing activities or to protect surface
resources, is a highly uncertain area of the law. See Sierra Club v. Peterson, 717 F.2d 1409, 1414 (D.C.
Cir. 1983); Conner v. Burford, 848 F.2d 1441, 1449-50 (9th Cir. 1988), cert. denied sub nom. Sun
Exploration & Prod. Co. v. Lujan, 109 S. Ct. 1121 (1989). Whether the government could (or, more

importantly, would) be able to effectively enforce these stipulations in the event of a major strike is yet
untested, as is the question whether it could preclude development at this stage. Environmentalists
understandably are concerned that the momentum for development at that point would not favor the
environment. Village of False Pass v. Clark, 733 F.2d 605, 619 (9th Cir. 1984) (dissenting opinion).
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withdrawals are subject to administrative reversal. 284  The result is
that national forest mineral leasing policy is being developed on an ad
hoc basis that leaves the agency with maximum discretionary
power.

2 85

Congress obviously holds the "trump" card on this issue.
Although the Federal Onshore Oil and Gas Leasing Reform Act of
1987286 grants the Forest Service control over mineral leasing on its
own lands, Congress has thus far declined to legislate specific environ-
mental review standards.287 This leaves the Forest Service, under the
watchful eye of the courts, the task of establishing mineral leasing pol-
icy on the national forests.288 Given the intensive litigation on this
issue in the Yellowstone region, it is not surprising that the Forest
Service appears intent on implementing-both through its proposed
regulations and its forest planning decisions-a mineral leasing policy
that accentuates its discretionary authority and thus minimizes the
likelihood of judicial intervention.289 But until Congress is convinced

284. See supra note 218 and accompanying text.

285. The actual extent of the Forest Service's discretionary authority over mineral development
proposals is illustrated by several recent Yellowstone region cases in which the courts were asked to
review the agency's exploratory drilling decisions. In all instances the courts have sustained these deci-
sions against attack. See Getty Oil Co. v. Clark, 614 F. Supp. 904 (D. Wyo. 1985) (sustaining an IBLA
decision requiring additional environmental analysis before permitting a well on Little Granite Creek in
the Bridger-Teton National Forest, a location subsequently designated as wilderness by Congress),
aff'd, 840 F.2d 776 (10th Cir. 1988); Park County Resource Council v. United States Dep't of Agric.,
613 F. Supp. 1182 (D. Wyo. 1985) (Park County 1) (sustaining against NEPA attack a Shoshone Na-
tional Forest decision authorizing exploratory drilling on the basis of an EIS), aff'd on other grounds,
817 F.2d 609 (10th Cir. 1987); Park County Resource Council v. United States Bureau of Land Man-
agement, 638 F. Supp. 842 (D. Wyo. 1986) (Park County II) (sustaining against NEPA attack a Sho-
shone National Forest decision authorizing exploratory drilling on the basis of an environmental
assessment prepared after the forest plan was completed). See also Sierra Club, 104 IBLA 76 (U.S.
Dep't of the Interior, IBLA 88-442, Sept. 2, 1988) (sustaining a Forest Service decision approving
Chevron's exploration permit application for Sohare Creek in the sensitive Mt. Leidy Highlands region
of the Bridger-Teton National Forest despite alleged NEPA and ESA violations, thus opening to ex-
ploratory drilling forest lands located strategically in the midst of national park, wilderness, and wild-
life refuge lands).

286. 30 U.S.C. § 226(h) (Supp. V 1987).
287. H.R. CONF. REP. No. 495, 100th Cong., Ist Sess. 779, reprinted in 1987 U.S. CODE CONG.

& ADMIN. NEws 2313-1245, 2313-1525 (noting that the House provision requiring that oil and gas
leasing be adequately evaluated on environmental grounds in land use plans prior to leasing was deleted
by the Conference Committee amendment). However, Congress did direct the National Academy of
Sciences and the Comptroller General to conduct a study of how oil and gas resources are addressed in
the NFMA and FLPMA land use plans being adopted by the Forest Service and the BLM. See gener-
ally COGGINS & WILKINSON, supra note 238, at 716-60, for a discussion of FLPMA and the BLM
planning process.

288. Frustrated by their inability to secure any congressional action on the leasing question, envi-
ronmental groups, led by the Sierra Club Legal Defense Fund and National Wildlife Federation, have
announced they plan to challenge most upcoming oil and gas lease auctions in the western states on
NEPA compliance grounds. Casper Star Trib., Sept. 10, 1988, at Al; id., Sept. 30, 1988, at Al.

289. This is illustrated by the Forest Service's approach to leasing in its proposed regulations. 54
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that a clear public consensus exists on this issue (and there is evidence
of an emerging consensus in parts of the Yellowstone region),2" the
agencies apparently will be left to chart their own course through this
legal minefield. Aside from the restraints imposed by the Endangered
Species Act and the temporary NEPA injunctions, there is little evi-
dence that the law otherwise constrains leasing and exploration activ-
ity outside national parks and wilderness areas.

4. Wilderness Designation: A Lingering Conundrum

The wilderness issue remains unresolved for much of the Yellow-
stone region, as Congress has yet to enact a state wilderness bill for
Montana or Idaho. Because designating roadless forest lands as wil-
derness removes them from multiple-use management, environmental
groups view wilderness designation as the most effective means, within
the existing legal framework, of preserving the ecological integrity of
the Yellowstone region. They advocate setting aside large blocks of
the current roadless lands as wilderness, emphasizing that additional
wilderness would buffer existing park and wilderness areas and protect
seasonal wildlife habitat and vital migration corridors.29' These lands,
however, are also valuable for other purposes, and commercial inter-

Fed. Reg. 3325 (1989). To comply with the Conner v. Burford ruling, the regulations provide for use of
a "contingent rights" stipulation (CRS) in all leases-a provision that would allow the Forest Service to
preclude development of any lease if an unanticipated environmental contingency arose at any point
after the lease was issued. Id. at 3326, 3329, 3333 (36 C.F.R. § 228.103(c) (proposed)). The proposed
regulations also vest the Forest Service with broad authority to modify lease stipulations, so long as the
justification does not violate applicable laws, is consistent with the forest plan, and "is acceptable to the
authorized Forest office based upon review of the environmental consequences of the proposed modifi-
cation." Id. (36 C.F.R. § 228.104(b) (proposed)). Although the Forest Service candidly admits that it
probably would never use its CRS authority, the oil and gas industry strongly opposes the provision,
viewing it as a dilution of the property interest that traditionally has attached to an oil and gas lease.
PURL. LAND NEWS, May 25, 1989, at 7. On the other hand, some environmentalists-apparently
accurately--see the CRS stipulation as a devi6ce to avoid full-scale environmental analysis at the leasing
stage, and not as an effective means of controlling development at later stages. Id.

290. See, e.g., GALLATIN FOREST PLAN FEIS, supra note 20, at 1-9; DRAFT FINAL BRIDGER-
TETON FOREST PLAN EIS, supra note 78, at 734-44; SOHARE FEIS, supra note 279, at 187-203; Jack-
son Hole Guide, May 24, 1989, at Al (reporting that Jackson, Wyoming, businesspersons oppose oil
and gas development in the national forests by a 2-1 margin). Significantly, on the Custer National
Forest, Phillips Petroleum recently withdrew its drilling proposal for a well on pristine, high-elevation
lands on the Line Creek Plateau just outside Yellowstone National Park, after facing substantial local
opposition to the project. Denver Post, Aug. 7, 1988, at GI.

291. See CONSERVATIONISTS' RESPONSE TO SENATOR JOHN MELCHER's S. 2790, at 71-76 (May
1987) (recommending, in particular, protection of the Gallatin Range); Gallatin Forest Plan Appeal,

supra note 195, at 175. See also Map 2, supra page 940. The 100th Congress passed a Montana wilder-
ness bill entitled Montana Natural Resources Protection and Utilization Act of 1988, S. 2751, 100th
Cong., 2d Sess. (1988), which designated wilderness lands in the Montana national forests, but the bill
was pocket-vetoed by President Reagan just prior to the 1988 general election. See Luoma, Storming
Montana's Wilderness, N.Y. Times, Apr. 16, 1989, § 6 (Magazine), at 34.
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ests as well as some recreational groups oppose most proposed wilder-
ness additions.

The Forest Service is under a judicially imposed mandate to eval-
uate its roadless lands for wilderness potential,2 92 and it has just com-
pleted this process in its recent forest plans. There is little evidence,
however, that the Forest Service has taken a regional, ecological per-
spective in making its wilderness recommendations. Throughout the
region, it has recommended only modest additions of high alpine ter-
rain to the wilderness system, choosing to keep most of its eligible
lands, especially those situated at lower elevations where timber is
more plentiful, available for multiple-use management.293 Both the
Gallatin and Custer National Forests, for example, recommend sub-
stantially less than ten percent of their roadless acreage as wilder-
ness.294 By limiting its wilderness recommendations, the Forest
Service assures itself maximum flexibility in setting future priorities on
the excluded lands, thus preserving intact its discretionary manage-
ment authority. 29

The dispute over the undeveloped lands in the southern portion of
the Gallatin Range in the Gallatin National Forest of southwestern
Montana illustrates the wilderness designation conundrum. Wilder-
ness advocates note that the area provides important habitat for griz-
zlies, elk, and bighorn sheep that also utilize Yellowstone Park, and
they argue that intensive development in the southern Gallatins would
deter these species from using the area and further restrict their al-
ready limited range.296  Timber interests counter that the southern
Gallatin Range has an abundance of mature timber that should be

292. California v. Block, 690 F.2d 753 (9th Cir. 1982). See generally Wilkinson & Anderson,
supra note 4, at 345-52.

293. Significantly, the NFMA regulations provide that forest managers, when evaluating the wil-
derness potential of their roadless lands, are to consider their proximity to other wilderness lands and
potential changes in biological diversity. 36 C.F.R. § 219.17(a)(1), (a)(2)(i)-(v). See also supra note 204
(regarding NEPA's biological diversity provision). Some forest plans have taken account of wilderness
designations or recommendations on adjacent forests, thus coordinating wilderness recommendations
among adjoining forests where management responsibility for large roadless tracts is shared. See, e.g.,
GALLATIN FOREST PLAN FEIS, supra note 20, at 11-32 to -33 (recommending 35,860 acres of wilder-

ness on adjoining Targhee and Gallatin forest lands).
294. GALLATIN FOREST PLAN RECORD OF DECISION, supra note 165, at 7, 17; U.S. DEP'T OF

AGRIC., FOREST SERVICE, RECORD OF DECISION, CUSTER NATIONAL FOREST MANAGEMENT PLAN

iv, 20-21 (1986).
295. Management decisions reached in the forest plans can be changed later, but that is not the

case once an area is designated as wilderness. Once the forest plan is finalized, however, it cannot be
amended without complying with NEPA. 16 U.S.C. § 1604(f)(4); 36 C.F.R. § 219.10(f).

296. See CONSERVATIONISTS' RESPONSE TO SENATOR JOHN MEECHER'S S. 2790, supra note

291, at 71-76. Wilderness designation also would protect stream quality, thereby benefitting the Yel-
lowstone cutthroat trout, and it would limit access to the renowned Gallatin Petrified Forest. Id. at 72.
See also GALLATIN FOREST PLAN FEIS, supra note 20, at C-I17 to -42.
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harvested or it will be lost to insect damage or fire. 97 Some recrea-
tional interests oppose wilderness because it would deny access to an
area that is popular for snowmobiling 98 In the forest plan, the Forest
Service has sought to preserve its multiple-use options. It does not
recommend wilderness designation; rather, it plans to permit limited
timber harvesting, as well as motorized access during winter
months. 299 Moreover, the forest plan sanctions oil and gas leasing,
leaving these lands open to mineral exploration and, potentially, devel-
opment3 ° In short, the only definitive management commitment the
agency has made is its nonwilderness recommendation.

Exactly how Congress finally will settle the wilderness question is
still unclear, even though all sides are becoming increasingly anxious
for a resolution. The final wilderness designation legislation will have
a lasting impact on the natural character of the Greater Yellowstone
region .30  But even a congressional resolution of the wilderness ques-
tion will not end conflict in the region. If the Wyoming litigation over
oil and gas leasing and timber production is any indication, conflicts
like those involving the southern Gallatin Range simply will resurface
elsewhere on "released" multiple-use lands. This fact quite plainly re-
inforces the pressing need for meaningful coordinated management
taking account of the ecological importance of the region's remaining
roadless lands.

D. Interagency Coordination: The Questfor Common Ground

1. Keeping Agency Discretion Intact

With public and private lands in the Greater Yellowstone region

297. GALLATIN FOREST PLAN FEIS, supra note 20, at C-21, -22, -35, -36.
298. GALLATIN FOREST PLAN FEIS, supra note 20, at 111-22. For a brief summary of the public

comments concerning wilderness recommendations, see id. at VI-7. See also CONSERVATIONISTS' RE-
SPONSE TO SENATOR JOHN MELCHER'S S. 2790, supra note 291, at 73-74.

299. GALLATIN FOREST PLAN, supra note 163, at 111-56 to -58; GALLATIN FOREST PLAN REC-

ORD OF DECISION, supra note 165, at 19. However, ignoring the Forest Service's recommendations,
section 3(a)(18) of the Montana Natural Resources Protection and Utilization Act of 1988, supra note
291, would have provided wilderness protection for portions of the Gallatin Range.

300. GALLATIN FOREST PLAN, supra note 163, at 11-5, 111-57. Currently there are lease applica-
tions outstanding for more than 34,000 acres in this area. GALLATIN FOREST PLAN FEIS, supra note
20, at C-23. Mineral activity is sanctioned under the forest plan, with provisions for location and
timing restrictions. GALLATIN FOREST PLAN, supra note 163, at 111-57.

301. See supra text at notes 135-42. Ironically, while the Idaho wilderness bill introduced during
the 100th Congress accepted most of the Forest Service's acreage recommendations, it attached numer-
ous substantive restraints on the agency's management authority throughout the state's national forests.
These provisions prompted the Forest Service to oppose the bill as an unwelcome intrusion into its
management prerogatives and an unhealthy precedent. S. 2055, 100th Cong., 2d Sess. (1988). The bill
was introduced by Senator James McClure and referred to the Committee on Energy and Natural
Resources, but no further action occurred during the 100th Congress. See High Country News, Feb. 1,
1988, at 1, 12-13, for a description of the bill.
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under separate federal, state, and local jurisdictional authorities, there
is no common approach to land management. Moreover, there is no
single entity empowered to assess the larger ecological ramifications of
serial or concurrent development activities within the ecosystem. The
federal agencies, however, have been addressing this coordination
problem, at least on the federal domain. During the early 1960s Park
Service and Forest Service officials created the Greater Yellowstone
Coordinating Committee (GYCC) as a forum for discussing such mat-
ters as outfitter policies, fire management programs, and wildlife
problems.3 °2 Under the compulsion of the Endangered Species Act,30 3

the agencies also have created several interagency committees to coor-
dinate recovery efforts for species such as the grizzly bear and bald
eagle.3" Most of the recent forest plans acknowledge that planning
decisions should address regional impacts,30 5 though there is heated
debate, as we have seen, over whether any real change has occurred in
the Forest Service's priorities. Indeed, according to environmental
groups, federal coordination efforts have not resulted in meaningful
interagency cooperation sensitive to the cumulative, ecosystem-wide
impacts of individual development proposals. On the other hand, in-
dustry groups and local development interests view the agencies' cur-
rent regional coordination efforts with foreboding, concerned that
cooperative management ultimately will mean that commodity uses
will have to give way to protect noncommodity amenity values."a 6

In this highly visible, contentious atmosphere and with such na-
tionally significant resources at stake, it is not surprising that Congress
has become involved. Congress held an Oversight Hearing on the

302. AGGREGATION REPORT, supra note 14, at vi. The Greater Yellowstone Coordinating Com-
mittee consists of the three regional foresters, the regional director of the Park Service, forest supervi-
sors of six national forests, and superintendents of Yellowstone and Grand Teton parks. It is designed
to improve communication among the agencies; it "does not impose decisions." Id. at vii. See also id.
at 5-2 (Memorandum of Understanding between the regional offices of the National Park Service and
the Forest Service, agreeing to cooperate and coordinate; the agreement can be terminated by any party
on 30 days notice).

303. 16 U.S.C. §§ 1531-1543 (1982).
304. INTERAGENCY GRIZZLY BEAR GUIDELINES, supra note 160, at 97 (Memorandum of Un-

derstanding between U.S. Dep't of Agriculture, U.S. Dep't of the Interior, Idaho, Montana, and Wyo-
ming to revise and expand the Interagency Grizzly Bear Comm.); CRS ECOSYSTEM REPORT, supra
note 14, at 60.

305. See GALLATIN FOREST PLAN FEIS, supra note 20, at 1-5, 111-2; 1 SHOSHONE FOREST PLAN

FEIS, supra note 163, at 6, 1-17; 2 SHOSHONE FOREST PLAN FEIS, supra note 163, at VI-II to -14.
306. During the 1986 session of the Wyoming legislature, a bill was introduced disavowing any

state support for the concept of a Yellowstone ecosystem. Wyo. Digest of Senate & House Journals,
Budget Sess., 48th Legisl. 328-31 (1986). Although the bill was defeated, uneasiness about the conse-
quences of recognizing the region as an ecosystem persists. See G. REYNOLDS, supra note 25; WYo-
MING'S FEDERAL LANDS, supra note 21.
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Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem in 198507 and subsequently enlisted
the Congressional Research Service (CRS) to prepare a report address-
ing the question of whether the overall Yellowstone management
structure adequately assures coordination among the agencies. 308 Af-
ter examining extensive agency-submitted data, the CRS concluded:
"The existing coordinating committees are not comprehensive in
either membership or approach, and therefore are inadequate for pro-
viding complete, coordinated management of the Yellowstone ecosys-
tem."'3"9 The report also noted that the agencies disagreed among
themselves as to how often some of these committees meet, and that
they were not sharing basic information on matters as central as griz-
zly bear population and mortality statistics.3a 0 Moreover, the report
concluded that the grizzly bear management zoning system has not
protected the bear against illegal mortalities, and, labelling road con-
struction the greatest single threat to the regional ecosystem, it found
no evidence of an integrated road system planning effort.3" In sum,
the Oversight Hearing and the CRS Report raised the very real specter
that Congress might develop additional legislation to reform manage-
ment practices in the Yellowstone region.

In the aftermath of the 1985 Oversight Hearing, to fend off the
threat of congressional intervention, the Forest Service and the Park
Service have intensified their coordination efforts. Under the aegis of a
revitalized GYCC, the agencies have completed-as Phase One of an
interagency coordination plan-an ecosystemwide Aggregation Re-
port, which inventories resources on the public lands and details indi-
vidual forest and park management plan provisions for matters such
as fire control, oil and gas leasing, and wildlife management. 3 2 In

307. According to Representative John Seiberling, Chairman of the House Subcommittee on Pub-

lic Lands, the Oversight Hearing had three purposes:

First, to examine the meaning and significance of the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem,
its natural, cultural, and recreational resources, and their associated economic and environ-
mental values; second, to identify the various resource uses, their relative benefits, and any
potential conflicts among them; and, third, to review the strengths and weaknesses of the
State and Federal arrangements now in place for managing the ecosystem and its
resources."

Oversight Hearing, supra note 15, at 2.

308. CRS ECOSYSTEM REPORT, supra note 14, at 35.

309. Id. at 179.

310. Id. at 143-46, 178.

311. Id. at 177-79.

312. See AGGREGATION REPORT, supra note 14. The Report was prepared by the Greater Yel-
lowstone Coordinating Committee, but it does not specify its origins other than to note that "concerns

have been expressed by some segments of the public that ... management in the Greater Yellowstone

Area is not coordinated." Id. at 1-i. The Report presents current information on natural resources,

values, amenities, and economic and social conditions in the region, and makes projections about these

matters in 10-15 years under the forest and park management plans. Where inconsistencies exist
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early 1988, the GYCC appointed a Regional Team Leader who is re-
sponsible for "coordinating the development of coordinated agency
and interagency long-range goals, plans, and management strate-
gies." '313 Now, during Phase Two of the coordination plan, the
GYCC-acting through the Team Leader and utilizing the Aggrega-
tion Report information-is developing a "Vision for the Future" doc-
ument that essentially will define management priorities in the
Yellowstone region.3 4 After providing public involvement opportuni-
ties modeled upon those utilized in the NFMA forest planning pro-
cess,315 the GYCC will adopt regional management goals, which each
agency then will use as the basis for reexamining and revising planning
documents and regional guidelines.3" 6 Thus far, though, the GYCC
has not made any substantive policy changes,3 17 and it remains to be

among the plans, the agencies will attempt to reconcile them and establish a more uniform management

approach. Id. at vi, viii.

313. GM-101, 401, 801, 807, 1301-14 (Greater Yellowstone Area Team Leader), Position No.
X2006111 (available from author). However, the Coordinating Committee, not the Team Leader, is
responsible for all substantive policy decisions, and will ultimately decide whether policies are revised

or standards modified.

314. GREATER YELLOWSTONE COORDINATING COMM., PHASE 11-APPLYING THE AGGREGA-
TION (1988) [hereinafter APPLYING THE AGGREGATION] (prepared by the GYCC Team Leader and
staff); GREATER YELLOWSTONE COORDINATING COMM., PUBLIC PARTICIPATION PLAN FOR THE

GREATER YELLOWSTONE AREA PHASE I1-PLAN AGGREGATION I (Mar. 1989) [hereinafter PUBLIC
PARTICIPATION PLAN]. However, the GYCC emphasizes that this document "will not be a regional

plan; it will not make specific land allocation decisions." APPLYING THE AGGREGATION, supra, at 2.

315. See PUBLIC PARTICIPATION PLAN, supra note 314, at 1-4. The GYCC public participation
plan is "designed to involve the public as extensively as possible in the coordinated management deci-
sions for the [Greater Yellowstone Area]." Id. at I. In brief, the GYCC will solicit public input, hold
open forums, brief congressional staff, and encourage agency employee input in order to gather repre-
sentative views on future management options for the Greater Yellowstone region. In several respects,

this "process" mirrors the NEPA-driven NFMA forest planning process, which has involved open
public meetings, public comment opportunities, and the like. However, the GYCC does not anticipate
that NEPA compliance will be necessary until it begins revising management standards or plans. See
AGGREGATION REPORT, supra note 14, at 4-2.

As designed, this coordination "process" itself could produce several salutary benefits. In a loca-
tion where the Park Service and Forest Service historically have clashed with one another over land, it
should allay lingering mistrust and suspicion about "turf" control and hidden agendas. The "4process"
also should provide all interested parties the opportunity to be heard and to participate in the decision-
making process-a not inconsequential fact since the Park Service and Forest Service answer to quite
different constituencies. And perhaps, as agency officials hope, the "process" will produce a degree of
consensus among the opposing interests and legitimize the resulting policies. APPLYING THE AGGRE-
GATION, supra note 314, at 2; PUBLIC PARTICIPATION PLAN, supra note 314, at 3.

316. PUBLIC PARTICIPATION PLAN, supra note 314; AGGREGATION REPORT, supra note 14, at 4-

2.

317. However, the GYCC is proceeding, simultaneously with its development of the "Visions for
the Future" document, to address regional management issues identified as particularly pressing. This

is known as "Stage One" of Phase Two in the coordination process. AGGREGATION REPORT, supra

note 14, at 4-2 (noting that the GYCC plans to address standard mineral leasing stipulations as a
priority matter); APPLYING THE AGGREGATION, supra note 314, at 3-4.
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seen whether this elaborate "process" will result in meaningful ecosys-
tem-based management.318

It is quite clear, however, that the Park Service and Forest Ser-
vice adamantly oppose additional legislation. Agency officials are con-
vinced that they have adequate authority to protect the environmental
quality of the region and that interagency coordination efforts can suc-
ceed.3 9 Any legislation adopted by Congress, of course, would either
impose additional substantive constraints on the land manager's dis-
cretionary authority or saddle him with additional procedural obliga-
tions. Yet, paradoxically, it has been the law, principally the
Endangered Species Act, that has brought about one of the few sub-
stantive, regional management policies-the Interagency Grizzly Bear
Management Guidelines---currently in place.32 Otherwise, "process"
concerns have dominated interagency coordination efforts, and the re-
sulting management decisions, as we have seen, can best be character-
ized as a series of ad hoc judgments.32' Thus, the crucial question is:
Does the law provide any "teeth" for translating these interagency co-
ordination efforts into substantive ecosystem management standards?

2. A Substantive Coordination Requirement?

The National Forest Management Act, 16 U.S.C. § 1604(a), im-
poses a clear legal obligation on the Forest Service to coordinate its
land use planning process with its neighbors: "[T]he Secretary ...
shall develop, maintain, and, as appropriate, revise land and resource
management plans ... coordinated with the land and resource man-
agement planning processes of State and local governments and other
Federal agencies." '22 The Act does not further define what "coordina-
tion" means, but the legislative history reveals that Congress intended

318. Although the Greater Yellowstone land management agencies are reluctant to label their
interagency management initiatives "ecosystem management," and even though the notion that the
region constitutes an ecosystem remains anathema to some groups, the Park Service and Forest Service
have committed to undertake "coordinated ecosystem management and protection" as part of a recent
interagency memorandum of understanding signed by the Forest Service Chief and the National Park
Service Director. Memorandum of Understanding Between the Forest Service and the National Park
Service for Planning and Program Coordination I (Feb. 22, 1988) (available from author). Thus, the
concept of ecosystem management has been endorsed at the highest level in each agency, and it is truly
difficult to label these interagency coordination initiatives anything else. See also supra notes 24-25 and
accompanying text.

319. Oversight Hearing, supra note 15, at 15-17 (statement of W.P. Mott, National Park Service
Director); id. at 17-20 (statement of Robert Burford, BLM Director); id. at 53-57 (statement of Max
Peterson, Forest Service Chief).

320. See supra notes 160-65 and accompanying text.
321. See notes 341-44, 353-56 and accompanying text infra for a further discussion of the

GYCC's interagency coordination processes.

322. 16 U.S.C. § 1604(a) (1982).
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coordination to mean something more than mere notice and consulta-
tion.323  Not surprisingly, however, the Forest Service's implementing
regulation treats the coordination provision largely as a "process" re-
quirement.324 The regulation requires consultation with other agen-
cies and governmental entities, but imposes no clear, affirmative
obligation on the Forest Service to adjust its activities to accommodate
neighboring land uses. The matter is left entirely within the discre-
tionary authority of the forest supervisor.325

It is reasonable, however, to interpret the NFMA coordination
responsibility as a substantive constraint on the Forest Service-one
that requires forest officials to draft their plans to accommodate incon-
sistent adjacent land uses, especially when forest lands abut a national
park or other "preserved" lands. This conclusion flows from the lan-
guage, legislative history, and intent of the statute. It is a rudimentary
principle of statutory construction that all language in the statute is to
be given independent meaning, and that ambiguities are to be con-
strued in light of the statutory purpose.326 In a separate provision the

323. The § 1604(a) "coordination" requirement first appeared in the Forest and Rangeland Re-
newable Resources Planning Act of 1974 (RPA), 16 U.S.C. §§ 1600-1614, where it defined the Forest
Service's planning responsibilities on individual forests. The provision subsequently was incorporated
verbatim into the NFMA as part of the intensive forest planning mandated by that legislation. Signifi-

cantly, the House-Senate Conference Committee on the RPA adopted the word "coordination" rather
than the term "consultation" to describe the Forest Service's planning responsibilities vis-i-vis other
federal agencies and state and local governments. H.R. CONF. REP. No. 1226, 93rd Cong., 2d Sess.,
reprinted in 1974 U.S. CODE CONG. & ADMIN. NEWS 4088, 4090. Congress did not intend the provi-

sion to be simply an exercise in "process" without substance; "coordination" has a substantive connota-
tion, implying adjustment and realignment to harmonize adjacent uses. Moreover, the legislative
history accompanying the NFMA does not address the § 1604(a) coordination requirement. S. REP.
No. 893, 94th Cong., 2d Sess. 40, reprinted in 1976 U.S. CODE CONG. & ADMIN. NEWS 6662, 6679,
6699. Rather, the NFMA legislative history addresses a provision requiring that the Secretary of Agri-

culture establish procedures for providing adequate notice and an opportunity to comment "on stan-
dards, criteria and guidelines applicable to Forest Service programs"-an obvious reference to the
Secretary's obligations under § 1612(a). Id. at 6699.

324. 36 C.F.R. § 219.7 (1988). Besides providing that "the line officer shall coordinate regional
and forest planning with . . . planning efforts of other Federal agencies," id. § 219.7, the regulation
requires forest planners to "review the planning and land use policies of other federal agencies," to

assess "the interrelated impacts of these plans and policies," to determine how each Forest Service plan
should deal with the impacts identified," and to consider alternatives for resolving conflicts. Id.
§ 219.7(c). These requirements, however, simply duplicate the NEPA requirements that the Forest
Service is obligated to follow in preparing its forest plans. See 40 C.F.R. §§ 1502.16(c), 1506.2 (1988).
See also 36 C.F.R. § 219.7(e) (imposing a monitoring and evaluation requirement on forest planners).

325. It is evident in the Yellowstone region forest plans that the Forest Service believes it has met
this coordination obligation simply by advising its neighbors of the forest planning process, soliciting
their comments, and then explaining its actions. See, e.g., GALLATIN FOREST PLAN FEIS, supra note
20, at VI-32 to -36; CusTER FOREST PLAN FEIS, supra note 163, at 1-7 app. Particularly revealing of
how short this falls of meaningful coordination is the Gallatin National Forest's failure even to respond
directly to the concerns of Yellowstone Park officials over oil and gas leasing on the park's perimeters
and its possible effect on the geyser system. GALLATIN FOREST PLAN FEIS, supra note 20, at VI-35.

326. Wilderness Society v. Morton, 479 F.2d 842, 856 (D.C. Cir. 1973) (en banc), cert. denied,
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NFMA otherwise assures "process" coordination with forest neigh-
bors.327 Congress surely intended the section 1604(a) coordination
provision to have some additional meaning beyond this.328 Moreover,
giving section 1604(a) a substantive interpretation is fully consistent
with the NFMA's primary objective-integrated, forestwide resource
planning and management based upon sound environmental princi-
ples.329 If forest supervisors are expected to manage their own forests
according to these principles, then the coordination requirement must
obligate them to adhere to these same principles when dealing with
adjacent land owners.

This interpretation of the coordination requirement takes on
added force when other federal laws place an adjacent land manage-
ment agency under a legal obligation to protect its land and resources
against degradation from external sources. As we have seen, this is
precisely what the amended National Park Service Organic Act man-
dates in the case of the Park Service.33° In such circumstances, the
logical way to harmonize otherwise conflicting congressional policies
(i.e., multiple use and preservation) is to read the Forest Service's co-
ordination requirement in conjunction with the Park Service's legal
protection responsibility and to conclude that the coordination man-
date obligates forest planners to minimize intensive development activ-
ities adjacent to parklands, at least where there is a demonstrably
adverse environmental effect. This same conclusion follows in the case
of the Forest Service's management of its own wilderness areas; as we

411 U.S. 917 (1973); West Virginia Div. of Izaak Walton League v. Butz, 522 F.2d 945, 948 (4th Cir.
1975).

327. 16 U.S.C. § 1612 (1982) (providing for notice and comment opportunities for other federal
agencies, state and local governments, and the public). See supra note 323. See also 40 C.F.R.
§§ 1502.16(c), 1506.2 (1988) (NEPA coordination obligations). Because these coordination require-
ments are already part of the Forest Service's obligations, an interpretation of the 16 U.S.C. § 1604(a)
coordination requirement that simply parallelled these requirements would effectively render § 1604(a)
redundant.

328. See supra note 323 and accompanying text. Cf American Motorcycle Ass'n v. Watt, 534 F.
Supp. 923 (C.D. Cal. 1981) (sustaining a claim against the BLM for failing to comply with the Federal
Land Policy and Management Act coordination requirements, 43 U.S.C. § 1712(c)(9) (1982), 43 C.F.R.
§ 1601.4 (1988)), aff'd, 714 F. 2d 962 (9th Cir. 1983).

329. 16 U.S.C. § 1604(b), (g) (1982). Throughout the legislative debates, principal sponsors of
the NFMA invoked ecological principles when explaining the philosophy underlying their reform pro-
posals. See generally Wilkinson & Anderson, supra note 4, at 40-45, 69-75. Moreover, the Forest
Service's implementing regulations endorse the principle of ecosystem planning-a concept that plausi-
bly contemplates some restraint on development adjacent to pristine natural lands. 36 C.F.R.
§ 219.1(3) (1988).

330. 16 U.S.C. § la-I. See supra text at notes 97-101. See also 42 U.S.C. § 4332(c) (1982). Cf.
Wilderness Society v. Tyrrel, 701 F. Supp. 1473, 1488-89 (E.D. Cal. 1988) (interpreting "cooperation"
requirement in the Wild and Scenic Rivers Act, 16 U.S.C. § 1283(c), as a limitation on the Forest
Service's timber sales program); 40 C.F.R. § 1501.6 (1988) (requiring agencies complying with NEPA
to consult with sister agencies possessing special expertise).
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have seen, it operates under a similar legal protection responsibility
when managing its wilderness lands.33 Harmonizing these statutes in
this manner is consistent with the environmental protection philoso-
phy evident throughout the NFMA.

In the Greater Yellowstone region, unless the NFMA coordina-
tion requirement is given some substantive content, interagency coor-
dination will remain a largely voluntary undertaking, and individual
land managers will continue to enjoy virtually unconstrained authority
within their own domains, even when their decisions may negatively
impact adjacent lands or shared resources. Voluntary undertakings
like the Aggregation Report do not obligate the agencies to any subse-
quent course of action, and such efforts have not "cost" the agencies
anything-no projects have been foregone, no additional management
obligations have been incurred. Indeed, if the NFMA coordination
requirement continues to be interpreted merely as a "process" obliga-
tion, the provision will be trivialized with the critical issue simply be-
ing whether forest officials consulted with their neighbors. As
Congress already has learned, this does not provide meaningful pro-
tection for the ecosystem, nor does it assure that regional concerns are
integrated into multiple-use management practices.

V. ECOSYSTEM MANAGEMENT: PERSPECTIVES FROM THE LAW

The Greater Yellowstone public lands no longer can be viewed as
discrete and separate entities, each managed without regard for neigh-
bors or shared resource systems. Acting through the Greater Yellow-
stone Coordinating Committee, the federal land management agencies
have acknowledged the interconnectedness of the region, and they
have created a "process" for addressing the future and striking a new
balance sensitive to ecological imperatives as well as individual human
interests. Current law, while not pushed nearly to its potential limits,
has clearly influenced this development; it not only legitimizes the
emerging notion of ecosystem-based management, but it also provides
agency officials with sufficient authority to implement ecologically
sound policies. Yet within the Forest Service and Park Service, tradi-
tional boundary-based conceptions of public lands policy are still evi-
dent and could impede efforts at translating the concept of ecosystem
management into meaningful, binding transboundary resource man-
agement policies and standards-the real key to preserving Greater
Yellowstone intact.

331. See supra text accompanying notes 125-34.
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A. De Facto Regionalism: Surmounting the Tradition of
Discretion

Ecosystem-based management is the next logical phase in the his-
torical evolution of public lands policy. At the national level, new
amenity values rooted in the preservationist tradition have ineluctably
displaced older utilitarian traditions in defining natural resource man-
agement priorities.3 32 Modem environmental laws, reflecting ad-
vanced scientific knowledge about the workings of natural systems,
now impose significant constraints on consumptive-use activities on
the public lands. A new order is displacing traditional conceptions
about the relationship between man and the natural environment.333

The transition, however, is not coming easily on the public domain
throughout the West. Even in regions like Greater Yellowstone,
which boasts a strong preservationist heritage and a powerful national
constituency, local economic interests committed to the utilitarian tra-
dition and long accustomed to unbridled access to public resources
have resisted even modest changes in management philosophy. None-
theless, the future of the Greater Yellowstone region is being set by
these federal laws, and the fundamentals of management policy ulti-
mately will be defined by reference to national rather than local values.

Fittingly, the Park Service and Forest Service are the federal
agencies now undertaking the precedent-setting task of bringing this
transition to fruition on the public domain, with the Greater Yellow-
stone region serving as a testing ground. 334  Both agencies have a
lengthy history of accomplishment in the field of natural resources
management, and they share a common tradition of wildland preser-
vation. Despite divergent mandates and quite different constituencies,
the Forest Service's broad multiple-use mandate authorizes the agency
to implement amenity-based resource management policies closely
paralleling those followed by the Park Service.335 In addition, both
agencies have integrated science-based resource management princi-

332. See, e.g., P. LIMERICK, supra note 40, at 293-321; Wilkinson, supra note 39. See also supra
text at notes 4-6.

333. See generally R. NASH, THE RIGHTS OF NATURE: A HISTORY OF ENVIRONMENTAL ETHICS

(1989); S. HAYS, supra note 5; D. WORSTER, NATURE'S ECONOMY: THE ROOTS OF ECOLOGY (1977).

334. A dialogue about ecosystem management in the abstract already has begun between the Park

Service and the Forest Service. During spring 1987 at the University of Washington, the Park Service

sponsored a workshop, which involved Park Service and Forest Service representatives as well as vari-

ous academics, entitled "Ecosystem Management for Parks and Wilderness." See ECOSYSTEM MAN-
AGEMENT FOR PARKS AND WILDERNESS, supra note 24. Cf US. Parks Try to Control Outside Forces,

The Denver Post, Mar. 28, 1989, at 6A, col. I (noting that Glacier National Park has hired the Na-

tional Park Service's first "ecosystem manager").

335. See supra notes 209-16, 240-44 and accompanying text. See also notes 130-34 and accompa-

nying text and note 273.
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ples into their governing philosophies.3 36 Neither agency, however,
has yet shaken itself entirely free from long established institutional
traditions-namely a preoccupation with the boundary line and a dog-
ged commitment to the principle of managerial discretion-that will.
hinder the search for regional solutions.

Moreover, the Yellowstone region land management agencies are
not entirely in control of matters. Congress already has passed legisla-
tion limiting geothermal development outside the parks 3.7 and ad-
dressing oil and gas activity on the public lands.33 Congress also will
have the final word on the wilderness question and, perhaps, in the
wolf reintroduction debate. Furthermore, in the wake of the 1985
Oversight Hearing, Congress holds something of a Sword of Damocles
over the entire Yellowstone region; the threat of comprehensive legis-
lation is still palpable." 9 The courts, too, have shown a willingness to
intervene in land management controversies and to order Forest Ser-
vice managers to reexamine their priorities. Although the courts have
not displaced the land managers' authority to establish basic policy,
even the ESA and NEPA procedural rulings send a strong message to
officials that their discretion on the roadless forest lands is not
unbounded. 4 '

The Park Service and Forest Service have not missed the basic
point: The ascendant administrative policy direction plainly is toward
regionalism. Indeed, the administrative actions of the Greater Yellow-
stone federal land management agencies have given de facto recogni-
tion to the region, or ecosystem, as the relevant management unit.
National forest and national park lands have been linked together as
an ecological entity. Interagency management initiatives, such.as the
GYCC's regionwide Aggregation Report, the Team Leader position,

336. In the case of the Forest Service, this scientific tradition has been part of the agency since its
earliest days, and the NFMA further institutionalizes a role for science in forest management policy. S.

HAYS, CONSERVATION AND THE GOSPEL OF EFFICIENCY: THE PROGRESSIVE CONSERVATION

MOVEMENT, 1890-1920, at 27-48 (1959). See also supra text at notes at 84-85, 216. In the case of the
Park Service, a preoccupation with scientific management has come somewhat later, but the agency is

now basing its natural process management philosophy on scientific data. A. RUNTE, supra note 7, at

197-208. But see A. CHASE, supra note 29, at 232-61 (asserting that the Park Service science program is
deficient and seriously underfunded). See generally J. CLARKE & D. MCCOOL, STAKING OUT THE
TERRAIN: POWER DIFFERENTIALS AMONG NATURAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT AGENCIES (1985).

337. 30 U.S.C. § 1005 (Supp. V 1987).
338. See supra notes 253, 273, 286-87 and accompanying text. It remains to be seen whether

Congress--once it receives the National Academy of Sciences's and the Comptroller General's report

on oil and gas leasing under the NFMA and FLPMA planning processes-will be persuaded to enact
further legislation imposing environmental review standards on the Forest Service and the BLM as part
of its reform of onshore oil and gas leasing practices. See supra note 287 and accompanying text.

339. See supra notes 307-18 and accompanying text. Moreover, generic park protection legisla-

tion surfaces regularly on Congress's agenda. See supra text at note 12.

340. See, e.g., supra notes 79-80, 170-73, 221-27, 261-68, 279 and accompanying text.
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and the Phase Two process, 341 as well as the endangered species recov-
ery committees., 42 manifestly are designed to address regional con-
cerns and, ultimately, to formulate regional management policies for
the federal domain. Whether these initiatives can be traced to existing
statutory mandates, sustained public pressure, or the threat of con-
gressional intervention, the important fact is that a structure and "pro-
cess" for moving ahead with regional management are in place.

But are the Park Service and Forest Service, acting jointly
through the GYCC, institutionally capable of articulating and imple-
menting a functional, ecosystem-based management policy? As
agency officials know in the aftermath of the highly critical CRS re-
port,3 43 an effective ecosystem management strategy must be built
upon something more than "process," especially in a setting as visible,
diverse and volatile as the Greater Yellowstone region. Agee and
Johnson, describing ecosystem management, make the point this way:
"Interagency coordination is often a key element of successful ecosys-
tem management, but is not an end itself. Success in ecosystem man-
agement is ultimately measured by the goals achieved, not by the
amount of coordination.",3 "4 In short, effective coordinated regional
management depends upon the definition and implementation of
ecosystem-based policies and standards.

Despite the current rhetoric of regional coordination, the evi-
dence suggests that Forest Service and Park Service officials are still
constrained by their engrained institutional commitment to boundary-
based management and the principle of managerial discretion. In the
case of the Forest Service, although the recent forest plans acknowl-
edge a responsibility to the region, agency officials have foreclosed few
of their multiple-use options. Despite continuing concern among park
officials over oil and gas activity on their borders and its potential im-
pact on wildlife habitat and geothermal systems, only the Bridger-Te-
ton forest has even considered a mineral leasing buffer zone on forest
lands along park perimeters, and it has now abandoned that propo-
sal.34" And the Forest Service's wilderness recommendations in Idaho
and Montana-rather paltry for a region known internationally for its
natural values-would infringe only minimally on its managerial pre-

341. See supra notes 312-17 and accompanying text; infra notes 353-56.

342. See supra notes 160-61, 304 and accompanying text.

343. See supra notes 308-11 and accompanying text.

344. J. AGEE & D. JOHNSON, ECOSYSTEM MANAGEMENT FOR PARKS AND WILDERNESS:

WORKSHOP SYNTHESIS 6 (Inst. of Forest Resources, Contrib. No. 62, 1988). See also T. CLARK & A.
HARVEY, MANAGEMENT OF THE GREATER YELLOWSTONE ECOSYSTEM: AN ANNOTATED BIBLIOG-

RAPHY 19-21 (1988).

345. See supra note 112 and accompanying text.
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rogatives on the roadless forest lands.346 As for the Park Service, Yel-
lowstone officials-bowing to sustained local political pressure and
ignoring an earlier commitment to recover grizzly habitat and to en-
hance park natural values-have relied upon their discretionary au-
thority and decided to retain the controversial Fishing Bridge
campground. 47 Predictably, these same pressures again confront
Park Service officials as they formulate a winter-use plan to address
the burgeoning demand for developed and motorized winter, recrea-
tional opportunities within the parks.34

These as well as other important policy decisions, as agency offi-
cials acknowledge, are each loaded with regional, and even national,
implications. Yet the decisions reflect what can best be described as a
series of ad hoc judgments, often compromising significant natural val-
ues to maintain managerial flexibility or to accomodate local interests.
Lacking any principled basis for evaluating the regional implications
of these matters, the agencies inevitably have tempered ecological con-
cerns with judgments about political convenience and local economic
impact.34 9 The environmental costs of this approach are apparent:
Little or no regard has been given to the cumulative, regionwide im-
pact of development proposals, which has meant the piecemeal frag-
mentation of important wildlife habitat as well as the erosion of the
wilderness-like character of the region.350 But there are other costs as
well, principally the lack of stability and predictability that are the
bedrock of rational resource planning for local communities and busi-
nesses. Moreover, this commitment to managerial discretion opens
the agencies to the very political pressures that are likely to continue
frustrating their quest for enduring ecosystem management principles.
Perhaps this is why, as we have seen, virtually none of the major con-

346. See supra notes 293-300 and accompanying text.
347. See supra notes 82, 87 and accompanying text.
348. See supra note 96 and accompanying text.
349. This disjointed approach to management policy is reflected in the fact that the Shoshone and

Custer forests have placed their critical grizzly bear lands off-limits to oil and gas leasing, yet other
forests have opened critical habitat lands to leasing. See supra notes 112, 163, 230, 234, 280-81. And
while the Bridger-Teton and Shoshone forests have reduced their timber sale projections, the recent
forest plans show other forests escalating their annual harvests. See supra notes 229, 235. Perhaps the
most telling example of this involves the Fish and Wildlife Service. Bowing to perceived local opposi-
tion, the FWS has failed to delineate critical habitat for the grizzly bear under the ESA; instead, it relies
upon a management zoning scheme-a scheme that the Congressional Research Service found inade-
quate to insure the bear's survival. See supra notes 161, 308-11 and accompanying text.

350. See supra notes 73-78 and accompanying text. Of course, the CEM model, which has been
developed under the ESA, seeks to address this problem in the case of the grizzly bear, but the model
focuses solely on grizzly bear habitat. There is no comparable aggregate, regionwide measuring device
for other important ecosystem components.
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troversies involving either forest or park lands has yet been finally
resolved.

This reluctance to forego discretionary managerial authority is in-
stitutionally pervasive throughout the agencies. Recent NFMA ap-
peal decisions reveal that the Forest Service, at its highest levels, is
loath to relinquish any of its managerial discretion. These decisions
uniformly have held that final resource allocation decisions are not
being made in the forest plans but will be made later, leaving land
managers free to reassess and change forest plan determinations.3",
This same approach is reflected in the Forest Service's recently pro-
posed oil and gas regulations, which would vest local officials with the
authority to revise leasing decisions and stipulations. 52 Similarly,
neither the Forest Service nor the Park Service has yet taken any steps,
other than a memorandum of understanding, to confirm either the
GYCC's structure or its Phase Two "process" by legally binding regu-
lations;353 the Coordinating Committee as well as its initiatives could
be abandoned next month, by either agency, without legal sanction.354

And despite the message Congress has sent with its recent oil and gas
leasing and geothermal legislation, the GYCC, at least thus far, has
not promulgated any standards governing even pressing trans-
boundary resource management problems.355

The problem is not that flexibility is inherently bad. Times
change and society's values are constantly evolving. Once-dormant
natural resource needs can become pressing demands, as occurred in
the case of petroleum in the aftermath of the Arab oil embargo. Nor is
the GYCC's "process"-based approach to regionalism necessarily
faulty or destined to fail.356 Serious interagency coordination efforts

351. See supra note 218 and accompanying text.
352. See supra note 289 and accompanying text.
353. See supra notes 302, 312-18 and accompanying text. It should be noted that the GYCC itself

has no formal rulemaking authority; however, the Aggregation Report contemplates that each agency
will be integrating the Coordinating Committee's recommendations into regional guides and manage-
ment plans. AGGREGATION REPORT, supra note 14, at 4-2. The binding legal effect of the Forest
Service's regional guides and other planning documents is unclear in the aftermath of the agency's
NFMA administrative appeal decisions. See supra note 218 and accompanying text. See also National
Wildlife Fed'n v. Costin, 773 F.2d 1513 (9th Cir. 1985).

354. Indeed, the Phase Two "process" is designed to terminate upon completion of the "Visions
for the Future" document and identification of park and forest plan inconsistencies. From this point
forward the individual agencies will be responsible for implementing and monitoring the GYCC recom-
mendations, and the Team Leader position apparently will be abolished. AGGREGATION REPORT,
supra note 14, at 4-2. See also APPLYING THE AGGREGATION, supra note 314, at 1-6.

355. See supra notes 312-18 and accompanying text.
356. However, the GYCC, which is now composed exclusively of federal agency representatives

from the Park Service and Forest Service, ultimately may prove insufficiently representative of the
multifarious interests concerned with future management options in the Yellowstone region to assure
the legitimacy and broad acceptance of its decisions. The U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service and perhaps the
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have just begun in the last couple years, and the GYCC is staking out
new terrain in an area where interagency rivalries are legendary. Cau-
tion surely is warranted in the volatile Greater Yellowstone environ-
ment where traditional adversaries have proven themselves prepared
both to litigate and lobby to advance their agendas. But without a
joint commitment based upon clearly defined priorities and binding
standards, flexibility can-as it has in the past-become a guise for
politically expedient, rather than principled, ecologically sound
decisions.

B. An Emerging "Common Law" of Ecosystem Management

Is there sufficient legal authority for the land managers to reorder
their priorities to take full account of the ecosystem? The burden of
this article, in large measure, has been to provide an affirmative answer
to this question. As we have seen, existing legal mandates-in a piece-
meal and perhaps still incomplete manner-protect specific ecological
components and endorse ecosystem preservation as a fundamental
tenet of federal public lands policy. Moreover, the courts consistently
have confirmed the authority of land managers to make and imple-
ment resource management decisions giving priority to environmental
values, so long as they have fulfilled their procedural obligations.
Thus, rather than perceiving the law as a constraint, the agencies can
and should view the law as an ally in their efforts to implement what
amounts to an emerging "common law" of ecosystem management.

Viewed in total, the law reflects an impressive, judicially enforcea-
ble congressional commitment to ecologically sound public land man-
agement. The Endangered Species Act, perhaps the most powerful
substantive law governing public lands policy, sets a clear priority for

BLM are key federal participants in regional affairs, and the surrounding states, not to mention many of
the local communities and interest groups, have strong intersts in federal management policies. See T.

CLARK & A. HARVEY, supra note 344, at 21. Should the current approach falter, several models of
intergovernmental regional planning and management bodies already exist from which the GYCC

might draw in restructuring itself to reflect a broader array of interests and to facilitate decision mak-

ing. See, e.g., 16 U.S.C. § 839b (1982) (establishing Pacific Northwest Electric Power and Conservation

Planning Council); Mont. Code Ann. §§ 75-7-301 to -308 (1987) (creating a Flathead Basin Commis-

sion); 16 U.S.C. § 471i (1982) (establishing a Pinelands National Reserve planning entity). See also

Good & Good, The Pinelands National Reserve: An Ecosystem Approach to Management, BioSci.,
Mar. 1984, at 169 (explaining management of the New Jersey Pine Barrens National Reserve); Wilkin-

son & Conner, The Law of the Pacific Salmon Fishery: Conservation and Allocation ofa Transboundary

Common Property Resource, 32 KANSAS L. REV. 17, 94-107 (1983). On the other hand, consolidation

of the three Forest Service regions represented in Greater Yellowstone into one regional office repre-

senting only the Yellowstone area forests would facilitate the GYCC's coordination efforts. The fact

that this has not occurred may be a further reflection of the Forest Service's general resistance to
institutional change.
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species preservation and is not boundary-limited.""7 The rather tech-
nical and somewhat qualified NFMA also contains substantive Stan-
dards designed to insure the ecological integrity of the national
forests;35 its biological diversity requirements are serving as a mean-
ingful restraint on environmentally harmful logging activity in the Pa-
cific Northwest. 59 Although NEPA is a procedural statute, it is
designed to insure that ecological factors, including transboundary im-
pacts, are identified and considered before federal land management
agencies authorize development proposals that disturb the natural en-
vironment a.3 6  The protection provisions in the organic park and wil-
derness laws are not only intended to protect these preserved lands
against impairment from outside sources, but they legitimize in-
terjurisdictional management arrangements.361 Moreover, when these
protection requirements are interpreted in conjunction with the
NFMA section 1604(a) coordination requirement, the concept of in-
teragency coordination takes on substantive content and compels re-
straint as a guiding management principle on multiple-use lands
adjacent to national parks and wilderness areas.3 62

The Yellowstone region judicial decisions likewise support the
conclusion that agency officials have the inherent legal authority to
develop and implement ecosystem-based management policies. First,
the decisions affirm the principle of managerial discretion and thus
vest the land manager with rather broad authority over his domain. 63

Second, despite recurrent litigation seeking judicial endorsement of a
dominant-use agenda, the courts have not endorsed the proposition
that commodity production should take precedence over other uses of
the national forests.3 64 In the case of the Bridger-Teton's Dubois-area
timber harvesting policies, for example, the court found no legal basis
for questioning the Forest Service's policy judgment giving priority to
the wildlife resource on these multiple-use lands.365 Third, on several

357. See generally supra section IV.B.I.

358. See supra notes 187-98, 203 and accompanying text.
359. See supra notes 199-202 and accompanying text.
360. See supra notes 80, 118, 131-34, 204, 220-27 and accompanying text.

361. See supra notes 97-101, 125-29 and accompanying text and text following notes 112, 142.
362. See supra notes 326-31 and accompanying and following text.
363. See, e.g., National Wildlife Fed'n v. National Park Serv., 669 F. Supp. 384 (D. Wyo. 1987);

Intermountain Forest Indus. Ass'n v. Lyng, 683 F. Supp. 1330 (D. Wyo. 1988).
364. See, e.g., Intermountain Forest Indus. Ass'n v. Lyng, 683 F. Supp. 1330 (D. Wyo. 1988);

Sierra Club v. Peterson, 717 F.2d 1409 (D.C. Cir. 1983). There is one possible exception to this conclu-
sion, namely, the oil and gas leasing withdrawal decisions in Wyoming involving the Bridger-Teton
National Forest. Mountain States Legal Found. v. Andrus, 499 F. Supp. 383 (D. Wyo. 1980); Moun-

tain States Legal Found. v. Hodel, 668 F. Supp. 1466 (D. Wyo. 1987). But see supra text at notes 277-
78.

365. Intermountain Forest Indus. Ass'n v. Lyng, 683 F. Supp. 1330 (D. Wyo. 1988).
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occasions the courts have intervened to protect, at least temporarily,
environmental values or the roadless character of forest lands. For
example, in the oil and gas leasing cases, the judicially imposed NEPA
injunctions have had the effect of compelling Forest Service officials to
broaden their environmental analyses, obligating them to review the
temporal and spatial ecological impacts of their decisions.366 Thus,
the decisions, viewed collectively, establish the general proposition
that management decisions giving priority to natural values are consis-
tent with existing statutory mandates and can withstand judicial
scrutiny.

Indeed, the land management agencies have begun developing,
through administrative initiatives, the rudiments of a "common law"
of ecosystem management. Under the ESA, the agencies have devel-
oped the ecosystem-based grizzly bear management zoning system,
which effectively establishes substantive standards governing land
management practices on park and forest lands to insure the bear's
habitat.3 67 Should wolf reintroduction occur, it too will be managed
through a similar interjurisdictional zoning scheme.3 68 The adminis-
tratively conceived "natural burn" fire policy, which is derived from
the preservation mandates in the organic park and wilderness legisla-
tion, also represents a substantive interagency management policy im-
plemented through a zoning system that gives primacy to natural
processes on park and wilderness lands.3 69 On a smaller scale, the
Bridger-Teton's decision to include a cumulative effects, full-field de-
velopment environmental analysis of potential oil and gas activity in
its final forest plan-despite the Park County decision that seemingly
relieved forest officials of this obligation-reflects a heightened sensi-
tivity to the regional implications of such development activity. 370

Thus, though still fragmentary and incomplete, the initial outlines of
an administratively constructed ecosystem management policy are
apparent.

Disturbingly, however, most of these manifestations of an emerg-
ing "common law" of ecosystem management stem from powerful

366. See. e.g., Sierra Club v. Peterson, 717 F.2d 1409 (D.C. Cir. 1983); Conner v. Burford, 848
F.2d 1441 (9th Cir. 1988), cert. denied sub nom., Sun Exploration & Prod. Co. v. Lujan, 109 S. Ct. 1121
(1989); California v. Block, 690 F.2d 753 (9th Cir. 1982).

367. See supra notes 161-62 and accompanying text.

368. See supra note 175.
369. See supra notes 89-90 and accompanying text.

370. See supra text at notes 279-81. Another forestwide example of an ecologically sensitive zon-
ing scheme is the Bridger-Teton's decision, in its final forest plan, to impose NSO stipulations on min-
eral leases affecting 975,000 acres of steep-slope forest lands, a decision that is predicated upon the
NFMA soil stability provisions and that may set leasing standards for the other regional forests. See
supra notes 230, 255. But see infra text at note 374.
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substantive laws such as the ESA, or from NEPA, which has received
vigorous judicial enforcement. Or, as in the case of the "natural burn"
fire management policy, the policy can be traced to unambiguous, sin-
gle-use laws such as the Wilderness Act. Can--or will-the agencies
invest the inherently weaker protection and coordination mandates
with similar meaning by developing substantive, ecosystem-based
management standards dealing with adjacent lands and ecologically
sensitive areas?a"' Of course, such a step, by its very nature, would
impose constraints on traditional consumptive-use activities and thus
test the Forest Service's commitment to a regional management
agenda. The fact that even the ESA has been diluted in the Greater
Yellowstone region to accomodate powerful, local political interests
counsels caution in forecasting a new era in public land
management.372

The principle of discretionary management authority is a two-
edged sword. Discretionary authority can be utilized not only to im-
plement ecosystem-based management policies, but it also can be re-
lied upon to countenance intensive development activity on
ecologically sensitive lands. Indeed, as we have noted, agency policies
and decisions-as reflected in the Park Service's Fishing Bridge deci-
sion and the Forest Service's oil and gas leasing program in Wyo-
ming-have vacillated in just this manner.a"3 Moreover,
administrative discretion can be relied upon to avoid institutionalizing
legally binding commitments. Policies like the Bridger-Teton's forest
plan solution to the oil and gas development dilemma-the use of
NSO stipulations on steep slopes-probably lack any meaningful legal
force; such decisions apparently are not binding and the stipulations
routinely have been waived.3 74 Can-or will-the agencies, therefore,
take the further step of confirming such policies in legally binding ad-
ministrative regulations or as legally binding regionwide policies?3 "7

Should the agencies default by failing to develop comprehensive
and functional ecosystem-based management policies, the current re-

371. See supra note 112 (noting that the Bridger-Teton National Forest recently dropped plans to

establish a mineral leasing buffer zone adjacent to Grand Teton National Park).

372. See supra note 161.

373. Notably, both of these decisions have withstood judicial challenges. See supra notes 87, 263-

65, 285 and accompanying text.

374. See supra notes 218, 283 and accompanying text.

375. Paradoxically, if agency officials utilize their discretionary power to establish legally binding

ecosystem management standards, they might insulate themselves from legislative incursions or judi-

cially-imposed mandates, and thus preserve a measure of administrative autonomy. For example, the

grizzly bear zoning scheme has enabled the Park Service to withstand judicial challenge in the Fishing

Bridge case, and the substantive natural fire policy has apparently withstood modification by Congress.

See supra notes 87, 89-94, 166-67 and accompanying text.
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gionalism initiatives-which effectively legitimize the ecosystem as the
appropriate management entity--could alter the status quo in the
courts and Congress. De facto recognition of the ecosystem by the
land managers may embolden the courts to enforce the extraterritorial
protection responsibilities found in the organic park and wilderness
legislation.376 It also could lead the courts to read substantive obliga-
tions into the NFMA coordination requirement, effectively establish-
ing binding standards governing management decisions on public
lands adjacent to preserved lands. 377 Furthermore, de facto recogni-
tion of the ecosystem could change the political calculus before Con-
gress in such intense conflicts as the issue of wilderness designation
and oil and gas exploration on largely undisturbed lands. Even more
importantly, administrative treatment of the Greater Yellowstone re-
gion as the relevant management entity presents Congress with im-
pressive evidence that a regional legislative solution is the only viable
means of bringing these persistent resource conflicts under control.

C. In Search of Guiding Principles

The true test of an administratively constructed ecosystem man-
agement scheme is the formulation of comprehensive transboundary
resource management policies predicated upon sound ecological prin-
ciples and the confirmation of substantive governing standards
through legally binding commitments. The GYCC now has in place a
sophisticated "process" for constructing just such a management
scheme, assuming agency officials can overcome their own institu-
tional traditions and not-inconsiderable local resistance. As an initial
matter, the challenge confronting the Greater Yellowstone land man-
agement agencies is-to paraphrase Aldo Leopold's words-to articu-
late an ecosystem or regional ethic that sets the framework for future
management of the region's public lands.37 This is a normative,
value-based determination that will involve ordering into a set of gov-
erning priorities the disparate environmental, economic, political, aes-
thetic, cultural, and other values attached to the region's national park
and forest lands.3 7 9 Next, the challenge is to translate the identified

376. See supra notes 97-101, 123-29 and accompanying text.

377. See supra section IV.D.2.
378. See supra text at note 10. This is not to suggest that either the Park Service or Forest Service

should be rewriting their basic organic mandates; rather, this simply recognizes the inherent elasticity

in a management standard such as the multiple-use concept, which clearly can accommodate manage-
ment policies giving primacy to amenity values. See, e.g., supra notes 240-44 and accompanying text.

379. See, e.g., J. SAX, supra note 41, at 103-109; S. DANA & S. FAIRFAX, supra note I, at 321-46;
Wilkinson, supra note 39, at 401, 404-10. In a sense, this is what the GYCC Phase Two process is

designed to do with development of the "Vision for the Future" document, which, as the agencies have
recognized, will reflect value-based judgments about appropriate regional goals. APPLYING THE AG-
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priorities into a set of compatible resource management principles and
governing standards."' 0 This process of implementing ecosystem-
based resource management principles necessarily will draw heavily
upon science. Moreover, one overarching concern is that the resulting
management scheme must provide sustainable local economic
opportunities.

While any threshold, value-based determinations about Greater
Yellowstone's future must account for the inherent tension between
national and local land use preferences, the prominence of Yellow-
stone insures that national values will (and should) be given primacy
on the regional management agenda. Agency officials, therefore,
should acknowledge explicitly, as a regional ethic, a primary commit-
ment to maintain the natural values and thus the ecological integrity
of the region.3"' This would insure protection for the myriad wildlife
resources and natural features, as well as the wilderness-like setting,
that account for Greater Yellowstone's uniqueness and international
stature as the preeminent example of this nation's preservationist
legacy.

Such a commitment .to naturalness rather accurately manifests
existing federal legislative priorities and administrative policies, as well
as local economic realities. In a very real sense, Congress already has
recognized naturalness as a national priority in the Greater Yellow-
stone region. Besides the two world-renowned national parks and
three wildlife refuges, Congress has preserved nearly fifty percent of
the region's national forests as wilderness, and it will add to this when
it completes the wilderness designation process for Montana and
Idaho. The fact that Congress apparently is not prepared to rewrite
the "natural burn" policy reflects this commitment to naturalness, as
well as the evolution of natural resources management policy from a
narrow, human-oriented focus to a recognition that ecological
processes are important dimensions of public land management pol-
icy.82 And of course, as we have seen, current federal law validates

GREGATION, supra note 314, at 2. Cf. 36 C.F.R. § 219.3 (1988) (recognizing that "net public benefits"
in the forest planning process include qualitative criteria).

380. See supra notes 314-16 and accompanying text (explaining that the GYCC Phase Two pro-
cess will result in identified goals being used to determine needed revisions to management guides and
plans).

381. As used, the term "natural values" should not be read to suggest a management standard of
"naturalness" for the Greater Yellowstone region. See J. AGEE & D. JOHNSON, supra note 344, at 6.
Rather the term is used to identify an overarching value or goal-in terms that are widely understood
and supported by the public-toward which management policies should be geared. Once such a value-
based commitment is made, then it is incumbent upon land managers to define management standards,
drawing upon contemporary scientific principles and the like, that will insure the region's basic ecologi-
cal integrity while also meeting human needs. See infra text at notes 385-92.

382. Another telling recognition of this fundamental reorientation in public land management
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the principle of ecosystem management on the public domain. In ad-
dition, the land management agencies-with their current regionalism
initiatives and their role in the emerging "common law" of ecosystem
management-already have established something of a de facto prior-
ity for sustaining ecological processes in the Greater Yellowstone
region.383

Although the science of ecology-which demonstrates the links
connecting Yellowstone area public lands-provides the predicate for
regionalism, science itself cannot define a new ethic (or management
priorities) in an area like Greater Yellowstone. Science attaches no
significance or value to the many human interests that figure promi-
nently in policy judgments about the public lands.384 Nevertheless,
science will play an important role in implementing the concept of
ecosystem-based management in Greater Yellowstone and elsewhere
on the public domain. Indeed, a primary goal of preserving natural
ecological processes can be implemented only by relying upon scien-
tific criteria. 385  Not only does science provide objective criteria for
establishing the necessary management standards, but scientific re-
search provides the basis for measuring whether management goals
have been met. The agencies, which are governed by numerous sci-
ence-based legal standards, already are familiar with a management
regime predicated upon scientific precepts.38 6 Moreover, the quantita-

philosophy would be a decision-either congressional or administrative-to proceed with wolf rein-
troduction in the Yellowstone region. See supra text at notes 174-82.

383. Indeed, given the fragmented jurisdictional boundaries, various legal mandates, and diverse
human interests in Greater Yellowstone, the only reasonable explanation for these administrative initia-
tives is a shared commitment to insure the ecological integrity of the region. See AGGREGATION RE-
PORT, supra note 14, at 4-1.

384. For example, aesthetic considerations-undoubtedly the raison d'etre for the national
parks-have no apparent place in a purely scientific conception of public land management. Nor do the
principles of ecology alone provide an acceptable answer to such questions as the appropriateness of oil
and gas drilling on roadless forest lands lying in the shadow of the Grand Tetons. In fact, however,
aesthetic considerations have become an important, accepted dimension of multiple-use management.
See, e.g., 16 U.S.C. § 1604(g)(3)(F)(iii), (v) (1982) (providing that clearcuts in the national forests must
be shaped to be consistent with aesthetic resources); 43 U.S.C. § 1702(c) (1982) (defining "'multiple
use" for purposes of FLPMA to include aesthetic values on the public lands). See also A. RUNTE,
supra note 7, at 11-47; W. HAMMITT & D. COLE, WILDLAND RECREATION: ECOLOGY AND MANAGE-

MENT 16-17 (1987) (comparing the ecologist's and recreationist's perceptions of backcountry natural
resource disturbance).

385. J. AGEE & D. JOHNSON, supra note 344, at 11-13; Spurr, The Natural Resource Ecosystem,
in THE ECOSYSTEM CONCEPT IN NATURAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT, supra note 24, at 4-7; T.
CLARK & A. HARVEY, supra note 344, at 19-20.

386. These include such standards as the MU-SY Act's sustained-yield principle, the ESA conser-
vation requirement, the NFMA and NEPA biological diversity provisions, and other technically-
framed NFMA management obligations. See generally supra notes 209-27, 357-62 and accompanying
text. Thus, an ecosystem management policy based upon scientific principles should not be perceived as
threatening to Park Service and Forest Service officials charged with implementing it in the unfamiliar,
and potentially threatening, setting of an interagency committee or the like.
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tive aspects of science give a distinctly objective flavor to management
policy decisions and thus should afford land managers a measure of
insulation from political pressures.

Plainly, the most difficult problem the GYCC confronts in con-
structing an ecosystem management policy that accords priority to the
region's nationally significant natural features is how to insure local
economic stablility. In an area well known for its resentment of fed-
eral intrusions, this will require sensitive judgments about community
economic stability, distinctive cultural traditions, and the rate at
which change can be assimilated. Moreover, both the Forest Service
and Park Service must be prepared to reassess, and perhaps compro-
mise, long-standing agency traditions and values. However difficult
these sensitive judgments may be, it is a task largely within the agen-
cies' discretionary administrative authority, and one that is well suited
to a locally crafted solution.

One promising comprehensive model is the Biosphere Reserve
concept, which links the preservationist goal of maintaining biological
diversity with sustainable economic development principles.387 With-
out rearranging jurisdictional boundaries, the concept envisions a core
of preserved lands surrounded by lands zoned to permit different levels
of disturbance (or development), with minimum-impact development
sanctioned on lands near the core area and more intensive activity per-
mitted on those further away. Thus, while restraints might be placed
on activities such as logging and mineral exploration in ecologically
sensitive areas near the core, these activities would not be precluded
throughout the region. To accomodate such changes, the agencies
could utilize a "phase-in" process and, as the Forest Service has al-

387. The Biosphere Reserve concept originated in the United Nations Educational, Scientific and
Cultural Organization's (UNESCO's) "Man in the Biosphere" program, and is designed to insure spe-
cies diversity throughout the world by designating representative ecosystems as Reserves. The pro-
gram's goals are to protect representative ecosystems, promote scientific research and public education,
and insure local economic opportunities. Yellowstone National Park was designated an International
Biosphere Reserve in 1976. See Miller, Biosphere Reserves in Concept and Practice, in TOWARDS THE
BIOSPHERE RESERVE: EXPLORING RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN PARKS AND ADJACENT LANDS 7-21
(R.C. Scace & C.J. Martinka eds. 1983); Sax & Keiter, supra note 20, at 253-57. See also T. Mc-
NAMEE, NATURE FIRST: KEEPING OUR WILD PLACES AND WILD CREATURES WILD 45-50 (1987)
(proposing creation of a National Biosphere Reserve system); Salwasser, Schonewald-Cox, & Baker,
supra note 35, at 166-72 (proposing conservation networks to sustain species population viability); R. E.
Grumbine, Native Diversity or the Natural Zoo: Refraining Conservation Biology (1988) (unpublished
manuscript available from author) (proposing sustainable biosphere reserves); Gilbert, Cooperation in
Ecosystem Management, in ECOSYSTEM MANAGEMENT FOR PARKS AND WILDERNESS, supro note 24,
at 180-92 (discussing the biosphere reserve concept and the southern Appalachian Mountains).
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ready done in the case of Dubois, provide economic and technical
assistance."'

The economic health of the Yellowstone region is tied directly to
the natural setting. Tourism is the principal economic activity
throughout much of the region.389 Local communities, seeking to sta-
bilize their economies, are expanding tourism facilities and promotion
efforts, and the tourist season is being extended through the winter
months.3" But relying primarily upon tourism as the economic base
will not eliminate pressure on the region's natural values. Indeed, pro-
posals such as the Ski Yellowstone resort and retention of the Fishing
Bridge campground raise difficult questions about how a tourism-
based economy can be sustained in a wilderness-like setting without
jeopardizing natural values. Even the Park Service is learning it too
may be faced with compromising important values to accomodate a
regional economy based upon tourism and nonconsumptive use.391

On the national forests, intensive development proposals-exemplified
recently by the expansion request for the Grand Targhee Ski Area in
the Targhee National Foresta9 2-will most likely surface more fre-
quently, posing conflicts with wildlife needs and scenic values.393 Yet,
with a coherent set of ecosystem-based management standards derived
from clearly defined regional priorities, agency officials should have a
principled basis for addressing these issues.

Nature's time clock is running, however. With development pres-
sures mounting daily in different corners of the Yellowstone ecosys-
tem, unique resources such as the grizzly bear and geyser system
remain at risk, while roadless forest lands are being lost to the bull-
dozer and chainsaw. If the agencies fail to move decisively, with vi-
sion and boldness, they run the risk of losing control over events (as

388. See supra note 247. Cf. 16 U.S.C.S. § 79k, 1 (1988 Supp.) (providing federal economic assist-
ance to offset local impacts from the Redwood National Park expansion).

389. See supra notes 44, 70 and accompanying text.
390. See supra note 96 and accompanying text.
391. This is illustrated quite plainly by the request from the State of Wyoming and several local

communities to open Grand Teton National Park to snowmobile access to complete a proposed Conti-
nental Divide Snowmobile Trail. The trail is designed to enhance winter recreational and tourism
opportunities in northwestern Wyoming, primarily for the towns of Dubois, Lander, and Riverton.
Ironically, this proposal probably can be traced to the demise of logging and mining in the area sur-
rounding Dubois. Thus, it presages the type of demands that could be placed upon the parks and other
public lands with a transition from traditional extractive economic activities to a tourism and recrea-
tion-based regional economy. See NEWSLETTER-JOINT WINTER USE PLAN, supra note 96.

392. See Casper Star Trib., Apr. 28, 1988, at BI.
393. At the same time, local communities probably can anticipate more conflicts over private land

development proposals. More visitors and tourists will demand more services and facilities, which will
insure additional, cumulative impacts on wildlife habitat and the area's natural values. See, e.g., supra

note 165 (explaining that private development accompanying the Ski Yellowstone proposal will impact
grizzly bear habitat).
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may have occurred already with oil and gas activity).3 94 Land manag-
ers, as well as their constituents, face the very real prospect of either
an imposed congressional solution or further burdensome litigation ac-
companied by the threat of judicial intervention. Should the agencies
default by failing to articulate a compelling future agenda that in-
cludes functional, transboundary resource management policies, Con-
gress and the courts will step in-undoubtedly starting from the
premise that the land managers enjoy too much, not too little, unchan-
neled discretion. In short, either the agencies, acting within the ex-
isting statutory framework and utilizing their inherent discretionary
authority, can develop a meaningful "common law" of ecosystem
management, or Congress and the courts can take over responsibility
for insuring the ecological integrity of the Greater Yellowstone region.

Whether it is by bold administrative initiatives, congressional
mandate, or perhaps even judicial fiat, the inexorable march of events
in the Yellowstone region appears destined to conclude with de jure
recognition of the Greater Yellowstone region as the relevant manage-
ment entity. At least the important dialogue over what ecosystem
management means is now underway before the region's natural
treasures are lost. The principal players still have an opportunity to
shape their own destiny and to craft a future sensitive to local eco-
nomic needs and cultural traditions. But time is growing short to take
the effective action needed to insure the integrity of Greater Yellow-
stone's unique and irreplaceable wildland resources.

VI. CONCLUSION

Yellowstone's high visibility and national significance assure that
what happens there will have a pronounced influence on the public
lands elsewhere. Similar calls for ecosystem-based management are
being heard in the Glacier National Park region of northwestern Mon-
tana, the North Cascades region of Washington State, and the Colo-
rado Plateau of southern Utah. In each of these settings, major
national parks and wilderness areas are intermixed with large expanses
of multiple-use public lands. Conflict is intense between preservation-
ists determined to minimize man's impact on the natural environment
and the extractive industries eager to maintain their traditional access
rights to public resources. As in the Yellowstone region, workable
solutions to these conflicts will require cooperative management ap-
proaches and a willingness to rethink traditional land use priorities.

Some lessons from this excursus through the Yellowstone experi-

394. See supra notes 286-90 and accompanying text.
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ence are clear enough, even if the ramifications are as yet only partly
understood. In significant respects, the law breaches conventional
boundary lines on the public domain; it not only provides specific legal
protection for ecosystem components, but also endorses the principle
of ecosystem management. The land management agencies have
themselves given defacto recognition to a Greater Yellowstone ecosys-
tem and created their own "process" for addressing transboundary is-
sues. Their administrative initiatives reflect the rudimentary
beginnings of a "common law" of ecosystem management. But
whether the agencies-given their divergent management principles
and the strong passions of their constituent groups-are capable insti-
tutionally of transcending the boundary mentality to articulate a re-
gional vision that fully integrates ecological imperatives with
individual human interests remains uncertain. Moreover, whether the
agencies can overcome their traditional preoccupation with manage-
rial discretion to establish meaningful ecosystem-based management
standards remains unclear.

Inevitably, however, Greater Yellowstone's future will be shaped
by, and ultimately will reflect, evolving national public values. The
ecosystem concept interjects a provocative new image into the debates
that are now influencing and molding public lands policy. Scientifi-
cally, the concept demonstrates the indisputable interconnectedness of
jurisdictionally fragmented public lands. And the concept has great
power as a metaphorical device, rooted in scientific fact yet evocative
enough to stir the hearts and minds of an American public now
strongly committed to the preservationist ideal and its national parks
heritage. Already the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem concept has
fused two world-renowned national parks, several well-known wilder-
ness areas, and the adjoining national forest lands into a regional en-
tity that has engaged public attention at national and international
levels. It has broadened the perspective of land managers beyond their
own borders, and it is transforming traditional conceptions of land
management policy. In short, the ecosystem concept provides the fun-
damental premise for regional management and thus brings a compel-
ling new vision to the ongoing debate over the future of the public
domain.
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